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ABSTRACT
With the expanding use of automation in machining technology, the modern
manufacturing aims toward achieving high productivity without close h u m a n supervision.
This aim requires reliable machining processes. The chip control is one of major concern
in automated machining system. It is essential for the safety of the machining operation,
the maintenance of good surface finish on the machined parts, the convenience of chip
disposal, and the possible power reduction.

This thesis major deals with theoretical modelling for the 3-D chip curling
process, including geometry and mechanics consideration. These models are then used to
develop a computer animation system to simulate the process of chip curling in 3-D metal
cutting. Hence the work described in this thesis is devoted to developing an effective
theoretical technique for chip control in automated machining systems.
Firstly, a new method to describe the development process of 3-D chip curling is
developed in accord with the mechanics and kinematics characters of chip curling in 3-D
machining. This analysis divided the process of 3-D chip development into different
stages based on the deformation mechanism and characteristics, i.e. chip forming stage,
chip curling stage, chip breaking stage, and the kinematical characters according to
whether the curled chip, after leaving the rake face, hits the backwall of breaker/groove,
or/and workpiece, or/and backface of tool, or/and extends along the chip breaker. Then
n e w basic chip curling forms, up-curling, side-curling and twisting, are proposed based
on the continuum mechanics theory. It reveals that a 3-D curling chip body m a y undergo
longitudinal bending, transversal bending and torsional deformations. T h e analysis
provides the fundament for the theoretical modelling of the 3-D chip curling and breaking.
Secondly, a general geometric model of 3-D chip curling generated by typical chip
breakers is developed by introducing the three-dimensional deformation state of the chip
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curling. The model, so developed, can be used to predict the 3-D chip curling forms. The
prediction includes a group of criteria for the effects of C0X, CO , C0Z and T]0 on the chip
forms/shapes. The varying tendency of the chip radius and chip pitch with varying C0X,
COy, COz and T\0 is further discussed based on a sensitivity analysis the results of which
are summarised graphically. The sensitivity analysis provides a quantitative assessment
of the significance of three basic chip curling forms, namely up-curling, side-curling and
twisting to the gener.al helical chip form.
Thirdly, a set of 3-D mechanics models of chip curling with chip breaker for the
internal resisting forces is developed for the 4 basic chip deformation cases of chip
curling process based on the structural mechanics theory, These internal forces, in
particular the bending moments and torques are expressed as variations along the length
of the curled chip. The set of models considers a spatial force system including the
longitudinal bending moment, transversal bending m o m e n t and the torsional torque. Then
the distribution of the bending moments and torques along the chip body are discussed
based on graphically presented calculated results. The models reveal, in theory, n e w
insights into the chip breaking mechanisms. M o r e importantly it provides a n e w
approach to theoretically asses the curling chip breakability. Notably it is shown that the
bending m o m e n t and torque are the main causes of chip breaking. Furthermore the
bending m o m e n t and torque in the chip body are caused by the chip breaker and the
obstacle the curling chip contacts.

Finally, a computer animation system for 3-D chip curling in machining process is
developed based on the 3-D chip curling developing process, geometry model and
mechanics models of 3-D chip curling presented in the research work. T h e 3-D chip
animation integrates the chip flow equation, chip curling patterns, chip geometrical
features and mathematical expressions for the 3-D helix surface. Based on the input
conditions (namely chip breaker parameters and cutting conditions), a computer program
is developed to convert the parametric prediction into a series of dynamic graphs
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demonstrating the chip formation process. Then the animation results are analysed and
compared with the experimental observations. The methodology presented will provide

assistance for machine operators to select machining conditions or for process planning

designers to confidently and thoroughly plan the cutting process, control chip breakage
and evaluate the chip control effect.
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Introduction

—

\

1.1 General Background
1.1.1 Metal Cutting
Metal cutting is one of the most important methods of removing unwanted
material in the production of mechanical components. This metal removing treatment
involves numerous fields the description of which demands application of fundamentals
of physics, chemistry, materials behaviour, and the engineering sciences of heat
transfer, solid mechanics, and surface science (tribology).

It would serve no useful purpose to attempt a precise definition of metal cutting.

Here the term is intended to include operations in which a thin layer of metal, the ch
or swarf, is removed by a wedge-shaped tool from a larger body. There is no hard and
fast line separating chip-forming operations from others such as the sheet metal
shearing, the hole punching or the bar cropping into lengths. These also can be

considered as metal cutting, but the action of the tools and the process of separation
two parts are so different from those encountered in chip-forming operations that the
subject requires a different treatment and these operations are not considered here.
There is a great similarity between the operations of cutting and grinding. Our
ancestors ground stone tools before metals were discovered and later used the same
process for sharpening metal tools and weapons. The grinding wheel does much the

same job as the file, which can be classified as a cutting tool, but has a much larger
number of cutting edges, randomly shaped and oriented. Each edge removes a much

smaller fragment of metal than is normal in cutting, and it is largely because of this
difference in size that conclusions drawn from investigations into metal cutting must
applied with reservations to the operation of grinding.
In the engineering industry, the term machining is used to cover chip-forming
operations, as defined in many dictionaries. Most machining is carried out to shape
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metals and alloys, but the lathe was first used to turn w o o d and bone, and today m a n y
plastic products also are machined. The term metal cutting is used here because

research has shown certain characteristic features of the metal behaviour during cutt

which dominate the process. Hence without further work, it is not possible to extend t
principles described here to embrace the cutting of other materials.

1.1.1.1 Brief history of metal cutting
Before the middle of the 18th century the main material used in engineering
structures was wood. The lathe and a few other machine tools existed, mostly
constructed in wood and most commonly used for shaping wooden parts. The boring of
cannons and the production of metal screws and small instrument parts were the

exceptions. It was the steam engine, with its requirement of large metal cylinders and
other parts of unprecedented dimensional accuracy, which led to the first major
developments in metal cutting.
The materials of which the first steam engines were constructed were not very
difficult to machine. Grey cast iron, wrought iron, brass and bronze were readily cut

using hardened carbon steel tools. The methods of heat treatment of tool steel had bee
evolved by centuries of craftsmen, and reasonably reliable tools were available,
although rapid failure of the tools could be avoided only by cutting very slowly.
At the inception of the steam engine, no machine tool industry existed. Hence
the whole of this industry is the product of the last two hundred years. Notably the
century from 1760 to 1860 saw the establishment of enterprises devoted to the
production of machine tools. Maudslay, Whitworth, and Eli Whitney, among many

other great engineers, devoted their lives to perfecting the basic types of machine t
required for generating, in metallic components, the cylindrical and flat surfaces,

threads, grooves, slots and holes of many shapes required by the developing industries
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The lathe, the planer, the shaper, the milling machine, drilling machines and power
saws were all developed into rigid machines capable, in the hands of good craftsmen,

turning out large numbers of very accurate parts and structures of sizes and shapes t
had never before been contemplated. By 1860 the basic problems of how to produce the

necessary shapes in the existing materials had largely been solved. There had been li
change in the materials which had to be machined - cast iron, wrought iron and a few

copper based alloys. High carbon tool steel, hardened and tempered by the blacksmith,

still had to answer all the tooling requirements. The quality and consistency of tool
steels had been greatly improved by a century of experience with the crucible steel

process, but the limitations of carbon steel tools at their best were becoming an obv
constraint on speeds of production.
From 1860 to the present day, the emphasis has shifted from development of the
basic machine tools and the know-how of production of the required shapes and
accuracy, to the problems of machining new metals and alloys and to the reduction of
machining costs. With the Bessemer and Open Hearth steel making processes, steel
rapidly replaced wrought iron as a major construction material. The tonnage of steel
soon vastly exceeded the earlier output of wrought iron and much of this had to be
machined. Alloy steels in particular proved more difficult to machine than wrought
iron, and cutting speeds had to be lowered even further to achieve a reasonable tool
Towards the end of the 19th century the costs of machining were becoming very great

in terms of manpower and capital investment. The incentive to reduce costs by cutting

faster and automating the cutting process became more intense, and, up to the present
time, continues to be the mainspring of the major developments in the metal cutting
field.
The technology of metal cutting has been improved by contributions from all the
branches of industry with an interest in machining. Development of cutting tool

materials has held a key position. Productivity could not have been increased without
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the replacement of carbon tool steel by high-speed steel and cemented carbide which

allowed cutting speeds to be increased by many times. The special properties requi

by the cutting edge of tools to machine steel at high speed have led to the develo
of the most advanced tool materials. This development continues today with

employment of ceramic and ultra-hard tool materials. Machine tool manufacturers ha
developed machines capable of making full use of the new tool materials, while
automatic machines, numerically controlled (NC) machines, often with computer

control (CNC), and transfer machines greatly increase the output per worker employ

Tool designers and machinists have optimised the shapes of tools to give long too

at high cutting speed. Lubricant manufacturers have developed many new coolants an
lubricants to improve surface finish and permit increased rates of metal removal.
The producers of those metallic materials which have to be machined played a
double role. Many new alloys were developed to meet the increasingly severe
conditions of stress, temperature and corrosive atmosphere imposed by the
requirements of our industrial civilisation. Some of these, like aluminium and

magnesium, are easy to machine, but others, like high-alloy steels and nickel-base

alloys, become more difficult to cut as their useful properties improve. On the ot
hand, metal producers have responded to the demands of production engineers for
metals which can be cut faster. New heat treatments have been devised, and the

introduction of alloys like the free-machining steels and leaded brass has made gr
savings in production costs.
Today metal-cutting is a very large segment indeed of our industry. The motor

car industry, electrical engineering, railways, shipbuilding, aircraft manufacture

production of domestic equipment and the machine tool industry itself. All of them
have large machine shops with many thousands of employees engaged in machining.

Metal cutting is a very major industrial activity and the cheapest way to make ver

many shapes and is likely to continue to be so for many years. The further evoluti
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the technology of machining to higher standards of efficiency and accuracy and with
less intolerable working conditions is of great importance to industry generally.
Progress in the technology of machining is achieved by the ingenuity and
experiment, the intuition, logical thought and dogged worrying of m a n y thousands of
practitioners engaged in the many-faceted art of metal cutting. Notably the worker
operating the machine, the tool designer, the lubrication engineer, the metallurgist, are
all constantly probing to find answers to n e w problems created by the necessity to
machine novel materials, and by the incentives to reduce costs, by increasing rates of
metal removal, and to achieve greater precision or improved surface finish. However
competent they m a y be, there can be few craftsmen, technologists or scientists engaged
in this field w h o do not feel that they would be better able to solve their problems if
they had a deeper knowledge of what was happening at the cutting edge of the tool.
It is what happens in a very small volume of metal around the cutting edge that
determines the performance of tools, the machinability of metals and alloys and the
qualities of the machined surface. During cutting, the interface between tool and work
material is largely inaccessible to observation, but indirect evidence concerning
stresses, temperatures, metal flow and interactions between tool and work material has
been contributed by m a n y researches.

1.1.1.2 Principal Cutting Operations
The three most widely used cutting operations are: Turning, Milling and
Drilling. These three operations are main briefly discussed.
Turning
Turning (Fig. 1.1) is a process using a single point tool that removes unwanted
material to produce a surface of revolution. T h e machine tool on which this is
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accomplished is a lathe. This basic operation is the one most commonly employed on

metal cutting. The work material is held in the chuck of a lathe and rotated. The tool

held rigidly in a tool post and moved at a constant rate along the axis of the bar, c
away a layer of metal to form a cylinder or a surface of more complex profile.

The variables adjusted by the operator are the cutting speed V, the feed f, and

the depth of cut d. The cutting speed (V) is the rate at which the uncut surface of the

work passes the cutting edge of the tool. The feed (f) is the distance moved by the too

in an axial direction at each revolution of the work. The depth of cut (d) is the thic
of metal removed from the bar, measured in a radial direction. The cutting speed and

the feed are the two most important parameters which can be adjusted by the operator to

achieve optimum cutting conditions. The depth of cut is often fixed by the initial siz
the bar and the required size of the product.

The geometry of a cutting tool consists of the following element: rake face,

flank face, cutting edge and nose. The surface of the tool over which the chip flows is
known as the rake face. Flank faces are those facing the workpiece. Consequently there
are two flank faces, principal and end flank faces. Hence the cutting edges are formed

by the intersection of the rake face with the flank faces of the tool. The principal c

edge performs the major portion of cutting. The nose of the tool is at the intersectio

all three faces and may be sharp, but more frequently there is a nose radius between th

two flank faces. The tool is so designed and held in such a position that the flank fac

do not rub against the freshly cut metal surface. The cutting tool terminology is shown
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in Fig 1.2. The rake face is inclined at an angle to the axis of the bar of work material

and this angle can be adjusted to achieve optimum cutting performance for particular

tool materials, work materials and cutting conditions. The rake angle is measured fr

a line parallel to the axis of rotation of the workpiece (Fig. 1.2b). The tool termi

an end flank face, Fig. 1.2a, which also is inclined at such an angle as to avoid ru
against the freshly cut surface. .
This very simplified description of the geometry of one form of turning tool is

intended to help the reader without practical experience of cutting to follow the te
used later in the thesis. The design of tools involves an immense variety of shapes

the full nomenclature and specifications are very complex. It is difficult to appre

the action of many types of tool without actually observing or, preferably, using th

The performance of cutting tools is very dependent on their precise shape. In most c

there are critical features or dimensions which must be accurately formed for effici
cutting. These may be, for example, the clearance angles, the nose radius and its
blending into the faces, or the sharpness of the cutting edge. The importance of

precision in tool making, whether in the tool room of the user, or in the factory of

tool maker, cannot be over estimated. This is an area where excellence in craftsmans
is still of great value.

Rake face

Shank of tool
Cutting edge

End
flank face

Principal
fiank face
Clearance angle

a
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.2 Cutting tool terminology
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Milling

Milling (Fig. 1.3) is a process for producing flat and curved surfaces using
multipoint cutting tools. The machine tool involved is a milling machine. In this
operation the cutting action is achieved by rotating the tool, while the work is held

table and the feed action is obtained by moving it under the cutter. There is a very l

number of different shapes of milling cutter for different applications. Single toothe

cutters are possible but typical milling cutters have a number of teeth (cutting edges
which may vary from three to over one hundred. The new surface is generated as each
tooth cuts away an arc-shaped segment, thickness of which is the feed or tooth load.
There are three basic types of milling cutters, e.g plane, face and end.

Fig. 1.3 Milling operation
The plane milling cutter is used to produce flat surfaces in the manner depicted

in Fig. 1.3. The cutting edge may be parallel to or inclined to the axis of the cutte
cutting edge is inclined to the cutter axis, the inclination angle is referred to as
angle.

A face-milling cutter is also used to machine flat surfaces. However, in this case,

the axis of the cutter is perpendicular to the finished surface instead of being para
it as in the case of a plane milling cutter. Also, the undeformed chip thickness is

constant throughout the cut and corresponds to the feed per tooth, while the depth of c
corresponds to the undeformed chip width.
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A n end mill is used to produce slots and surface profiles. It closely resembles a

face mill in the manner it is presented to the work but is very much smaller cutter.

the case of the face-milling cutter, there is a major cutting edge parallel to the c
axis, a secondary cutting edge perpendicular to the cutting axis and a nose radius
connecting the two. However, the undeformed chip thickness is variable throughout a

cut as in the case of the plane milling cutter but the undeformed chip width corresp
to the depth of cut.

An important feature of all milling operations is that the action of each cutting

edge is intermittent. Each tooth is cutting during less than half of a revolution of
cutter, and sometimes for only a very small part of the cycle. Hence each edge is

subjected to periodic impacts as it makes contact with the work, is stressed and hea

during the cutting part of the cycle, followed by a period when it is unstressed and
allowed to cool. The design of milling cutters is greatly influenced by the problem
getting rid of the chips so that they do not interfere with the cutting action.
Milling is used also for the production of curved shapes, while end mills, which

are larger and more robust versions of the dentist's drill, are employed in the prod
of hollow shapes such as die cavities.
Drilling
A twist drill (Fig. 1.4) is a complex cutting tool used to produce rough holes. The
machine tool involved in this case is a drilling machine or a lathe. The tool most
commonly used is the familiar twist-drill with two cutting edges that produce chips

similar to those produced in turning on a lathe and a central web region that extrud

the metal at the centre of the hole not removed by the cutting edges. Both lips (cut

edges) of a drill operate with variable rake angle, inclination angle, and clearance

along the cutting edge. The rake faces of the drill are formed by the leading edge o
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each of the flutes. Obviously, the flutes of a drill play the important role of conveying
the chips out of the hole.

Flute
Cutting
edges

Web

Fig. 1.4 The twist drill

An essential feature of drilling is the variation in cutting speed along the cuttin

edge. The speed is a maximum at the periphery, which generates the cylindrical surf

and approaches zero near the centre-line of the drill, the web, where the cutting e
blended to a chisel shape.
Other Cutting Operations
In addition to the three most widely used operations discussed above, there are
many other metal removal operations. These operations include Sawing, Reaming,
Tapping, Planing, Broaching, Boring and Threading. These operations cover a wide

range of complexity similar to that encountered in turning and drilling. While some

these operations involve simultaneous cutting on two edges connected by a nose radi

as in the case of a straight turning operation, the length of cut on one edge is us
minor relative to the other.
All metal cutting operations can be likened to the process shown in Fig. 1.5,
where the tool is wedge-shaped, has a straight cutting edge, and is constrained to

relative to the workpiece in such a way that a layer of metal is removed in the for
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chip. Fig. 1.5(b) shows the more general case of cutting k n o w n as Oblique cutting. In
comparison orthogonal cutting, Fig. 1.5(a), is a special case of cutting, where the cutting
edge of the tool is arranged to be perpendicular to the direction of relative work-tool
motion. The segment of metal separating from the workpiece at the tool work interface
is the chip. The form of this chip is numerous and its description and control form the
major part in this investigation.

(a) Orthogonal Cutting

(b) Oblique Cutting

Fig. 1.5 The types of Cutting
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1.1.2 Total Chip Control
Efficient chip breaking and effective chip disposal are the two functional
elements of 'total' chip control. The former facilitates the latter. This would mean

there exists a need for a complete disposal of fully or partly broken chips in mach
based manufacturing operations. The chip disposability depends very heavily on the

chip breakage characteristics. Noting this significance chip breakage is the ultimat

of chip control research. Thus many of the research activities in the past were cen

on finding effective means of breaking chips into small and manageable shapes so th

chip disposal could be conducted effectively. Chip breakability may be influenced b
many factors (Fig. 1.6) including:
• Tool geometry (rake angle, clearance angle, cutting edge inclination angle, etc.);
• Tool material properties (chemical composition, tool wear rates, thermal and
frictional properties, tool coating effects, etc.);
• Work material properties (mechanical properties, chemical composition, etc.);
• Cutting conditions (cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, etc.);
• Operation type/machine tool (turning, milling, etc. with the static and dynamic
characteristics of the machine tool);
• Cutting fluids (emulsion, cutting oil groups, etc.);

• Chip breaker design (types of chip breakers; i.e. obstruction or groove type, chi
former dimensions and shapes/configurations, etc.); and
Process variations (thermal effects, chip weight effects, etc.).
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Process
variations

Machine tool/
operation type

Chip forms/shapes
monitoring

I

Chip collection
method

Chip disposal
monitoring

T

Process control

Fig. 1.6 The total chip control system
The disposability of chips, while primarily being dependent upon the chip
breakability, is also influenced by the following:
• Chip collection method; and
• Chip conveying system.
In automated manufacture, predictability of chip forms and chip breaking and
the continuous process monitoring during a machining operation are essential. The

predictability of chip forms/shapes through a performance indicator feature has no

become a useful basis for machinability ratings, while continuous process monitori

provides effecting compensatory measures for unpredictable process variations duri
machining operations.
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1.1.3 Chip Formation
1.1.3.1 Chip types and chip forms
In cutting, a thin layer of work material (the cut) is removed from the workpiece
and is transformed into a chip by the mechanical action of a cutting tool. Generally,
three basic types of chips can be formed in a machining operation. The type of chips
produced depends on the material being machined and the applicable cutting
conditions. These three chip types, namely continuous, segmented and elemental are
n o w briefly discussed:
(a) continuous chip

When machining ductile materials such as mild steel, copper or aluminium, long
continuous chips are produced by plastic deformation. Most of the research into the
mechanics of machining has been on this type of chip. For efficient chip control the
cutting tool has to include an additional chip forming device to break the continuous
chip into small segments. Smooth machined surfaces are generally associated with
continuous chip formation.

(b) segmented chip
The type of chip which is composed of a number of more or less connected
elements, usually resulting from a periodic variation of the height of the retarded layer,
which leads to alternating zones of concentrated but very little shear deformation, in the
chip.

(c) elemental chip
When machining brittle materials like brass and cast iron, fracture occurs in the
primary deformation zone, and the chip is only partly formed as it fractures during
initial deformation. The type of chip which is predominantly formed in separate (not
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connected) elements, usually results from breaking rather than from shearing of the

work material. This brittle behaviour results due to the presence of grain boundarie
(brass) and composition variation (e.g. graphite grains in cast iron).
Obviously, due to its form, the continuous chip may cause problems with chip
disposal in machining operations with long uninterrupted cuts in operations such as

turning and drilling. Therefore, this continuous chip type is further categorized in
chip and forced chip for further study, as follows.

• free chip: In machining with a flat-faced tool when a chip is free to leave the ch
formation zone undisturbed, it is called a free chip
• forced chip: In practice, chips are hindered by obstacles such as the work piece,

tool, or elements of the machine tool. These obstacles will exert forces on the chip

causing changes to the chip and to the chip formation process. Chips of this type ar
called forced chips.
Real chips are always forced chips. Chips with either up- or side- curling
eventually return to their origin within one complete turn and consequently have to

deflected. Only straight chips, which do not have any curling, are able to move a ce

length without obstacle. But even such straight chips will eventually contact an obs
after some time. Once the latter contact occurs forces will be exerted on the chip.
ISO 3685-1977 gives a comprehensive chip form classification based on the
sizes and shapes of the chips that are generally obtained in metal machining.
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1.1.3.2 The Factors Influencing the Chip F o r m
There are m a n y factors to influence the chip formation as shown as Fig. 1.7
Apart from the operator's safety, efficiently broken chips m a y also eliminate the

danger of unbroken, hard, hot, long and snarled chips, to the machine tool, cutting to
and the machined surface. Further, the efficiency and effectiveness of a machining

operation, among many other influencing factors, are also dependent on the likely chip
forms and the breakability of the chip in to such forms. Therefore, in
planning/designing for machining operations, there arises a need for assessing the
breakability for the conditions specified.
W o r k Material Properties:
-Mechanical properties,
e.g. Hardness, strength etc.
-Chemical composition,
e.g. carbon content, alloying etc.

Other factors:
-Cutting fluids
-Process variation
etc.

Cutting conditions:
-Feed
-Speed
-Depth of cut

Chip breaker designs:
-Configuration
-Geometric size

Cutting tool:
-Tool geometry
-Tool material properties

Fig. 1.7 The factors influencing the chip forms/shapes
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1.1.3.3 The Methods of Chip Form Control
Many methods have been proposed (Hauser, 1980) by researchers to control the
chip form in the past as shown in the Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 M e t h o d s for Controlling C h i p F o r m
Method

Device

(1)

Winding on a reel

Chip guide and reel

(2)

Shearing at proper intervals

Chip guide and shearing device

(3)

Intermittent cutting due to the G r o o v e

engraving

device

grooves previously engraved on (forming or cutting tool)
the work surface

(4)

Intermittent cutting due to Vibrating tool holder or N C
variable feed rate

(5)

system

Breaking with the aid of chip Chip former on cutting tool
former

(6)

Breaking without chip former

None (by the selection of cutting
conditions and tool geometry)

In practice, chip breaking with the aid of chip former has been used most
widely, because it is simple and reliable. In view of this widespread application the use
of chip formers will be introduced in next section.
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1.1.4 Chip breaking
1.1.4.1 The various approaches of chip breaking
Attempts have been made to increase the reliability of chip breaking by the
following means:

(1) mapping the conditions which produce broken chips, and storing these conditions
a machining database. These conditions can be determined by experiments but there
were also several attempts to derive regions of safe cutting conditions from models of
the chip formation process;

(2) enhancing the occurrence of broken chips by modified cutting tool designs.
Examples are clamped on chip breakers and chip breaker tool inserts, in this case w e
refer to guided chips;

(3) adding special devices which artificially break chips into smaller fragments af
continuous chip has left the rake face of the tool, for instance by a rotating knife
chopping chips;
(4) adding special devices which enhance the occurrence of chip breakage by special
action such as gas or a fluid jet or a vibrating cutting tool; and
(5) adopting combined approaches especially the combination of mapping of safe chip
breaking regions and designing chip breaker, inserts - These methods attract m u c h
attention nowadays.
Each approach has its own strong and weak points. All five approaches can be
realized in a purely practical w a y or one can attempt more scientific approaches. M u c h
scientific work has been done, particularly in the first two approaches.
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In the research work so far reported, experimental, analytical, numerical, and
hybrid methods can be distinguished. More than two-thirds of the total number of

recent publications on chip control appear to relate to this field. Most of these wo
will be discussed in the section on Literature Survey.

1.1.4.2 Chip Breakers (Formers)
Chip formers have passed through various development stages since the early
design and applications of obstruction type conventional chip formers in the early
fifties.
Most of the conventional cutting tools have a flat rake face which is convenient

for grinding and re-grinding. But the throw-away type cutting tool does not need regrinding. Moreover, with the recent progress in sintering technology, various
complicated shapes of rake face can be manufactured. The main function of such

complicated shapes is to give an appropriate upward curvature to the chip under a wi
range of cutting conditions.
Several major breakthrough designs claiming economy of machining, wider
range of chip breakability, increased tool-life and improved surface finish have
appeared on the market. With the advent of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and

work stations leading towards the unmanned factory of the future, the problem of chi

breaking has attracted more researchers and manufacturers to initiate applied rese

on further development of more effective chip former tools. This has resulted in the
commercial manufacture of a range of moulded chip former tool inserts.

Chip breakers can generally be classed into two types: Obstruction and Grooved
as shown in Fig. 1.8.
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A-A

B-B
(a)

Groove type Chip Breaker

C-C
(b)

Obstruction type Chip Breaker
(a) Clamped

(b) Pressed-in

Fig. 1.8 Types of Chip Breakers (Boothroyd, 1981)
Although obstruction and groove types are the most common shapes of the chip
breakers, many innovative and complex shapes can n o w be seen in the modern chip
breakers. The design of these chip breakers appears to be based on trial and error
methods, with different companies recommending totally different geometries for the
same cutting conditions and work material, reflecting the lack of a suitable theory for
chip flow and chip breaking. S o m e of these design variations can be seen in Fig. 1.9.
An extensive amount of work has been conducted with adjustable type chip
breakers and formulae for designing have been proposed. Chip breaker inserts are
widely used. However, the basis for such improvements still seems to be non-scientific
with "try and see" methods being used. Despite the wide range of chip formers
available, the breaking of chips still remains a problem in machining processes. Further
the use and design of chip breakers are not very well understood hence the selection of
such inserts is still a major problem. Therefore, there is a fundamental need for further
research on the mechanism of chip flow, chip curling and chip breaking.
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Fig. 1.9 Various Designs of Chip Breakers (Sumitomo E. I. Ltd)

1.2 Importance of Chip Control in Machining
During metal cutting, the material is removed in the form of chips. An important

practical problem concerns the form of chips produced in machining since inconven
chip forms may cause many problems on the process of machining. These problems
include personal safety, possible damage to equipment and product, handling and
disposal of chips, cutting forces, temperatures and tool life. So, the control of
forms is significant to the process of metal machining.
With the expanding use of automation in machining technology, chip control in
machining of metals has gained a wide interest among the worldwide research

community. This research effort is consistent with the importance of chip control
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automated and unattended machining operations. Moreover, the recent increase in

productivity of cutting operations, due to the progress in cutting tools and machine

tools, has tremendously increased the rate of chip production. Such high productivit
however, has brought more serious problems in regard chip control. Notably fully
automation machining needs the chip control for:
1. the establishment of a secure disposal system for the large amount of chips
generated per unit time

2. the protection of the machined surface, cutting tool and machine tool from
damage due to chip entanglement
3. the protection of the operator from injury due to chip.
Therefore, if the above mentioned problems are not eliminated the flexible

manufacturing systems (FMS) are limited in their applications to brittle work mater
such as cast iron or to intermittent cutting operations such as milling.
The loss of productivity, due to chip entanglement, can be gauged from the fact
that the bulk volume occupied by a collection of broken chips may be only one-fifth
the volume occupied if the chips were unbroken and that the time taken to remove
broken chips from a machine tray is only one-half to one-fifth of the time taken to
remove the equivalent accumulation of unbroken chips (Boothroyd and Trim, 1968).
It has been long known that chip control in metal machining, particularly in
continuous mode operations such as turning, is vital due to its significant role in

producing small and handleable sized chips for disposal, and in protecting the machi

work surface, cutting tool, machine tool and operator (in manual operation) from lon
snarled, hard and hot unbroken chips. With the advent of automated manufacturing

technologies involving unattended machining operations, the need for chip control ha
grown into significant proportions.
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In order to achieve total chip control in automated manufacture, the predicability

of chip shapes/breaking is essential. As a consequence the effective chip control ha

been recognised by the International Institution for Production Engineering Research
(CIRP) as one of the most urgent technical problems needed to be solved to improve
machining quality (Kahles, 1987).

1.3 Phases of Development of Chip Formation and Chip Breaking
Theories
A historical survey on chip control covering a review of over 550 published
papers to date indicates that over 40 years of chip control, research worldwide has
passed through four stages as follows: (Jawahir and van Luttervelt, 1993):
Phase I (1950-1959)

Origin of chip flow analysis and practical chip breaking with obstruction chip forme
Chip breaking becomes a point of attention in metal cutting research. Chip

curling was studied in connection with the tool-chip contact length and the action o
clamped-on chip formers.
Phase H (1960 -1969)
Mechanics of metal cutting: machining with restricted contact tools
This period showed increased interest in basic research on chip formation all
over the world. New knowledge of the mechanics of chip formation for machining with

restricted contact (or controlled contact) tools was added from many published works
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Phase m (1970-1979)
Analysis of chip flow, chip curl, and chip breaking

This was the most active period in research on chip formation. This was, more
or less, the harvest of the seed sown in the preceding decade. In view of the much
increased cutting speeds and increased automation on the production floor, the basic
mechanisms of chip flow, curl, and breaking were studied extensively and established
through experimental as well as analytical work. Nearly all related aspects of chip
making processes were studied: tool-wear, cutting forces and surface integrity.
Phase IV (1980-1989)
Innovative chip former designs and chip breakability predictions

Basic research on chip formation and chip control became relatively less intense.
The main achievement of this period seems to be a further refinement of already

existing theories and applications to other situations, i.e. different operations, wor

materials, etc. On the other hand, carbide manufacturers were very active in developin
new chip former configurations and making all kinds of modifications of the tool face

of indexable inserts to obtain better chip control, where possible, in conjunction wit
longer tool-life and lower cutting forces.
In this survey, further research needs for continuing activities to achieve 'total'
chip control were indicated in the nineties as follows:
• recognition of basic chip shapes: side-flow, back-flow, up-curl, side-curl;
• determination of influencing factors on these basic shapes;
• modelling of the chip breaking process for desirable chip form/shapes; and
• synthesis: modelling of 3-D chip forms.
In the latter two steps the following techniques are used:
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•

experimentation;

• analysis;
• mathematical models; and
• knowledge engineering.

Much of the knowledge, obtained so laboriously during the last few decades,
seems to have become lost with the changing interest of the present generation of

researchers. A reason for this is that the present knowledge is fragmented and scatt
Furthermore individual factors influencing chip formation leading to chip breaking

have not been fully researched. But even more significant is the apparent inability t

integrate the knowledge about these individual factors into a general model. It seems
necessary to try to combine the present knowledge of chip formation in an objective
way as a basis for further development.

Much of the experimental or analytical work done is restricted to rather simple
situations like 2-D cutting with a straight cutting edge, (with no tool corner) and

without cutting edge inclination with a continuous cut of constant thickness and a to

with a flat rake face at a constant cutting speed. Also, in most cases of fundamental
research, only a linear primary motion has been studied. Unfortunately, it is a long
to transfer the results of such laboratory conditions to real life situations.
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1.4 The Importance of the Current Research W o r k and Its Objective
With the expanding use of automation in machining technology, the modern
manufacturing is toward achieving high productivity without close human supervision.
It requires reliable machining process. As a result an urgent need for the unmanned
automated machining has arisen to integrate manufacturing, product/process design,
life-cycle considerations. Such is needed to develop a Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) system. The Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is
recognised as an effective platform for increasing manufacturing competitiveness. It
includes the Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), Computer Aided Process
Planning CAPP) and Computer Aided Quality Control Systems (CAQC). The advances
in CAPP and CIM leading towards unmanned system inevitably require a Computer

Integrated Predictive (CIP) System for total chip control in metal cutting process as
highlighted in Fig. 1.10.
=,1
Computer Aided
Cutting condition
Selection System

Computer Aided
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Fig. 1.10 Advanced Computer Integrated Manufacturing System
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The Computer Aided Animation System ( C A A ) is an essential key for achieving
CIP. The basis of the system is the development of a method for characterising the
cutting tool and workpiece materials response to the conditions created during metal
cutting process, such as turning, milling and drilling.

Since the present knowledge of chip control is inadequate to describe

quantitatively the processes of chip flow, chip curl and chip breaking, it becomes very

difficult to predict chip forming behaviour in the actual machining process with a high

degree of accuracy. This is attributed to the extremely complex nature of chip formatio

patterns with varying tool configuration/geometry features and their interactions wit
work materials under various cutting conditions. Indeed, the present knowledge of chip
control is found to be segmented and scattered; and currently available machinability

database systems have not incorporated the chip control factor either. Individual fac

influencing chip breakability, such as tool chip breaker configurations, tool geometri

work material properties and cutting conditions, have not been fully studied to provide

a basis for optimal chip breaking. Although several hundred types of cutting tools, wit
different toolface configurations involving various chip groove profiles, obstruction
lumps, wavy cutting edges and curved rake faces, have become commercially available.
As stated previously most of these cutting tools are designed on the basis of the

traditional "try and see" experimental methods. Thus it is apparent that a more scient
methodology is required to avoid these time-consuming and less-accurate methods.
Therefore it has been recognised that there is a great need to develop the
theoretical models of metal cutting process for the Computer Aided Animation System.

It is expected that these theories would enable predictions of chip flow, chip curl, ch

forms, chip breakability, stresses, strain and cutting forces, etc. from the basic work
material properties, cutting conditions and cutting tool geometry.
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Almost all of the major metal cutting theories k n o w n to the world today are

based on the orthogonal cutting process producing a continuous chip. While it is full
acknowledged that these theories have in the past laid a strong foundation in our

understanding of the process of metal cutting, it is also to be recognized that recen
advances in automated machining systems now inevitably require the modelling,
predicting, and monitoring of the process of chip breaking for which the traditional
theories on chip formation need to be extended in three ways: (1) to include the
dynamics of the chip formation process; (2) to develop three-dimensional chip
formation models; and (3) to include chip breakage (van Luttervelt, 1977). To
accomplish these major objectives it is essential to understand the mechanisms and
mechanics of chip flow, chip curling and chip breakage.
The need for developing the theoretical models to address the problems
concerning chip control has been highlighted based on the results of an extensive

survey on chip control covering over 550 published papers (Jawahir and van Luttervelt
1993).
It is noticed, however, that much of the knowledge, many theories and practical

techniques about machining have not been fully utilised in assessing the chip control
effects. Therefore it is imperative to develop a Computer Animation System which

integrates them with the theoretical models developed in this thesis to achieve tota
control.
It should be recalled that the goal of metal cutting research is to establish the
theory or analytical system which enables machining performance prediction without
any cutting experiment.
Hence in this thesis, the main objective of the research will be concentrated
towards development of the theoretical models of the 3-D chip curling to analyse the
geometry and mechanics of curled chips, and to develop a computer animation system
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to simulate the process of chip curling in 3-D metal cutting. Consequently, in terms of
ultimate application, the work described in this thesis is devoted to the development of
an effective theoretical means for chip control in automated machining systems. The
theoretical models will describe the curling process of 3-D chip curling, including the
geometry model, mechanics model, animation model. This research focuses on the
following four aspects:

(a) Building of a new systematic comprehensive 3-D chip curling formation process
model. This model subsequently forms the basis for further theoretical modelling of the
geometry and mechanics of 3-D chip curling in metal cutting.
(b) Development of a geometry model of 3-D curling chip to predict the chip
forms/shapes efficiently according to the proposed 3-D chip curling developing process
proposed.
(c) Development of the mechanics models of 3-D curling chip to analyse the force
system and bending m o m e n t and torque acting on the chip body and so predict the chip
deformation and subsequent breakage.
(d) Development of a computer animation system to animate the 3-D chip curing
form and the cutting process performance, including the animation model and the
animation software.
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1.5 Scope of the Thesis
The thesis is organised into eight chapters. The outline of each chapter is given
as follows.

Chapter 1: This chapter contains a brief introduction of chip control and its
significance and the development history of chip formation and chip breaking theories,
and describes the objectives to be achieved. The outline of the thesis is also included.
Chapter 2: This chapter contains a brief review of the history of metal cutting and
introduction of the main cutting operations, and the literature survey.

Chapter 3: In this chapter, a new method to describe the developing process of 3-D
chip curling and breaking is proposed according to the mechanics and kinematics
characters of chip curling in 3-D machining based on the different stages of chip
motion. Therefore, a comprehensive process of 3-D chip development is systematically
described for better understanding the mechanism of the 3-D chip curling and chip
control. Also, the n e w basic chip forms, up-curl, side-curl and twist, are proposed based
on the continuum mechanics theory.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, the analytical modelling procedure is described in detail
and a mathematical model for predicting chip forms/shapes in 3-D cutting processes
with chip breaker tools is presented on the basis of three basic chip curling patterns
proposed in chapter 3, i.e. up-curling, side-curling and twisting.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, based on the 3-D geometry model of chip curling
developed in the chapter 4, a systematically theoretical analysis and further discussion
are conducted. A group of criteria for the effects of the three chip angular velocity
components C0X, CO , C0Z and chip flow angle T\Q on the chip forms/shapes is
obtained. Therefore the varying tendency of the chip radius and chip pitch with varying
COx, C0y, C0Z and r\0 is discussed based on the group of criteria.
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Chapter 6:

In this chapter, a group of the 3-D mechanics models for chip curling in

metal cutting with chip breaker is established, based on the structural mechanics th
for calculating longitudinal bending moment, transversal bending moment and the
torsional torque along the length of the curled chip. Then further discussion is

undertaken based on the sensitivity analysis for the variation tendency of the bendi
moment, the location of the maximum bending moment and the possible breaking

position along the length of the curled chip body. Finally, a chip breaking criterio
established.

Chapter 7: This chapter presents details of the development of the computer
animation system for chip curling in oblique machining process based on the 3-D chip
curling developing process, geometry model and mechanics models presented in the

previous chapters. Based on the input conditions (chip breaker parameters and cutting

conditions), a computer program is developed to convert the parametric prediction in
a series of dynamic graphs demonstrating the chip formation process.
Chapter 8: In this chapter, the concluding remarks and summarises of the

achievements obtained during the course of this thesis are presented. Suggested furt
work is also included.
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1.6 S u m m a r y of contributions of this thesis
The knowledge contributions of this thesis are chiefly as follows:
• A new method to describe the developing process of 3-D chip curling is
proposed according to the mechanics and kinematics characters of chip curling in 3-D
machining. This analysis not only build a fundamental basis for theoretical modelling
of 3-D chip curling, but also extend our understanding of the chip breaking process.
The process of chip curling development reveals n e w insights into the nature of 3-D
chip curling and breaking. Furthermore it provides a n e w approach to predict h o w chip
curling and breaking take place. Hence it provides the fundamental basis for the
subsequent theoretical modelling of 3-D chip curling and breaking.
• Three new basic chip curling forms are proposed based on the continuum
mechanics theory. Description of these n e w chip basic forms complements the n e w
approach to model the 3-D chip curling process.
• A general geometric model for 3-D chip curling with chip breaker has been
presented by introducing the three-dimension deformation state of chip curling. The
model obtained indicates clearly that the chip forms/shapes are determined only by four
parameters, i.e. the up-curling, side-curling, twisting of chip and the chip flow angle.
The model so developed can be used to predict the 3-D chip curling forms. In addition
it provides a theoretical basis to further analyse the effects of the three chip angular
velocity components COx, COy, COz and the chip flow angle T]0 on the chip
forms/shapes. This information is very significant for the analytical prediction of the
chip curling and the chip breakage with cutting conditions and chip breaker geometry in
automatic machining processes. It is also significant for the computer aid design of the
chip breakers and the development of the 3-D computer animation system which
animates 3-D chip curling in an actual machining operation on the computer screen.
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A group of criteria for the effects of COx, COy, COz and rj0 on the chip
forms/shapes is obtained based on the sensitivity analysis and discussion and a program
is developed based on the geometry model presented. This sensitivity analysis
highlights the variation of the chip radius and chip pitch with varying COx, CO , COz and
Tj0 based on the graphical presentations of the calculating results. This graphical
information provides a quantitative method to analyse the contributions of varying three
basic chip curling components, namely up-curling, side-curling and twisting, to the
helical chip form. The information so gained m a y give an effective theoretical based
approach to direct chip breaker design for achieving better chip control.
• A group of the 3-D mechanics models for chip curling in metal cutting with chip
breaker is developed based on structural mechanics theory. This force analysis involves
calculation of the bending moments and torques along the length of the curled chip. The
generality of this mechanics model is enhanced by considering the spatial force system
caused by the longitudinal bending m o m e n t , transversal bending m o m e n t and the
torsional torque. The model reveals, theoretically, n e w insights into the chip breaking
mechanisms and provides a n e w approach to asses the curling chip breakability. From
this general force analysis process, it is seen that the bending m o m e n t and torque are
the main causes of chip breaking, and the bending m o m e n t and torque are caused by the
chip breaker and the obstacle the curling chip contacted.
• A general program is developed based on the theoretical models. The calculated
results indicate clearly that the bending m o m e n t and torque acting on chip body
contribute greatly to the chip curling and breakage. The calculated results, presented
graphically, clearly show the variation of the bending m o m e n t and torque along the
length of the curled chip body and the location of the m a x i m u m bending moment.
Therefore, the possible curled chip breakage position is identified. The program can be
also utilized to examine the influence of various factors on bending m o m e n t in the chip
body, such as cutting conditions, geometry of chip breaker and chip material.
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•

A computer animation system for 3-D chip curling in machining process is

developed based on the 3-D chip curling developing process, geometric model and
mechanics models of 3-D chip curling presented in this research work. The 3-D chip
animation model developed integrates the chip flow equation, chip curling patterns,
chip geometrical features and mathematical expression for general 3-D helix surfaces.
Based on the input conditions (chip breaker parameters and cutting conditions), a
computer program is developed to convert the parametric prediction into a series of
dynamic graphs demonstrating the chip formation process. The methodology presented
in this paper m a y provide an assistance for machine operators to choose machining
conditions or for process planning designers to evaluate the chip control effect. It would
be more useful for engineers to design chip breakers, control chip breakage and plan the
cutting process.
Hence this research work contributes greatly to realising the ultimate aim, to
establish the theory or analytical system which enables prediction of machining
performance without any cutting experiments.
In this thesis, the workpiece material is assume to be completely homogeneous and
possess equi-directional properties. However, in practice deviation from these assume
can occur and will influence chip formation. This matter should be noted in the practice
application of these models derived in this thesis.
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2.1 The Review of Major Research on Chip Formation
It has become the elementary knowledge of chip control investigators that there
exists a very close relationship between chip flow, chip curling and chip breakage.

These components are the basic elements of chip formation. In the past, all the element

were respectively studied in certain machining conditions and their internal relatio
was investigated in some of the research.
The process of chip formation has been investigated by several notable

researchers since the beginning of the century. The early work by F.W. Taylor in 190
in which he introduced an empirical approach to metal cutting, is still regarded as
significant in metal cutting research and applications (Taylor, 1907). Since then a
number of researchers have developed cutting models and presented theories on chip
formation. The chips produced in metal cutting belong to the following model-based
classes of chip formation:
(1) quasi-static 2-D chip formation models for continuous chips;
(2) dynamic 2-D chip formation models for segmented chips and elemental chips;
(3) 3-D chip formation models for continuous chips; and

(4) chip formation models for chip breaking.
The basic aim of the theoretical research in metal machining is to provide a
comprehensive system of ideas and procedures upon which the future technology of
metal cutting is expected to operate. Some of the research effort is also of immediate
applicability thus providing a rational basis for many rules sanctioned hitherto by
experience. It is well known that the central problem of the chip formation mechanism
is that it involves a complicated process of plastic deformation.
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Almost all of the major metal cutting theories k n o w n to the world today are
based on the orthogonal cutting process producing a continuous chip. While it is fully
acknowledged that these theories have in the past laid a strong foundation in our
understanding of the process of metal cutting, it is also to be recognised that recent
advances in automated machining systems n o w inevitably require the modelling,
predicting, and monitoring of the process of chip breaking for which the traditional
theories on chip formation need to be extended in three ways: (1) to include the
dynamics of the chip formation process; (2) to develop three-dimensional chip
formation models; and (3) to include chip breaking (van Luttervelt, 1977). T o
accomplish these major objectives it is essential to understand the mechanisms and
mechanics of chip flow, chip curling and chip breakage.

2.1.1 Modelling of chip formation
The following will give a summary of the historical review of major chip
formation models available to date that are relevant to chip control studies. It will also
provide a description of the basic mechanisms of chip flow, curling, and breakage.
F.W.Taylor (1907) realized that the description of the machinability of a
material is possible only, if one establishes an empirical relationship between the tool
life and cutting process parameters. The result of his research was a deterministic tool
life model based on empirically established values of the exponents. M a n y researchers
followed this approach, providing perhaps more detailed insight into the machining
process itself, and trying to explain the material removal mechanism. This work
eventually resulted in an analytical model of the manufacturing process.
Merchant (1944-1945) presented a mathematical model to determine the shear
angle by using the m i n i m u m energy principle. Outputs of his equations and his
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experimental results were not matched well, but this research significantly influenced

much of the research that followed in the machining area. A major impact in this fie
was accomplished by M.E.Merchant (1945) developing the first shear plane model of

the cutting process. In this work an initial model of chip flow over plane rake fac
was developed. This model used the plasticity theory to attempt to obtain a unique

relationship between the chip shear plane angle, the tool rake angle, and the fricti

angle between the chip and tool. This work was instrumental for an intensive researc
and further developments in process modelling, considering in addition to classical
mechanics, the behaviour of material under load and dislocation theory.
Shaw et al. (1953), having reviewed all previous shear angle relationships,
proposed a modification to the model presented by Lee and Shaffer (1951). An
excellent and comprehensive review of the cutting process models was given by
M.C.Shaw (1984).
Shaffer (1956), in his analysis of orthogonal boring, considered the chip to flow

flatly over the tool face to maintain continuity of material a downwards curved shea

surface was needed. On the basis of plasticity the position of the shear surface was
calculated. This led to a prediction of the chip thickness and cutting force.
Okushima and Minato (1959), with the help of their experiments, described the
effect of various factors on chip flow. They also derived the equation for the chip

angle. They concluded that an increase of nose radius, decrease of depth of cut or a
increase of feed makes the chip move away from the workpiece and that cutting speed
does not have any effect on the direction of chip flow.
By allowing for the variation of the flow stress, for a work hardening material,
Palmer and Oxley (1959) presented the shear zone theory. Expanding on the
consequences of variable flow stress model, Oxley (1963a) discussed, in detail, the
influence of the shear zone mechanism on the frictional angle along the tool-chip
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interface. Here the chip material adjacent to the interface is under a constant stress and

in-plastic state. It is then possible to deduce the interaction between the normal st

the flow zone and the friction angle. It is shown that the calculated values of the g
shear angle are not a simple function of the difference between the friction and rake

angles. Notably there appears to be a limiting value of friction angle (Oxley, 1963b).

The flow zone chip formation model permits the appraisal of the influence of strain ra
in metal cutting and provides a means to investigate the material properties at high
strain rates. By devising a somewhat simplified deformation zone concept Oxley

(1963c) found that an increase in strain rate is accompanied by an increase in initial

shear yield stress. This phenomenon is followed by a decrease in the slope of the plas
stress-strain curve.
Christopherson (1963) discussed a problem somewhat related to Oxley's work.
Specifically, the analysis was directed toward the phenomena associated with a curved
thin shear zone. One of the virtues of this paper was the careful development of the
mathematical arguments and their simplification in view of the basic assumptions.
The significance of work material properties and the cyclic nature of the chip
formation process in metal cutting was shown by von Turkovich (1967). Also, as an
alternative to describing the mechanics of orthogonal cutting through shear angle
relationship, a work proposed the use of relationships between the chip compression
factor and the contact length factor (De Chiffre, 1990). This contact length approach
gives a number of advantages, such as explanation of the operation of tools with
restricted contact and of the lubricating action of cutting fluids.
Spaans (1970) published fundamental studies of the problem of chip control. He

studied the combined effect of a tool corner and cutting edge inclination of chip flow

angle. He found that the resultant chip flow angle is found by superposition of the ch
flow angle caused by the tool corner and the one caused by the inclination of the
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straight major cutting edge. The sideward curvature of the chip was neglected in this
investigation. Subsequently Spaans and Van Gee(1970) presented a basic analysis of

break mechanisms with obstruction chip formers and have laid stress on the effect of

preceding chip in chip breaking. Through their high speed filming technique, they h

shown that the chip does not break on its root but at the cross section which is su
to the highest bending moment.

Mallock (1981) published chip section micrographs which clearly showed the

existence of a secondary shear zone and curled chips presumably formed from a curved
primary shear plane. Mallock discussed the role of rake face friction and analyzed

forces in terms of a metal's flow stress responding to pressure in the same manner a
soil deformation.
It was also shown both theoretically and experimentally that a unique
relationship in machining is not to be expected (Hill, 1954; and Pugh, 1958).
Subsequently, a number of authors charted the manner of non-uniqueness by slip-line
field modelling (Kudo, 1965; Dewhurst, 1978; and Childs, 1980). Two qualitative
conclusions relevant to chip curl may be drawn. One is that a rake face friction,

reducing with distance from the cutting edge, promotes a chip of small radius, and t

is in accord with low speed lubricated cutting experiments (Childs, 1972). Second, a

straight chip is promoted by a short contact of uniform friction, and this is in acc
with chip streaming at high cutting speeds. The slip-line field models demonstrate

chip flow is not only non-unique but also very sensitive to small changes in fricti
the bounds are so wide as to be of little predictive value.
Finite element modelling is now being developed to analyse this more

rigorously for plane rake face tools in plane strain (Iwata et al., 1986; Strenkows
Moon, 1990; Lin & Lin, 1992; and Wu et al., 1992) for obstruction chip breaker
geometries (Usui, 1990) and, most recently, for non-orthogonal 3-D machining. These
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analyses are computationally successful, but in m a n y cases their predictions do not
agree with experiment. One reason could be the lack of knowledge of the high strain
rate and temperature flow properties of the chip material. The use of mechanically
sound simulation techniques for the design of improved tool geometries remains for

future, and most advances have been made experimentally. In related areas of concern
the tool-chip contact length and the associated temperature effects have been
extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally (Friedman, 1971; Lenz and
Friedman 1970;Goldblatt, 1988; and Ber and Goldblatt. 1989)
Much of the knowledge has come from the process of continuous chip
formation and some research findings are from discontinuous (or segmented) chip
formation. Not much attention has been paid to the mechanics of the chip breaking

process. The "chip producibility" (whether or not broken) has been a major objectiv

research and applications, not specifically considering the need for breaking the c
into small and manageable size and shapes.

2.1.2 Chip curling mechanisms
2.1.2.1 Chip up-curling
In most shear plane model-based analyses, the chip velocity is considered as

constant across the chip thickness and the chip is assumed straight. This is far fr
in a real machining situation, as the chip curls away from the tool face when the

tool/chip natural contact length is reached. Significant contributions have been ma
analytical as well as experimental modelling of chip curl in orthogonal machining
(Henriksen, 1953 and Hahn, 1953). Furthermore Kudo (1965) and Dewhurst (1978)
have presented slip-line fields to account for this. Shi and Ramalingam (1991)

developed a cutting model with a kinematically admissible slip-line field for machi
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with a cutting tool having a flank wear land. A n analysis of chip curvature developed in
machining with an obstruction type chip breaker is also given in this work.
Subsequently, they extended this work to include an admissible slip-line field for
machining with a grooved tool (1992) and compared their simulated results with those
previously obtained by Jawahir (1986) experimentally.

The curling of chip is the subject of an investigation by Cook and co-workers
(1963). In addition to a study of kinematics of chip curl, these authors consider the
formation of the built-up edge (BUE) and the influence of additives in the workpiece
material. They gave an entirely new explanation of chip curl. Then they proposed that
chip curl is a cause rather than the effect and that the BUE and crater may be caused

a predetermined chip curl characteristic. They also presented various experimental fa

to support their proposition. They also attempted to explain the mechanism of chip cur

and chip straightening with the help of plastic theory, although a complete plasticity

solution was not given. They also devised a simple graphical technique to describe the
kinematics of curling. They also gave an exponential equation for the radius of
curvature of a spiral chip.
All these published works considered the machining process under orthogonal
conditions only. Nakayama (1962a) in his early work, observed the chip up-curl as a

natural phenomenon and considered the effects of chip breakers, built-up edge, and the
secondary flow on chip curl. Worthington and Redford (1973) also considered the chip
up-curl as resulting from a stable built-up edge.
Okushima et al (1960) described the behaviour of chip in steel cutting in lathe
processing with parallel type chip breakers. They derived the chip curl radius of the
chip bent by the chip breakers. Using the derived equation for the chip curl radius,
propose an expression to represent the conditions in which chips are properly broken.
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O n the basis of this representation, they have drawn a chart for the design of chip
breakers.

When machining with grooved tools, owing to the effect of tool restricted
contact, the chip flows back into the groove and then, by the obstruction action of the
groove-backwall, is curled away from the groove, acquiring a curvature. This effect,
which is most commonly utilized in m a n y commercially available chip breakers, has
been studied extensively with varying chip groove parameters and tool restricted
contact values (Jawahir and Oxley, 1988b). Three chip groove sizes and four chip
groove styles were used in the experimental work.

2.1.2.2 Chip side-curling
Certain cutting conditions and tool geometric parameters cause a sideward
curvature in the chip. Following early models for chip side-curl (Nakayama, 1972,
Bhaktavachalam and Venuvinod, 1973), it has been shown that several major factors
influence chip side-curl (van Luttervelt, 1976). These are: (a) the cutting edge is not
straight; (b) the primary motion is not rectilinear; (c) the cutting edge is not
perpendicular to the primary motion; and (d) the chip compression rate varies along the
chip-width.
All these factors cause variations in the chip velocity along the chip width.
However, experimental work with certain work materials and cutting conditions has
shown that this effect can result from other effects as well. Results of an extensive
experimental work, indicating a direct relationship between the chip side-curl radius
and the chip side-flow angle, were reported by van Luttervelt (1989). The effect of
contact length on chip side-curl has been visualized through a simple experiment by D e
Chiffre (1990).
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N a k a y a m a (1992) has exhaustively classified chips according to the degree of
side-curling and up-curling, for both positive and negative values. Based on the cutting
mechanism, the following three forms of chip curling, with the geometric analysis of
the origin of chip forms, has been shown in two modes-with and without up-curling
(Fig.2.1).
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Fig. 2.1 Nakayama's three chip flow modes (1992)
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2.1.3 Chip Breaking Modelling
Henriksen (1954) pioneered the study in chip breaking from the practical point
of view. H e derived the equation for the radius of chip curvature using an obstruction
type chip former. F r o m his fundamental observations, he also proposed a general
principle of chip breaker action viz. " T w o chip breakers, having the same size of chip
flow circle, will break the chip in (practically) the same manner". A significant
shortcoming of his analysis was ignoring the effect of tool-chip contact on the rake
face.

Nakayama's early work on chip breaking is considered significant in that he
presented in it the very first chip breakability criterion (Nakayama, 1962b). This
criterion is simply described by
£ <_t

\ 1_
2 R0

RL

where, £b is tensile strain on the chip, t is chip thickness, RQ is the radius of init
chip curl and RL is radius of the final chip curl prior to fracture.

Having shown three different modes of chip breaking, Nakayama investigated
the case involving chip up-curl with a slight side-flow (or side-curl) which results in the
free-end of the chip hitting the tool flank surface and thus breaking the chip. In this
work, however, N a k a y a m a considered only the most dominant effect of chip up-curl.
Several researchers seem to have attempted to develop valid chip breakability
criteria, with none fully succeeding because of the complex nature of the problem.
Notably chip breakability is a very complicated physical phenomenon which is
influenced by numerous factors. Unfortunately, no acceptable theory is available for
chip breaking for use at the shop floor level, as almost every theory that has been
presented to date seems to be either of academic nature or of a descriptive type with no
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specific applications methods recommended. It was also observed that the present
knowledge on chip breaking has been incomplete and scattered without much reference
to each other.

Most notable of these studies are the works by Spaans (1970), Kaldor et al.

(1979), Ber et al. (1979), Jawahir (1988c), and Nedess and Hintze (1989). A subsequent
study using a high speed filming technique reveals the effects of chip groove

configurations on the tool face in orthogonal machining, producing chip up-curl rad
(Jawahir, 1990).
The early attempt by Henriksen (1953, 1955) to assess chip breakability with an
obstruction chip former required enormous experimental work, resulting only in

empirical relationships. Subsequently, Kane (1969,1971,1987) provided geometric dat
for obstruction chip formers through extensive experimental and analytical work by
considering the direction of chip flow. A work by Worthington and Rahman (1979)
included a modelling of the chip curl mechanisms in machining with grooved chip
formers. Many of the previous approaches, however, consider neither the force
equilibrium conditions of the chip breaking process nor a valid criterion for chip

breaking. A realistic predictive theory must be based on a valid chip breaking model
Therefore, the development of such a model in turn is limited by the lack of
fundamental knowledge on the mechanics of chip breaking.
X.D. Fang and Jawahir (1989 and 1991a,b) presented a knowledge-based chip
breakability rating systems approach for machining with seven steel work materials
using eight different chip groove geometries and a flat-faced tool insert. A fuzzy
rating system in conjunction with a knowledge database and the corresponding set of
knowledge rules is used for predicting the possible levels of chip breakability in
of a fuzzy membership value which is allowed to vary between 0 and 1.
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2.2 T h e further review of chip control research
In 1954, L.V. Colwell presented a simple method for predicting the chip flow
angle. H e proposed that the chip flow direction depends on tool geometry and forces
acting on the chip.

Filolenko and Gonchar (1962) measured cutting forces in cylindrical internal
and external turning. The ratio of cutting force in internal to external turning increased
up to nearly 3 at small diameters (15 m m ) and small depth of cut (0.1 m m ) .
Furthermore the chip compression ratio reached values up to 6. The authors explain
their findings by a rough analysis of the shear angle.
Usui and Hoshi (1963) presented a complete mathematical analysis of the
cutting process with controlled contact tools. The method is based upon ideal plastic
material theory. The paper is unusually complete since these authors have taken care to
include a discussion of nonsteady plastic flow during tool engagement.

Oxley (1962) has also analysed the effect of the controlled chip-tool interface
obtaining theoretically that the shear angle increases as the contact length decreases.
This result is in concordance with the experimental findings.
In two papers Trigger and von Turkovich [Trigger and von Turkovich, 1963 and
von Turkovich and Trigger, 1963] reported on their investigation of chip formation at
high cutting speeds w h e n cutting copper and aluminum of high purity. The analysis
involves also a discussion of the physical, i.e., microstructural aspects of high speed
shear at very low as well as high initial workpiece temperatures. These two papers
contain comprehensive experimental data which are interpreted in conjunction with
Merchant's flow zone models.
Sata (1963) and von Turkovich (1963) gave reviews of the current standing of
metal cutting theory. The shear stresses in the shear plane, tool face friction, and the
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problem of determination of shear angle are the main concern of the first paper. The

second paper is a brief survey of two basic models, i.e., the single shear plane model
and the flow zone concept.

Albrecht (1963) discussed and criticised the deficiency of the simple shear plane
theory, and has shown that flowing effect must be taken into account if an
understanding of the deformation process near the tool edge is to be achieved.
Considering further the influence of the variable chip thickness he has derived a

formula for the "dynamic" shear angle relationship which contains a rate of penetrati
factor and the uncut surface slope factor. In 1965 he made a theoretical study of the

shape and position of the shear surface in orthogonal cutting on internal and external
cylindrical surfaces. The chip is considered to flow flatly over the tool lace. The
relations are used to predict cutting forces.
Okoshi and Kawata (1967) conducted experimental investigation on the effects
of the curvature of work surface on metal cutting and provide experimental data on
cutting forces, shear angle, tool chip contact length chip forms, cutting temperature
roughness with HSS and cemented carbide tools on various work materials. The

tendencies found varied with the combination of material, rake angle and cutting spee

This makes it hard to summarise the results. They conclude that the effects of curvat
must be taken into account when a workpiece with a diameter less than 50 mm is
machined.
Nakayama (1963) found the values of shear stress on shear plane during metal
cutting. By performing the test on the chip and not on the uncut metal, he took into

consideration the shear strain undergone by the chip during machining, which is in the

range of 200% - 500%. Otherwise, it is not possible to attain such high values of stra

in test material during bending tests. He also found that the ductility or ultimate s
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of chips is larger for C r - M o steel and smaller for stainless steel than for carbon steels.
Also, the carbon content has no effect on ductility of the chip.

Nakayama and Arai (1976), with the help of their experiments on various steels,
have expressed the value of shear angle by a simple empirical equation with sufficient
accuracy. Using this and analytical equations, three components of cutting forces can
predicted with the error of less than 10%. Since only six data for each work material,

which are obtained from a series of cutting tests, are required for this prediction, th

storage of cutting force data for flat rake face tool can be simplified remarkably. Th

values may easily be stored in a data file and are sufficient for prediction of forces.

Nakayama and Arai (1977) have studied the roles of brittleness of work material
in metal cutting. They have discussed the improvement of machinability due to the
brittleness of work material for several steels. The formation of saw-toothed chip,

which reduces the cutting force, in case of high speed cutting of hardened steel with a

negative rake tool and not in case of normalised steels is major finding of their rese
The roughness of the chip surface has been shown to contribute to the chip brittleness
considerably. The brittleness of chip of various steels has been measured by a simple

bending test. They also find that the chip temperature in conventional cutting of stee
just below the critical temperature, over which the chip becomes very ductile.
Nakayama has been trying to correlate basic theory to the practical problems.
Notably in 1978 he carried out a fundamental study on the nature of chip form. He has
given a set of basic rules on the form of chip which can be summarised as:
1) Basically the chip has a screw surface. The rake face of cutting tool is tangent
to the surface.
2) When the rake face is flat, the radius and pitch of the screw and the

inclination and location of the screw axis relative to the cutting edge are determined
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three independent quantities, which are the chip flow angle and the radii of curvature of
up-curl and side-curl.
3) W h e n the cutting tool has a helical rake face as in the case of twist drill, the
helix angle of the rake face also changes the screw surface.

By simple geometrical analysis, he has also given equations for radius of chip
helix, pitch and location of chip helix axis.

Nakayama et al (Kluft et al, 1979) conducted a commendable work by
reviewing a considerable amount of present knowledge of chip control. They
exhaustively collected information on chip classification, fundamental mechanisms of
chip formation, alteration of chip material properties, chip flow, upward and sideward
curling, effect of tool nose radius, forced chips and the means available for chip control.
The authors conclude that even with an abundance of knowledge of the principles of
chip formation, chip breaking and chip control, it is still not possible to predict chip
form with sufficient reliability. They also show that the role of work material and
cutting fluid is too complicated to be generalised into a set of rules.
Nakayama (1980) presented the first criterion of chip breakability based on his
theoretical and experimental work with obstruction chip formers. Accordingly, he
identified ultimate tensile strain, chip thickness, inherent radius of curvature of chip,
chip cross-section and the limiting radius for the chip to dodge the tool shank as the
important parameters in deciding chip breakability. H e has also exhaustively discussed
the effect of various factors on these parameters like temperature, chip brittleness, feed,
chip curl and chip flow space.
Nakayama et al (1981) have investigated the problem of "thin" chip breaking. In
this extensive experimental work they have shown that chips with a curved section can
be broken by a small deflection even w h e n they are very thin. This work contributed to
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the design and development of several n e w and innovative rake face configurations in
the manufacture of finish turning inserts.

Subsequently Nakayama (1984) identified three parameters for defining the
helix forms, namely, outside diameter, pitch and the angle between the chip face and
coil axis. H e also provided information on the classification of chips, various modes of
curling and various radii of curvature given by the "chip disposal", Subcommittee on
Machinability in the Japan Society of Precision Engineering (JSPE). Via the use of
comprehensive diagrams, he explained four modes of chip breaking.
Boothroyd and Trim (1968) were the first to take into account the effect of toolchip contact length and the variation of chip thickness to determine the radius of chip
curvature for an obstruction type chip breaker. They also proved their model with the
help of experimental results. F r o m their experiments, they also showed that while
natural radius of curvature increases with feed, the radius of curvature, w h e n using a
chip breaker, decreases with an increase in feed. Also, the chip tool contact length
increases with an increase in feed. Furthermore the tool-chip contact length is
approximately equal to the chip thickness after deformation. They also concluded that
cutting speed has no major influence on the radius of curvature, although an increase in
speed increases the value of lower limiting feed.
Lambert et al (1968) described the development of a cutting force equation for
single point orthogonal cutting which incorporates cutting speed, feed, depth of cut and
side rake angle. They firstly derived the basic form of the equation for cutting force and
subsequently, with the help of experiments, they found the values of the constants in the
equation.

Friedman and Lenz (1970) proposed that contact length and chip curl are
predominantly governed by the variation of the temperature field in the tool-chip
contact length zone. They base their conclusion on the observation that there is a wide
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variation of the contact length in machining of steel with tool of different grades, all
other variables being constant. Also, their experiments show that there is a good
correlation between contact length and the thermal conductivity of the tool material.
van Luttervelt (1976) dealt with the effect of workpiece diameter on chip
formation. He introduced the concept of a "kinematical dead" zone between the chip

and tool face. The concept proved to be useful in the study of the effect of chip curl
steps or grooves on the upward curvature of the chip. He also described the mechanism

of chip segmentation, based on a study of movie pictures taken during his experiments.

From this experimentation he found that the principal shear zone splits periodically i
two zones which move away from each other. Notably between the two shear zones is a
growing semi-chip that "slides" over the "kinematically dead" zone of growing
dimensions. It was stated that the kinematical model and experimental evidence was
found to be in good agreement.
Jawahir (1988a) emphasises the need for considering the chip control factor as a

machinability criterion along with other conventional criteria such as tool life crite
material removal rate criterion, force/power criterion, surface finish criterion and

machining accuracy criterion. He identified the prediction of chip form and continuous
process monitoring, for controlling unforeseen chip form variations, as the two major

research directions in the future. In the same work, he also presented a wide literatu
survey concerning obstruction type and groove type chip breaker, restricted contact
length, chip classification and chip breakability.
Subsequently Jawahir and Oxley (1988b), through their experiments, showed

that a reduced contact length, while increasing the chip stream angle also contributes
the reduction in chip curl radius, facilitating better chip breaking.
To confirm these findings Jawahir (1988c) conducted a series of experiments on
commercially available chip forming tool inserts. This work aimed at assessing the
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effect of tool restricted contact length on chip streaming and chip breaking. H e also
investigated the mechanisms of chip up-curling and side curl. He also concluded that
chip former tools with rake face lumps cause plastic deformation of the chip leaving
wear traces of these lumps on the underside of the chip. He also identified that the
effect of such deformation contributes to the chip breaking due to weakening of the
chip cross-section. In this work he identified the present trend in chip former tool
development as the design and manufacture of a very wide range of specialised chip
formers, each one recommended for specific machining operation.
Jawahir and Oxley (1988e) presented the results of a study on chip breaking
using tool inserts with grooved chip breakers. From this work they established the

effects of tool restricted contact length and the undeformed chip thickness on chip c

chip breaking and power consumption rates for a range of different tool geometries. By
comparing the power consumption rates for different grooves, they concluded that a
raised backwall type is the most uneconomical and the grooves with reduced or no
backwall are most economical in terms of power consumed. The most significant

conclusion of their work is that efficient chip breaking is achievable at minimum pow
consumption.
Johnson (1962) presented a slip-line field theory to explain chip behaviours and
a corresponding hodograph for machining with a restricted contact tool. This was

further investigated by Usui et al (1962 and 1964) and Oxley (1962) for specific aspe

such as the tool face stresses, tool/chip interface friction, cutting forces, chip thi
etc.
Worthington and Redford (1973) explained the mechanism of natural chip curl.

They also reported the existence of a special built-up edge (BUE) on the tool face whe
machining with a restricted contact tool, which causes the chip streaming. They also
proposed that the amount of chip curl depends upon the BUE angle, material and
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cutting conditions. Worthington also found that this special B U E is modified in shape at
higher cutting speeds.

Wortington (1975) proposed that the value of undeformed chip thickness, that
causes the length of the sticking friction zone to coincide with the land length, is the
same as that which causes the chip to straighten. H e also determined the influence of
the configuration of primary land.

In another work, Worthington (1976) contacted exhaustive analysis of groove
type chip breakers. A s a result he proposed a mechanism for the operation of groove
type chip former at high speeds. Furthermore it was suggested that the mechanism is
affected by the configuration of special B U E which occurs at high cutting temperatures.
H e also suggested that the value of feed, at which groove type chip former begins to
operate, can be determined from the discontinuity in cutting force-undeformed chip
thickness relationship. In addition he suggested that chip curl can be predicted if the
results for a single test are known, for the same work material.
Nakamura (1982) et al contacted an experimental study on the effect of side
cutting edge angle, cutting speed, material and chip breaker shape on chip breakage.
They also discussed ways to estimate chip breakage for the combination of workpiece
material and cutting tools using experimental constants. F r o m their experiments, they
found that the side cutting edge has no major influence on lower limiting feed while
increases in cutting speed and hardness increases the lower limiting feed.
Trent (1984) presented an analysis of machinability criteria by considering the
chip form/shapes.
Zhang (1980) identified three important factors affecting chip curl and breaking,
namely chip thickness, radius of chip curvature and the mechanical properties of chip
material. Formulae for calculating the width of chip breaker groove were developed
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according to the elastic and plastic theory. A criterion for chip breaking was also

derived, taking into consideration the yield stress, breaking strain of chip material

thickness, radius of chip curvature formed in the groove of chip breaker and radius of
chip curvature at chip breaking point.

De Chiffre (1985) highlighted the limitations of the simple shear zone model in

describing the mechanics of chip formation. The main reasons given by him are that the

frictional conditions on the rake face, which are not taken into account by the simple
shear zone model, play a very important role in determining the process geometry.
Also, the application of principle of minimum energy and assumption of a constant

friction angle cannot be expected to hold under practical conditions. He discussed som

steps that can be made to extend the range validity of the simple shear zone models. H

suggested that the stress distribution on the tool rake face and chip curl are inter
and should be taken in account. He also presented a mode for chip formation mechanics
which incorporates stress distribution on the rake face.
Kane (1987) derived the equations for predicting the chip flow direction. From

his experiments, he collected data on the chip flow direction and proper width of chip

breaker that generated satisfactory chips. He concluded the chip flow direction can be
determined prior to the experiment and that a single chip breaker can cover a wide

range of finish cutting conditions. Also, the chip breaker design, that can offer con
of chips, is unique to the type of material machined.
Nedess (1989) presented analytical and experimental research dealing with the
modelling of the chip formation process when using inserts with different threedimensionally shaped rake face geometries. These models lead to the definition of
characteristic parameters with regard to the preliminary assessment of chip control.
characteristic parameters of the modes were the chip flow angle, the effective rake
angle and the chip flow radius. Furthermore the up-curling tendency of the chip was
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expressed by the chip flow radius. Another introduced parameter, chip breaking
frequency, proved to be useful in distinguishing quantitatively between broken and
unbroken chips.
The more relevant literature survey has been integrated into the Introduction of
each relevant chapter.
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The Process of 3-D Chip Development
and Basic Chip Forms

3-1

3.1 Introduction
The machining process involves the systematic removal of layers of metal in
the form of chips from a workpiece. These chips are obtained in various shapes which
depend on cutting conditions, workpiece and tool material, geometry of cutting tool,
etc. So, the process of chip development in 3-D machining is very complicated. With
the tendency toward fully automated machining without close human supervision,
chip control plays an increasingly important role in machining. In order to achieve

total chip control, it is necessary to investigate the process of chip development in 3machining. This is a fundamental research and is very significant for better
understanding the mechanism of the chip formation.
In practical machining, it is possible to produce two distinct types of chip,
namely, a continuous chip and a discontinuous chip, depending on the cutting
conditions. With the latter type of chip formation, the chips are of manageable size
and are easily handled. When a brittle material is machined, the chips produced are
discontinuous causing no difficulty on chip handling and disposal. On the contrary
machining ductile materials, discontinuous chip is usually only encountered when
cutting under adverse conditions, and invariably with these materials, continuous
chips are produced which can cause some difficulties on the machining operation, and
affect the productivity. Therefore, the study of chip developing process should be
focused on the process of continuous chip development. That means the research
object is how a chip develops from initial tool workpiece contact to separation of chip
from workpiece, and then to curling of chip and final breaking of chip. So, the
investigation of the process of the chip development is significant for better
understanding the mechanics of chip formation and subsequent chip breaking process.
This fundamental study in this chapter is to investigate the nature of chip development
and provide useful insight into chip control.
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3.2 T h e Process of 3-D Chip Development
The process of chip development can be described as follows:

When a cutting tool removes a layer from the workpiece, the uncut layer is

first elastically deformed followed by plastic deformation separation taking place near

the cutting edge of the tool to form chip; after then, the chip leaving the cutting edge
will be forced to curve into helical form. There is subsequent deformation and
eventual fracture by the obstacle such as a chip breaker, the workpiece, a face of the
tool, other than the rake face, and a part of the machine-tool.
The process of 3-D chip development may be divided into three main stages
by their deformation feature according to the above description:
• Chip forming stage: Chip separates from the workpiece due to the shearing
stress and strain induced by tool penetration
• Chip curling stage: Chip curves after leaving the cutting edge of the tool due to
the forces and the bending moments induced by the obstructions such as chip
breaker, workpiece, tool holder or other parts of the machine.
• Chip breaking stage: Chip fractures when the stress in chip is larger than the
fracture strength of chip material.
The chip forming by shearing action at the shear plane is the aspect of metal
cutting which has attracted most attention from those who have attempted analyses of
machining. Of at least equal importance, for the understanding of machinability and
the performance of cutting tools, is the movement of the chip across the face and
around the edge of the tool. However, very little attention has so far been paid to the
3-D chip curling process and its effects of continuous chip deformation. For better
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understanding the mechanics of chip curling and chip deformation in 3-D machining,
it is necessary to investigate the process of chip curling.

3.2.1 Chip Forming in 3-D Machining
Chip forming can be considered mainly as a process of plastic deformation. In
metal cutting, a portion of the work material is removed under a large plastic
deformation field as a chip by the tool. Chip forming occurs by a process of semicontrolled fracture, in which a very hard and rigid tool moves through the workpiece

material along a fixed path. As the tool penetrates, the material directly in front of t
tool tip experiences predominantly large compressive stresses. Because of the
typically small rake angle, very high normal stresses are imposed on the workpiece
material. Under these conditions, the workpiece material shears along a plane where
the shear stress is maximum and separates from machining surface to form the chip.

There is essentially no further plastic flow as the chip proceeds up the face of the too

3.2.2 Chip Curling in 3-D Machining
Chip curling can be defined as the process of compelling the chip produced to
assume the desired shape. The chip curling may be divided into natural curling and
forced curling as follows:
• Natural curling
When the chip curling is free to leave the rake face without meeting any

obstacle it is called the natural curling of a chip. The natural chip curling has been t
subject of many investigations. The reason why the chip curls naturally based on
these investigations may be mainly divided as: 1) The chip is born curled in the shear
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surface; 2) the natural chip curling is caused by residual stress and thermal strain in

the chip; 3) the natural chip curling is caused by the plastic bending of the chip due to
the compressive stresses in the chip material adjacent to the rake face; 4) the natural
chip curling is caused by a built-up edge or a retarded layer between the chip and the
rake face.

• Forced curling

In practical machining, the chip will always meet some obstacle after leaving
the cutting edge. As the chip contacts with the obstacles such as a chip breaker, the
workpiece, a face of the tool, other than the rake face, and a part of the machine-tool,
a force will be exerted on the chip which will cause a bending moment in the chip

body. As a result, the chip is forced to deform elastically, and to a certain extent als
plastically, by the bending moment and then to curve as a curled chip assumed with a
constant radius. The curled chip may be considered as being subject to no further
deformation and rotating as a rigid body with an angular velocity.
The chip curling can be achieved by means of the appropriate chip-breaker
geometry and a choice of cutting conditions. Very often, under practical cutting
conditions, chips produced without using a chip-breaker tool flow straight along the
face of tool i.e. have no curvature. This chip "streaming" without proper control is
perhaps the most troublesome type of chip form.
Controlling the form of the chip means to control both the chip curling and the
chip breaking. For this purpose since the advent of carbide tooling, several techniques
have been developed. The most common method to accomplish this is the use of chip
curling and chip breaking devices. There are two types of chip breakers: one is an
inclined obstruction clamped to the tool face and the other is a groove ground or
moulded into the tool face (parallel or oblique to the major cutting edge angle). The

chip breaker acts by controlling the radius of the chip (increasing the natural chip cur
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and directing the chip in such a w a y that it breaks into short lengths because of the
restrictions imposed on its path.

Chip curvature plays an important role in regard to chip breaking as does the
brittleness of the workpiece material and the thickness of the chip. A s chip thickness
decreases, chips are more ductile and chip breaking becomes more difficult. A given
workpiece material that has been substantially strained during chip formation will
have a critical strain at fracture which varies as the chip thickness/chip radius ratio. If
the natural chip curvature is not sufficiently small to cause fracture, for a given feed
rate, it becomes necessary to increase either chip thickness or chip curl (reducing the
radius of chip curvatures) to provide periodic chip fracture. This is generally the case
for ductile workpiece materials under high cutting speeds and low feeds. Chip curl
m a y be increased by the use of the so-called chip breaker which is really a chip curler.

3.3 Developing Process of Chip Curling and Basic Chip Forms in 3-D
Machining
For the convenience of chip disposal, an obstacle (chip breaker) is often set on
the tool face to curl, twist and collide with the chip associating with the tool flank
or/and workpiece and, therefore, break up the chip. In this case, the chip which has a
tendency to flow along the tool face is bent so as to have a curvature and to flow in
contact with the chip breaker.
Generally, the chip is curled as follows: The chip is subjected to a bending
m o m e n t M due to the reaction at the chip-breaker, and the stress G M due to M is
imposed upon the shear zone in addition to the stress a x due to the tool force. o

M

varies linearly from the compressive stress at the free surface to the tensile stress at
the cutting edge. G x is assumed not to vary in its direction all over the shear plane, the
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direction of the resultant stress o of Oz and C M will change downward from the cutting
edge to the free surface. A s a result the shear plane, which has some definite angle
with the direction of a, becomes convex upwards. Hence the layer of chip on the tool
face becomes longer than that on the free surface, and accordingly, the chip curls.
A chip, formed continuously initially, is essentially broken by being forced
into new configuration by external obstacles. The nature and orientation at which the
obstacles are confronted are a result of the initial curling of the chip. The prediction
of chip curl is therefore an essential prerequisite for planned chip breaking.
The chip curling process can be divided into three main stages when using an
obstacle-type chip breaker.
• Stage 1: Before the chip touches the obstacle, the chip can be considered as a
"natural chip" similar to the case using a flat face tool. There are no bending
moments along the chip length.
• Stage 2: When the chip touches the backwall of breaker/groove, the chip is
enforced to curl further by the obstacle, i.e. the chip breaker interferes with free
chip formation. A n additional force is applied on the chip and a bending m o m e n t
and/or a torque are developed along the chip length. The bending m o m e n t and/or
torque are considered important as they contribute to chip breaking.
• Stage 3: As the chip continues to move, it may be divided into three cases:
touching workpiece, or touching backface of tool, or keep going along the chip
breaker, depending on the geometry of the chip breaker. In the former two cases,
the chip will be hindered by the obstacles. Therefore these obstacles will exert
forces onto the chip causing changes to the chip and to the chip formation process.
M o r e bending m o m e n t is developed along the chip length due to the action of the
forces. In the two cases, depending on the workpiece materials, geometry of the
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cutting tool and the cutting conditions, the half-circle or full-turn chip shape m a y be
obtained. The chip will most probably break if the required chip breaking criteria
could be met. W h e n the strain on the chip surface does not reach the ultimate strain
of chip material, the chip m a y continue to keep going as a helical chip. In third
case the chip is a continued chip. All continued chips will be acted upon not only
by the bending moment, but also by the dynamics effects due to the varying of the
chip weight and the vibration of the chip with the continuing motion of the chip.
In practice, real chips are always forced chips because they will be hindered by
obstacles such as the workpiece, the tool, or the machining tool, and consequently
have to be deflected. In general, acted upon by a spatial force system, a 3-D curling
chip body m a y undergo longitudinal bending, transversal bending and torsional
deformations. These deformations correspond to the curling chip becoming subject to
up-bending moment, side-bending m o m e n t and torque in 3-D metal cutting. So, in 3D machining with a complicated tool geometry, the chip m a y have one of the three
possible basic forms, side-curling, up-curling and twisting (Fig.3.1). All chips in 3-D
machining can be constructed by combinations of the three basic forms.

(a) Side-curling

(b) Up-curling
rs = radius of side-curling
ru = radius of up-curling

Fig. 3.1 The basic chip curling
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(c) Twisting

W e considered that there are four important elements during the process of 3D chip formation and breaking, i.e. up-curling, side-curling, twisting and dynamic
weight mechanisms. So, it is significant to study the progress of 3-D chip curling and
breaking with complicated tool geometry.

3.4 Chip Breaking in 3-D Machining
Fracture (chip breaking) will occur only if a sufficiently high stress somewhere
in the chip body is produced by imposing a bending m o m e n t on the chip in excess of
the fracture strength of the chip material. This is normally accomplished when a chip
meets an obstruction; then as further chip production takes place, a bending m o m e n t
develops as the radius of chip curvature increases.

The increasing trend to unmanned manufacturing facilities and the availability
of cutting tool materials allowing higher cutting speeds have promoted the
development of n e w tool geometries with the capability to control the form of the chip
under various cutting conditions. It is generally considered that the chips can be
classified in two main categories:
• Acceptable chips - these which do not influence the machining operation;
•

Unacceptable chips - w h e n the chips tend to untangle around the tool and
workpiece causing potential danger to the operator, harm to the surface finish,
possible

unexpected tool breakage and high volume of material to be cleared

away from the cutting area.
When acceptable chips are produced it is found (Kaldor, etc., 1979)that their
geometric shape is determined by the presence of suitable chip breakers and/or the
selection of adequate cutting conditions. The resulting chips bearing the geometrical
forms "C", "G" or "e" are considered as the optimal chips. However the selection of
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cutting conditions leading to those chip forms can cause higher cutting forces, lower
tool life and poorer surface finish. For this reason, chip breakers are considered to be
the most effective method for controlling the chip form. Additionally, it is desirable
to obtain lower cutting forces, better surface quality and higher tool life with these
new cutting tool geometries.

So, in practice, the generally accepted procedure for chip breaking is the use of
chip breakers. The role of chip breakers is to impart a predetermined curvature to the
chip. As a result, the curled chip is forced to contact either the workpiece or the tool
flank surface. The force developed due to this contact, in conjunction with their
respective locations of action, form a bending moment which facilitates the
subsequent chip breakage.
When a chip is forced to curve by a chip breaker or other obstructions, if the

curvature of the chip is not sufficiently small to cause fracture for a given feed rate i
becomes necessary to increase either the chip thickness or the chip curl (i.e. reducing
the radius of chip curvature) to provide periodic chip fracture. So, the chip curvature
is the main cause of chip breaking
Based on the above analysis, the stress in a chip's body, produced by the
bending moment is different in the different stages of chip curling process. Therefore,
the chip breakage will mainly depend on the fracture strength of material and the
combined stress in the chip body as described as follows. In the following analysis
of chip breaking process, the curled chip may be considered as a curved beam with the
chip root clamped.
In stage 1 of the chip curling process, there are no bending moments along the
chip length and no bending stress in the chip body. Only there is the shear stress
produced by the tool penetration in the shear zone in the chip root as shown as Fig.3.2.
In this stage, the chip fractures only if the chip material is brittle.
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Workpiece

Fig. 3.2 Chip curling in natural state (stage 1)
When machining ductile materials, a continuous chip is usually produced and
will enter the stage 2 of the chip curling process. It means that as further chip
production takes place, the chip touches the backwall of breaker/groove, the chip is

enforced to curl further by the obstacle, i.e. the chip breaker interferes with free ch
formation. An additional force is applied to the chip and a bending moment and/or a
torque are developed along the chip length. As a subsequence, the bending stress will
be created in the chip body between the chip root and the touch point A with the
backwall of breaker/groove as shown as Fig.3.3. If the bending stress created in the

chip body is in excess of the fracture strength of the chip material, chip breakage wil
occur. If the bending stress created in this stage is not sufficiently large to cause
fracture, the chip will continue to develop until hindered by other obstacles.
In the stage 3, w h e n the chip touches the obstacles such as the workpiece or

tool, these obstacles will exert forces onto the chip causing changes to the chip and t
«

the chip formation process. M o r e bending m o m e n t is developed along the chip length
due to the action of the forces. Therefore, more bending stress is produced in the
chip body between the chip root and the touch point B with the workpiece or the touch
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Fig. 3.3 Chip touches the backwall of chip breaker (stage 2)
point C with the back face of the tool. The bending stress is superposed to the
existing bending stress created by the backwall of chip breaker. If the combined
bending stress in the chip's body is larger than the fracture strength of the chip

material, a local fracture will occur. The chip will be broken in a half-turn or circula

form. If the combined bending stress is less than over the fracture strength of the chip
material, the chip will continue to develop further.

(a) Chip touches workpiece

(b) Chip touches cutting tool

Fig. 3.4 Chip touches other obstacles (stage 3)
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A s the process continues and the chip increases in length, it m a y take a helical
form and eventually break due to its o w n weight in conjunction with its dynamical
motion which is termed the "dynamics weight". The stress created by chip weight and
dynamical motion in conjunction with the previous combined bending stress will
eventually exceed the fracture strength of chip material so cause it to break.

The flow chart of the analysis process of chip breaking can is depicted in
Fig.3.5.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the process of chip development in 3-D machining is analysed
and discussed in details. The following summary can be concluded.

1. A comprehensive process of 3-D chip development is systematically described
for better understanding the mechanism of the 3-D chip formation and chip control.
2. A new method to describe the development process of 3-D chip curling is
proposed according to the mechanics and kinematics characters of chip curling in 3-D
machining based on the different stages of chip motion. It will not only build a
fundamental basis for mechanics modelling of 3-D chip curling, but also extend our
understanding of the chip breakage process.
3. New basic chip forms are proposed based on the continuum mechanics theory.
A 3-D curling chip body m a y undergo longitudinal bending, transversal bending and
torsional deformations, in response to the spatial force system. These investigations
reveal n e w insights into the nature of 3-D chip curling and provide n e w approach to
predict h o w chip curling takes place.
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4.

A 3-D chip breakage process is proposed throughout the chip curling process

based on the stress superposition principle. It provides a fundamental criterion for the
predication of chip breakability. According to the proposed 3-D chip breaking
process, the mechanics models for chip fracture will be built based on the different
chip curling stages respectively in Chapter 6.
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Chip is born and just leaving
the rake face of tool

Chip touches the back
of breaker/groove

Chip touches workpiece,
back face of tool, etc.

i
Chip breakage

Fig. 3.5 The flow chart of the chip breaking process in 3-D machining
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€MAIPTER 4
The Geometric Model of 3-D Chip
Curling with a Chip Breaker Tool
and the Kinematic Analysis

4-1

ABSTRACT
O n e of the most important problems in machining processes is the chip control. It has
been realised that the theoretical model of 3-D chip curling plays a central role in the
chip formation that would predict the chip forms/shapes efficiently for the aim of chip
control. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate and model the 3-D chip curling
processes in theory. In this chapter, the analytical modelling procedure is described in
detail and a general mathematical model for predicting chip forms /shapes in 3-D
cutting processes with complex chip breaker tools is presented on the basis of three
basic chip curling patterns, i.e. up-curl, side-curl and twisting. Then, in chapter 5, the
theoretical analysis and discussion will be conducted systematically based on the
model presented. Therefore a group of criteria for the effects of three chip angular
velocity components COx, COy, COz and chip flow angle 7]0 on the chip form/shape is
derived. The varying tendency of the chip radius and chip pitch with varying COx,
CO , C0Z and T]0 is discussed based on the group of criteria. For better understanding,
a group of 3-D diagrams is given to visualise the varying tendency of chip geometry
to be discussed in chapter 5. T h e 3-D general model and the group of criteria
presented in this chapter and chapter 5 reveal n e w insights into the nature of chip
curling in 3-D machining in theory and are significant for the prediction of the chip
curling and the chip breaking as well as the geometric design of the chip
breaker/groove.

4.1 Introduction
With the rapid development of the manufacturing industry, machining
processes have become progressively automated and controlled. In metal cutting, the
present tendency is toward achieving increased material removal rates with high
degrees of automation without close h u m a n supervision. This requires very reliable
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machining processes. The basic functional elements of chip control are efficient
breaking and effective removal of chips. The chip formation and breaking aspect is

very significant in machining, since problems with surface finish, workpiece accuracy

and tool-life can be caused even by minor changes in the chip formation process. So a
cutting tool must be provided with a good chip formation and chip-breaking
characteristics in automated and controlled production. Thus, the prediction of chip
formation and chip-breaking is of great significance.
Recent advances in cutting tool technology have resulted in a great number of
different chip breaker configurations. However, the current practice in chip breaker
design and application is heavily dependent upon extensive, arbitrary and nonsystematic experimental work, which is primarily based on the "try and see"
methodology. This practice is time-consuming and does not always produce the most
desirable chip control performance. Therefore, a theoretical approach for predicting

the chip forms/shapes and designing tool chip breakers is an urgent demand to replace
conventional methods. The need for a mathematical model of the 3-D chip curling
process is thus essential for the design of the chip breaker/groove, the analytical
prediction of the chip forms/shapes and chip breaking, and achieving "total" chip
control in automated machining (Jawahir, 1998d and 1993).
On analytical modelling, many researchers have made a lot of efforts and a
large number of papers have been published, note worthily Pekelharing (1964), Spaans
(1971), Nakayama (1978, 1981 and 1984a), Jawahir (1990, 1991 and 1995) and so on.
Among them, Nakayama's geometry model (1978) is a model of significance on chip
curling. However, the model is still a 2V2-D model in fact. When a complex nonparallel chip former is involved and a curling chip is acted upon by a torque, the
application of the model is greatly limited.
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It is the purpose of the on going research to develop a general mathematical
model for 3-D chip curling with the complex chip breaker/groove. According to the
characteristics of 3-D metal cutting with complex chip breaker tools, the general
model is developed by considering that a curling chip body in 3-D metal cutting is
acted upon by a spatial force system and may undergo three deformations in three

directions, i.e. longitudinal, transversal and torsional deformations. Therefore, thre

basic forms of the chip curling, i.e. up-curling, side-curling and twisting are propo
in order to model the general 3-D chip curling with complex chip former geometry
(parallel breaker/groove or non-parallel breaker/groove). The 3-D model developed in

this chapter has shown clearly that the up-curling, side-curling, twisting and chip f
angle play an important role with respect to the chip shape/size and kinematic
characteristics of a chip.

4.2 The Basic Chip Curling Forms
In practice, real chips are always forced chips because they will be hindered by
obstacles such as the workpiece, the tool, or the machining tool, and consequently

have to be deflected. In general, acted upon by a spatial force system, a curling chip
body may undergo corresponding 3-D deformation components, i.e. longitudinal
bending, transversal bending and torsional deformations. This means that a curling
chip may be acted upon by up-bending moment, side-bending moment and torque in
3-D metal cutting. Therefore, in 3-D machining with a complex chip breaker

geometry, the chip may have one of the three possible basic forms (Fig.4.1). All chips
in 3-D machining can be constructed by combinations of these three basic forms.
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(a) Side-curling

(b) Up-curling

(c) Twisting

r s = radius of side-curling
ru = radius of up-curling

Fig.4.1 The basic chip curling forms

4.3 The chip motion and coordinate system
The motion of 3-D curling chip during oblique cutting with a complex chip
breaker/grooved cutting tool is discussed in this section.
Considering that the rake face of a breaker/grooved tool consists of a flat rake
face and an obstacle/groove, i.e. geometrically to superpose an obstacle/groove on a
flat rake face. T h e flat rake face is called the working rake face. ( W h e n with a
complex breaker/groove geometry, such as the varying cross section or non-parallel
breaker/groove, or the groove in the chip flow direction, or a spherical pit, or a
convex, the flat rake face is considered as a virtual plane.)
Also, the following assumptions are set. Firstly a chip makes a helical motion
and has the line of tool-chip separation as a generation line (the line of tool-chip
separation is almost parallel to the main cutting edge in most case). Secondly the
direction of the velocity of chip is tangential to the rake face of the cutting tool.
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In Fig.4.2, three orthogonal coordinate axes are set as follows: the X-axis
coincides with the projection of the tool-chip separation line on the working rake face,
and the Y-axis is normal to the X-axis and on the working rake face, and the Z-axis is
normal to the X - Y plane. The origin O is set at the end cutting edge side of chip on the
tool-chip separation line, which is the generating line of the helical chip surface.

A s seen in Fig.4.2, according to the preceding analysis, the chip m a y have
rotational motions in the X , Y and Z directions with three respective components of
angular velocity C0X, CO and C0Z. The vector CO is the resultant angular velocity of
the chip. With the resultant angular velocity CO the chip has a helical motion in 3-D
coordinates as shown in Fig.4.3 (a). Here 6 is the angle between the vector CO and
the vector CO

which is the resultant angular velocity of the COx and (Oy components

on the X - Y plan, and the \\f is the angle between the CO^ and the X-axis. Further the
angles 0 and \f/ are used to decide the location of the helical chip axis. The
combination of 9 and If/ will m a k e the chip m o v e in different directions, thus
resulting in various chip curling patterns, as shown in Fig.4.3(b) for the case of a
tubular chip and Fig.4.3 (c) and (d) for a conical chip.
When the C0X, C0y and C0Z vary, the 6 will vary accordingly. The direction
of the rotating axis of the helical chip will also vary, which makes the chip m o v e in
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different directions as shown in Fig.4.3. Therefore, the chip m a y touch the workpiece,
or backface of the tool, or keep going along the chip breaker/groove depending on the
parameters 6 and \jf. Also, the form of the chip gets altered under various
combinations of the three components of the angular velocity COx> C0y and COz.

(a) Definition of Chip Helical Axis in 3-D Coordinates

Chip axis

j^^

\Chif\axis

(b) Tubular Chip
(chip axis is parallel to cutting edge)

(c)&(d) Conical chip
(chip axis is non-parallel to the cutting edge)

Fig.4.3 Formation of helix-based chip forms
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4.4 T h e angular velocity analysis of helical chips
If the up-curling and twisting components are removed, the helical chip gets a
circular form on the rake face as shown in Fig.4.4. All parts of this chip must have a
c o m m o n angular velocity COz given by

(4-1)

coz =
PzO

where, V0 is the chip velocity and the pz0 is the radius of side-curling at point 0.

According to the chip velocity gradient along the radius of side-curling, the
following formula can be given (see Fig.4.4)

-dV
®z =

_y 0 -^cos(^-r/ 0 )

d(xcosrj)

(4-2)

b cos r/0

where, b is the chip width along the x-axis and the T]0 is the chip flow angle.

chip flow angle Ti0

Fig.4.4 Side-curling of chip
Similarly, by removing the side-curling and twisting components, a circular
form of the chip perpendicular to the rake face is formed as shown in Fig.4.5. All
parts of this chip must have a c o m m o n angular velocity COx given by

y0cosri0

(4-3)

®x =
PxO
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Where, V0 COS T]Q is the chip velocity in the direction of y-axis at point 0 and the pz0
is the radius of up-curling at point 0.

D u e to the chip velocity gradient along the radius of up-curling, the following
formula can be given
^

=

- ^ ( V C O S 7 ? ) = (VQ-V0OCOST/O

dz

(4-4)

t0

where, t2 is the chip thickness.

Fig.4.5 Up-curling of chip
When removing the side-curling and up-curling components, the helical chip
only gets a twisting form on the rake face as shown in Fig.4.6. Here the chip has a
twist angular velocity C0y given by

(Oy =

W(pV0 cos r/0
G

(4-5)

where, G is the width of the breaker/groove and V(p is the twist angle of chip.
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twistin
angl

Fig.4.6 Twisting of chip
Thus, the resultant angular velocity CO can be given as
COx+C0y+C02z

(0=

V 0 cosr/ 0)2

| ( V<py 0 cosr/ 0 ^ 2 |

PxO

V0 2
PzO

V0 cos r/0 l ( ^ ) 2 + ( ^ ) 2 + ( — i — ) 2
G
pz0cosr)0
'xO

(4-6)

thus the angles 6 (between the vector CO and the vector CO ) and If/ (between the
CO and the X-axis) are respectively, given by

tan0 =

1

CO,

(4-7)

< + °>l p^ cos,,J( J-)'+(?|)>
PxO
tan yf = - - ' —
6>,

-

(4-8)
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4.5 T h e velocity analysis of the helical chip
A s shown in Fig.4.7, the axial velocity V^, the perpendicular velocity Vh

and the helical angle f50 can be derived on the a-e-o-c plane as follows. The o-b-a-d
plane is on the X-Y plane shown in Fig.4.8. The decomposition of the chip velocity
V0 is shown in Fig.4.9.

Fig.4.7 Velocity analysis of helical chip
oX

C

(Ox

Vha.

\

e ^

b

Mxy/

y\f

COy

TY
Fig.4.8 The a-b-o-e plane Fig.4.9 The resolution of chip velocity V0
From Fig.4.9, the axial velocity Vha and perpendicular velocity Vhp are

(4-9)

\vhp =

V0cosp0

F r o m Fig.4.7, the perpendicular velocity Vhp is given by
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.. cos(ri0 + yr)
vhp=y0 —
cos a

(4-10)

F r o m Eqs.(4-9) and (4-10), the following relationship can be given

cosp0 cos a = cos( r\0 + y/) (4-11)
The geometrical analysis in Fig.4.7 indicates
cb . , cb
tan a = — ;
ob

sin (p = -=;
ab

and
.
ab
tan(7i0 + y/) = ==
ob
Thus, the following relationships can be stated

tan a = sin 0 tan( r/0 + yr) (4-12)
.and

1

1

cos CX — — = = = ^ = = r = —
2

2

(4-13)
2

Vl + tan a Jl + sin 0tan (r]0 + y/)
B y substituting Eq.(4-13) into Eq.(4-ll), the helical angle p 0 at point 0 is
given as

cos(jk±W1
cos a
= cos(r/0 + ^)Vl + sin ^tanz(770 + y/)
= A/cos2(r/0 + i/A) + sin2 0sin2(r/o + yr)
= ^/l- sin2 (770 + ^ ) + sin2 f9sin2(7]0 + y0
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= ^1 - sin2 (r/0 + y/)(\ - sin2 0)
= ^l-sin2(ri0 + y/)cos2 0
= -y 1 - (sin r/0 cos I/A + cos rj0 sin I/A) C O S 2 0

From Fig.4.7, the following relationship can be obtained
•

^x

cos yr =

x 2
4 2x+co
co
y=;
2

cos 6 =

My

siny/
' = ^co2x+co)'

2

co: + co:
co) + co) + co)

Hence,

cos0 o =Jl-(sinr/ o

AH2

©,

+

<

6) 2 + CO) ^Co) + CO) + C0\

^co2 + co)

coy

+cos rj0 , y
,v
)
2
I co + co) ^jco) + co) + co2
<°x
%
•--Jl-(smrj0

a

;
^co;
,© ; + ©x; + © ,+cos%
, + co; + co;
J2

(cox sin rj0 + coy cos rj0 y
= M~ co2x + co) + co2
co) + co) + co2 - co) sin2 r\0 - 2coxcoy sin r/0 cos r/0 - co) cos2 r\0
co) + co) + co2z
cox(l-sin ri0) + co)(l~cos r\0) + co)-2coxcoysinr\0cosr\0
co) + co) + co2z
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CO2cos
—2-

• ~2~.--.2~
7]0 +
coysin T]0 •+ ^ 2coz-2coxcoysinri0cosri0
co) + co) + co2z
x

\(cox cos r\0 - coy sin r\0)2 + co)
2 2 2 (4-14)

co) + co) + co2z

4.6 T h e geometry model of the helical chip
On the basis of the above analysis, the geometry of the helical chip can be
derived as follows.
The radius of helical chip p0 is given as

V0 cos/30
Po =

CO

^(cox cos r/0 - coy sin r/0)2 + co)
= V0 — —
T
i
^
~
co) + co) + CO)

(4-15)

The pitch of the helical chip h is derived as

V0cosp0 sinp0
h = 2np0 tanp0 = 2n-

= 2n^sinP0

co

= 27Z^-Jl-cos2

cosp0
B0

CO CO

=

2JVQ_

V0 I (coxcosri0-coysinrj0)2 + co2z
2K^A1co
col + co2 + co2
lco)(l-cos2ri0) + co)(l-sin2ri0) + 2coxcoycosri0sin7]0

* ®\ 0)) + co) + co)
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2K

= 2n

V0

CO) sin2 r\Q + co) cos rj0 + 2coxcoy cos r\0 sin r\Q

fi) V co) + co) + co)
Vg_ \(coxsinri0 + coycosr]0y
co V co) + co) + co)
(coxsinri0 + co cosrj0)

2KV

O

? , „2 „2 (4-16)

®x+®y+®z

Following, the distance % between the projection of the axis of helical chip on

the X-Y plane and the angular velocity CO^ is derived. E, can be expressed as
%=p0sina (4-17)
From Fig.4.7, the following relations can be stated
cb

a

oc
sin a = = ;
oc

cosp0 = = r ;
oa

and

ab
sin(r/0 + y/) ===;
;
oa

. ~ cb

sin6
sin
6 ==•===
ab

Hence

sm a =

sin 0 sin (r/n + w)
^ — —
cosp0

,. 10.
(4-18)

Substituting Eq.(4-18) into Eq.(4-17) gives

V0 COS/3Q sin 0sin(r/o + yr)
£ = p 0 sin a =
CO

cospQ

= —^-sin0sin(77o + y/)
CO
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= —- sin 0(sin r/0 cos y/ + cos r/0 sin w)
co
V0co.
=

2

2

cox
2(

m +m +m

cox+coy+coz

I 2

co
smT
2

^co) + co)

lo+

j

2

2COST]0)

(4-19)

^co) + co)

4.7 Summary
A general geometry model for 3-D complex chip curling with chip breaker has
been presented by introducing the three-dimension deformation state of a curling chip.
The model obtained indicates clearly that the chip forms/shapes are determined only
by the up-curling, side-curling, twisting of chip and the chip flow angle. The model
can be used to predict the 3-D chip curling forms, and provide a theoretical basis for
further analysis. This model is very significant for the analytical prediction of the
chip curling and breakage, the computer-aided design of chip breakers and, specially,
the 3-D computer animation of 3-D chip curling. Further detail analysis and
discussion will be conducted in chapter 5.
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Analysis and Discussion of the
Variations in Chip Curling
in 3-D Metal Cutting
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ABSTRACT
Based on the 3-D geometry model of chip curling developed in the chapter 4, a

systematic theoretical analysis and further discussion are presented in this chapter by
differentiating the model with respect to the three angular velocity components of
curling chip, C0X, COy, C0Z and chip flow angle Tj0. Based on this analysis, a group

of criteria for the effects of COx,CO , coz and TJQ on the chip forms/shapes is obtained.
Therefore the varying tendency of the chip radius and chip pitch with varying COx,
fi) , C0Z and T\0 is discussed based on the criteria. Further, for better understanding,
a group of 3-D diagrams has been given in order to analyse and discuss the variations
in the chip forms/shapes with the three chip angular velocity components and chip

flow angle. The results of the analysis and discussion reveal that the twisting of chips

is an effective approach to chip breaking. The information is thus significant in theor
to direct the geometric design of the chip breaker/groove and effective control of chip
breaking process,

5.1 Introduction
By considering that a curling chip body in 3-D metal cutting is acted upon by a
spatial force system and may undergo deformations in three directions, three basic
forms of chip curling, i.e. up-curling, side-curling and twisting, is proposed in order
model the 3-D chip curling process with chip breaker geometry in chapter 4.
Therefore, based on the three-dimensional deformation state and the three basic chip
curling forms, the general 3-D geometric model of chip curling, developed in the
chapter 4, can be summarized as follows,
(cox cos r/0 - co sin ri0 )2 + co\
j
0 =
2 2 2 (cos/?
COx + COy+ (O
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J(cox cos r\0 - coy sin r\0 )2 >>
+ co';
p

o

= V

o

7 ,

7 , „2

(5-lb)

co: + co:, + cot
•*•

y

z

(coxsinri0 + coycos %)
h = 2KV

„2 , „2 ; „2

O

VQCO.
=

(5-ic)

cox + co; + co;

2

COX

coy

2i

$ m +n/+m l
2
2
6). t- G ) „ +fi),j o ^ + o)^

Sin

^ + / 2 " 2 cos7y0)(5-ld)
/A): + A ) 2

where, as stated in chapter 4,ft)^,COy, C0Z are the angular velocity components of a
curling chip in the directions of the coordinate axes X, Y and Z, respectively, T)0 is
the chip flow angle, V0 is the cutting speed, (30 is the helical angle of curling chip,
p0 is the radius of the helical chip, h is the pitch of the helical chip and % is the
distance between the projection of the axis of helical chip on the X - Y plane and the
angular velocityfi).

5.2 The Analysis of the Relation between the Chip Form/Shape and
the Chip Angular Velocity
The effects of the three chip angular velocity components and chip flow angle
on the 3-D chip curling shapes/forms will be discussed and analysed based on this
new model of chip curling which consists of Eqs (5-la), (5-lb), (5-lc), and (5-ld).
In the 3-D model, the expressions of the chip radius, chip pitch and chip
location are functions of four variables, i.e. three angular velocities COx,ft),ft)zand
chip flow angle T]0. So, the chip geometry and location depend only upon C0X, COy,
COz, and T]0. The three angular velocity components COx, COy, and C0Z are
determined by the cutting velocity V0 and the geometry of the chip breaker/groove.
Therefore the investigation and analysis of the effects of COx, CO , COz and 7] 0 on the
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chip shape are very significant for the geometric design of complex chip
breakers/grooves, the prediction of chip formation, and effective chip control.
In order to analyse the variational tendency of the chip radius and the chip
pitch with the three angular velocity components ft) ft) and ft)., and the flow
angle T]0, the monotonicity of these functions need to be studied by the partial
derivatives of these functions. Thus, Eqs. (5-la), (5-lb), (5-lc) and (5-ld) are
differentiated with respect to C0X, C0y, C0Z and T]0, respectively, resulting in a set of
first-order partial derivatives -z~\

——;

——;

——;

dcox

dcoy

6coz

dr\0 dcox

dh
dr\0•.

;

;

dcoy

;

dcoz

Then, the variation in the chip radius and chip pitch with respect to COx, ft) ,

COz and T\0 can be determined by the corresponding partial derivatives (e.g. greater
or less than zero).
Based on the analysis, the chip breaker/groove geometry and the cutting
conditions can be set to obtain the ideal chip form and chip breakage.
The following, theoretical analysis will commence by deriving the first-order
partial derivatives. After then, for better understanding, a group of 3-D diagrams will
be given in order to analyse the variations in the chip form from the effects of the
three chip angular velocity components and chip flow angle.
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5.2.1 Analysis of the Variation of Chip Form/Shape with co . co , GO
and r\0
The first-order partial derivatives of chip radius p0 with respect to C0X, CO
C0Z and T]0 are derived as follows.

Because equation (5-lb) for the chip radius p0 is a positive function, it can be
squared on both as,

,2 ((OxcosT]0-(OySinl]0)2 + (ol

Differentiating Eq.(5-2) with respect to C0X gives,
d

2
Po _ r/2
2 ^x

cos

Vo ~ ®y sin rj0)cosrj0(co) + co) + co))2

p0^-=y,
dcox

(co) + co) + co2z)4

°

-4(co) + co) + co))cox [(cox cos 7]0 - co sin r\0 )2 + co) ]

V

2(cox cos rj0 - COy sin rj0)cos ri0(co) + co) + co))
(co) + co) + co2z)3

-4cox [(cox cos rj0 - co sin rj0 )2 + co) ]

2

(cox cos r\0 - COy sin r]0)[(co) + co) - co))cos r\0

0

(co) + co) + co))3

+2coxCQySim]0]-2coxco2z

Let

fmx =(coxcos7]0-cOySinrj0)[(co)
+2coxco sin rj0]- 2coxco),
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+ coz -cox)cosr\0
(5-4)

Then, the criterion for the effect of C0X on the chip radius p0 can be expressed
as,
> 0 The chip radius p0 is increasing with ax increasing.
J a. < 0 The chip radius p is decreasing with (O increasing.
0
x
Similarly, other criteria for the effects of C0y, C0Z and T]0 on the chip radius
p0 can be established by differentiating Eq. (5 -2) with respect to COy, C0Z and r\0,
respectively, i.e.,

/fflj = (COy sin T]0 - cox cos rj0)[(co) + co) - co))sin r\0
+2coxcoy cos T/0 7 - 2coyco) (5-5)
f> 0 The chip radius p0 is increasing with coy increasing.
y

\<0 The chip radiusp0 is decreasing with (Oy increasing.

and

f^ =(co) + co)- co))coz - 2coz(cox cosr/0 - coy sinr\0)2 (5-6)
> 0 The chip radius p0 is increasing with coz increasing.
J(O

< 0 The chip radius p0 is decreasing with coz increasing.

and

f% = (cox sin r\0 + coy cos r\0 )(coy sin r\0 - cox cos r\Q)
>0

(5-7)

The chip radius p0 is increasing with r\0 increasing.

fru < 0 The chip radius p0 is decreasing with r\0 increasing.
T o study the effects of C0X, C0y, C0Z and r\0 on the pitch of the helical chip
h, Eq.(5-lc) can be differentiated with respect to C0X, that is,

dh (co) + co) + co\)sin TJ0 - 2co)sinri0-2coxcoycosri0
dcoY = 2nV 0°
(a>i + co; + (0;y
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_

(coy + coz - co))sin rj0 - 2coxcoy cosr\0

(co) + co) + co))2
Let
F

cox = (COy + co) - co))sin rj0 - 2coxcoy cos r\0

(5-9)

dh
Therefore, —
> 0 or <0
dCOx

w h e n Fa

>0

or <0

respectively. Then,

'

the criterion for the effect of C0X, on the chip pitch h is given by Eq.(5-9) and foll
{> 0 The chip pitch h is increasing with 00x increasing.
< 0 The chip pitch h is decreasing with 00x increasing.
Similarly, other criteria for the effects of C0y, C0Z and 7]0 on the chip pitch h
can be established by differentiating Eq.(5-lc) with respect to ft) , C0Z and T]0,
respectively as,
F

a> =(co) + co) -co))COS7]0-2COXCOysinT]0 (5-10)

> 0 The chip pitch h is increasing with oov increasing.
CO..
F,.
<'0

The chip pitch h is decreasing with ooy increasing.

and
F

a>, =-coz(cox sin 7]0 + coy cos r\0)

(5-11)

> 0 The chip pitch h is increasing with ooz increasing.
1

< 0 The chip pitch h is decreasing with ooz increasing.

and

Fno = cox cos ri0 - COy sin r\0
f > 0 The chip pitch h is increasing with r\0 increasing.
710

1 < 0 The chip pitch h is decreasing with rj0 increasing.
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(5-12)

The Eqs.(5-4) to (5-7) and (5-9) to (5-12) establish the criteria for the effects
of C0X, ft) , C0Z and T\0 on the chip radius p0 and the chip helical pitch h. They are
very useful in the development of a computer software for the geometric design of
chip breaker and the effective prediction and control of the chip breaking process.

5.2.2 Discussion Based on the Set of Criteria Established.
To simplify the presentation, the case of the chip flow angle 7]0 = 0 is first
discussed as follows. The more complex case, with non-zero 7]0 values, will be
discussed in section 5.3 by using a graphic method.
W h e n the chip flow angle T]0 =0, the above group of the equations can be
simplified as
fa, =C0x[C0)-(C0)
fa>y=-2COy(C0)

+ C02z)]

+ CO2z)
(5-13)
2

fw=coz[co)-(co z+co))]

and

[ Fco.= -2coxcoy
2
FCO
m = (co) + co z-co))
CO.

F„

-COzCOy

=ft),
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(5-14)

1. The effects of C0X, C0y, C0Z on the varying tendency of the chip radius p0
• The effects of varying ft) „ and CO,.
A

Z

From Eq (5-13), when ft)2 = ft)2 + ft)) the chip radius p0 reaches the
extreme value p0max with respect to C0X and ft)z as,
^0>x C ^ ^0 - g y ^
Pomax ~ v 0 2 2 , 2

^J

2

+ CO)

ft), + co; + ft);

'co) + co)
V

= 0

2
0

2

cov

2 =

co) + co) + co)

V

0 ^

vn
= ^ ~

°2co)

(5-15)

2coy

From Eq.(5-15), p0max —*> °° when ft) = 0. This means the tubular chip
is
obtained because C0X =0

and C0Z = 0 when COy = 0 due to the extreme condition

2 2 2

ft); = co) + co).
When the chip radius p0 reaches the extreme value pQmax, the chip helical
angle f50 is

_ \(coxcosr]0-C0ySinr\0)2
COSJJQ

— J

1

2

ftr;

2

2

+ft);+ ft)z2

fflf + ffl? _ 6),
2

) +ft)2+ft)2^ ^ f

ft)!

+ co2z

V2
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This means the chip helical angle is f30 = 45° when ft) = C0X + C0Z.
• The effects of varying ft)
From Eq.(5-13), /^ is less than zero when C0y>0 and greater than zero
when CO <0. Therefore, the chip radius p0 is decreasing with increasing absolute

value of twisting velocity ft) . In fact it reaches the extreme value when COy = 0
This indicates clearly that chip twisting makes the chip radius p0 decrease
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2. T h e Effects of COx, C0y, C0Z on the Varying Tendency of the Chip Pitch h

• The effects of varying ft)x and COz.
In a similar manner to the above analysis, for the effects of varying ft) ,

similar results can be obtained from Eq.(5-14) that the chip pitch h is increasing wi
increasing up-curling velocity C0X when C0y <0, and decreasing with increasing upcurling C0X when C0y > 0. The chip pitch h reaches the extreme value when

coy = 0.
The pitch h of the helical chip is increasing with increasing side-curling

\cOy<0 \cOy>0
velocity ft) w h e n <

or <

[coz>0

, and decreasing with increasing side-

[coz<0
\COyK0

(coy>0
curling velocity CO, w h e n <

\coz>0

7 = 0 or ft) = 0 the
.or <. When ft)
ft), < 0 z y

pitch h of the helical chip reaches the extreme value.
The above analysis points out clearly that the chip twisting makes the pitch h
of the helical chip decrease.
• The effects of varying ft)
0 0 0

From Eq.(5-14), when CO = C0X + C0Z the pitch h of the helical chip reaches
the extreme value hmax with respect to the twisting, C0y.

/* = 2nV,

(cox sin rj0 + coy cos r\0)
0

? . ,J2 . -.,2

cox+coy+ coz
cov
= 27tV0—^

nVn
= -^-^-

° 2co) coy
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(5-17)

F r o m Eq.(5-17), hmax -^ oo w h e n C0y = 0. This means the ribbon chip is
obtained because COX=0

and COZ=0

when COy = 0 due to the extreme condition

co) = co) + co).
In a similar manner to the foregoing analysis on the extreme value pn
similar result can be obtained that the pitch h of the helical chip reaches the extreme
value hmax when the chip helical angle is /30 = 45° .

5.3 Further Analysis Based on 3-D Graphs
For better understanding, the variations in chip radius and pitch, with three
angular velocity components and chip flow angle, are presented in 3-D graphical
format by using a widely used commercial computer software package,
M A T H E M A T I C A F , as shown in Figs.(5.1)-(5.6) based on the 3-D model presented in
chapter 4. The aim is further to analysis the relationship between the radius and pitch
of chip and three angular velocity components and chip flow angle. This information
is significant in the geometric design of the chip breaker/groove and for effective
control of chip breaking process.
In order to reveal clearly and directly the effects of up-curling, side-curling,
twisting and chip flow angle on the radius of chip, the serial figures are drawn by
letting the cutting velocity be a unit value, i.e. V0 = 1. A s a consequence, the unit of
chip radius in the figures is dependent on the unit of cutting velocity. Since four
variables, namely three angular velocity components and chip flow angle, are
involved in the model, the figures are grouped into 7]0 = 15°,

T\0 = 0 and

T\0 = —15° and in each group the figures are shown by letting ft) vary from 2 to - 2
with an increment of 0.5, and each figure is drawn for the remaining variables chip
radius, p0, up-curling, COx, and side-curling, C0Z.
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B y comparing these figures for different cases, the effects of the up-curling,
side-curling, twisting and chip flow angle on the chip form/shape are discussed as
follows.

5.3.1 The effect of Twisting
• on the radius of helical chips

Many researchers have presented various cutting models for chip formation in
machining based on the two basic forms of chips, that is up-curling and side-curling.
All previous work concentrated to investigate the effects of the two basic forms on the
chip flow, curling and breaking in machining. It can be seen clearly form Figs.5.1 to
5.3 that the effect of chip twisting on chip radius is significant and can not be
neglected. The chip twisting makes a great contribution to reduce the chip radius and
thus a chip can be broken easily. This indicates in theory a significant approach to
effective chip breaking. It can also be seen that w h e n CO =0

the chip radius

increases with decreasing C0X and COz. W h e n C0X and C0Z are decreased to a certain
range, the chip radius will become infinity, which means the chip obtained is in
ribbon form.
Further, as shown in Figs.5.1 and 5.3, the direction of chip twisting is also a
very important factor for decreasing the chip radius except for the case of chip flow
angle T]0 = 0. The effect of twisting on chip radius is greater w h e n the direction of
the chip twisting is positive than w h e n negative in the case 770 > 0 (Fig.5.1), or
conversely in the case Tj0 < 0 (Fig.5.3). W h e n rj0=0,

the direction of the chip

twisting does not have effect on chip radius (Fig.5.2). These m a y provide some
theoretical guidelines to the tool designer for designing chip breakers with better chip
breaking performance.
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•

on the pitch of helical chip.

The chip twisting also has the significant effects on the chip pitch. A s shown
in Figs.5.4 to 5.6, the absolute value of the chip pitch decreases obviously as the
absolute value of fi) increases in each case.

5.3.2 The Effect of Up-Curling
• on the radius of helical chip.
Up-curling of chips plays a key role in 3-D chip curl and breakage, which has
been verified in theory and practice by m a n y researchers. The varying tendency of
chip radius with C0X as shown in Figs.5.1 to 5.3 reconfirms this. Notably the chip
radius in general increases with decreasing C0X. But in the cases where ft) ^ 0,
when the absolute value of C0Z decreases to a certain value, the chip radius decreases
with decreasing C0X, and the phenomenon that the chip radius tends to infinity
disappears. This should be attributed to the effect of chip twisting. This m a y identify,
in theory, an approach to avoid ribbon chips during machining.

• on the pitch of helical chip.
The absolute value of the chip pitch decreases obviously as C0X increases in
each case as shown in Figs.5.4 to 5.6.
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5.3.3 T h e Effect of Side-Curling
• on the radius of helical chip.

As seen from Figs.5.1 to 5.3, side-curling also has a significant role in 3-D
chip curl and breakage. The direction of COz does not influence the variation of the
chip radius. W h e n COy = 0, the chip radius increases with decreasing absolute value
of C0Z. But in the cases where C0y ^0

, w h e n the absolute value of C0X decreases to

a certain value, the chip radius decreases with decreasing C0Z. This effect can also be
attributed to the effect of chip twisting.
• on the pitch of helical chip.

The absolute value of the chip pitch decreases obviously as the absolute value
of C0Z increases, in each case, as shown in Figs.5.4 to 5.6.

5.3.4 The Effect of Chip Flow Angle
• on the radius of helical chip.
B y comparing Figs.5.1 to 5.3, in the case where ft) = 0 it is identified that
the chip radius is not sensitive to chip flow angle T]0. But in the cases where
C0y ^ 0, an effect of the chip flow angle on chip radius exists and is variable
depending on the chip twisting angular velocity ft) as discussed below for the
different cases.
1) In the case where ft) < 0

Increasing the chip flow angle increases the chip radius when 770 > 0
(compare Figs.5.1 (a)-(d) and Figs.5.2(a)-(d)), while increasing the absolute value of
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the chip flow angle decreases the chip radius w h e n rf0<0

(compare Figs.5.2((a)-(d)

and Figs.5.3(a)-(d)).
2) In the case where CO > 0

Increasing the chip flow angle decreases the chip radius when r\0 > 0 (compare
Figs.5.1 (f)-(i) and Figs.5.2(f)-(i)), while increasing absolute value of the chip flow
angle increases the chip radius w h e n

T]0<0

(compare Figs.5.2(f)-(i) and

Figs.5.3(f)-(i)).
• on the pitch of helical chip.
B y comparing Figs.5.4 to 5.6, in the case COy = 0 the chip flow angle 7]0 has
a significant effect on the chip pitch. The absolute value of the chip pitch increases as
the absolute value of the chip flow angle increases associated with varying COx and
C0Z. In the case COy^0,

the absolute value of the chip pitch is increasing slightly as

the absolute value of chip flow angle increases in both cases ft) > 0 o r ft) <0.

Table 5.1 T h e Effect of Increasing the Absolute Value of r/0 o n Radius a n d
Pitch

COy=0

C0y<0
Tf)0>0

Po
h

COy>0

ri0<0

7]0>0

T]0<0

non-varying

increasing

decreasing

decreasing

increasing

increasing

increasing

increasing

increasing

increasing
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5.4 S u m m a r y and Conclusions
The 3-D geometry model presented in chapter 4 and 5 provides a new insight
into the nature of chip curling in 3D machining. Based the present work, the
following major conclusions can be drawn.

1. A new 3-D geometry model for the complex chip curling is presented by

introducing the three-dimension deformation state of a chip curling in 3-D machining.
2. This model is expressed by three chip angular velocity components and chip

flow angle. This shows clearly and directly the effects of the three basic chip curli
and chip angle on the helical chip form. It provides a quantitative method to analyse
the contributions of varying three basic chip curling forms, namely up-curling, sidecurling and twisting, to the helical chip form separately.
3. The results of the analysis and discussion in chapter 5 have shown, in theory,
that the twisting of chip plays a significant role in the chip breaking performance.
chip radius can be decreased by increasing the twisting of the chip. This may provide
an effective approach, in theory, to chip breaker design for achieving improved chip
control.
4. The model developed and analysis have shown that up-curling, side-curling
and the chip flow angle, incorporating the twisting, are the four dominant factors
governing complex 3-D chip curling.
5. This model can be used to analyse, investigate and design complex chip
former geometry including parallel or non-parallel chip breaker/groove.
6. This mathematical model and the analysis presented in chapters 4 and 5 can be
used as a fundamental part of a computer animation system for predicting chip curling
as well as chip breakage, and animating the chip curling process during 3-D
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machining, and for computer-aided design program for ideal chip breaker/groove

geometry design to effect optimisation of the required tool profile or resulting heli
groove profile.

The work presented in the chapter 4 and 5 mainly concentrates on the
theoretical analysis of 3-D complex chip curling during machining. The aim is to
obtain a theoretical geometry model of the 3-D chip curling to predict chip curling
forms and analyse the major factors effecting chip curling in 3-D machining. This
analysis hence presents a thorough understanding of the effects of the main system
parameters. This information gained is significant for the geometric design of the

chip breaker/groove, the predication and control of chip curling and the chip breakin
process.
Further work will be conducted in Chapter 7 to develop the relationships
between the angular velocity components and the geometry parameters of chip
groove/breaker. Then selected machining experiments will be conducted to compare
the calculation and animation results based on the model by a computer animation
system presented in Chapter 7.
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The Mechanics of 3-D Chip Curl
with Up-curling, Side-curling and
Twisting
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ABSTRACT
In this chapter, the force analysis for the 3-D chip curling process is contacted according

to the various developing stages of chip curling. Then general 3-D force models of chip
curling in metal cutting with chip breaker are developed based on the structural
mechanics theory. This analysis essentially involved evaluating the bending moments
and torques along the length of the curled chip by considering a spatial force system
comprising the longitudinal bending moment, transversal bending moment and torsional
component. The models reveal new insights into the chip breaking mechanism and
provide a new approach to assess the curling chip breakability. After then further

discussion is undertaken based on the computing results for the variation of the bendi
moment and torque, the location of the maximum bending moment and the possible
breaking location of the curled chip. Furthermore the influence of various factors
controlling the magnitude of the bending moment and torque in the chip body, such as

cutting conditions, geometry of chip breaker and chip material, is studied based on th
models. The analysis results indicate that the bending moment and torque acting on
chips are the main causes of chip breakage during the chip curling process. Finally, a
chip breaking criterion is established based on the combined action of the bending
moments and the torques.

6.1 Introduction
The mechanics of the metal cutting process are an important aspect of machining.
The forces and bending moments acting on the chip body play a key role in the chip

curling and breaking process. For those concerned with the chip control, the theoretic
modelling for the mechanics of the 3-D chip curling is needed to asses the chip
breakability
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Although s o m e previous efforts (X.D. Fang and Jawahir, 1997, Jawahir and
Zhang, 1995 and Ganapathy and Jawahir, 1993) have been made to develop force

models of the chip curling process for calculating the bending moments along the lengt
of the curled chip, they all are limited to 2-D orthogonal cutting process.

In this chapter, the force analysis for the 3-D chip curling process is contacted
according to the various developing stages of chip curling. Then general 3-D force
models of chip curling in metal cutting with chip breaker are developed based on the

structural mechanics theory. This analysis essentially involved evaluating the bending
moments and torques along the length of the curled chip by considering a spatial force
system comprising the longitudinal bending moment, transversal bending moment and
torsional component. After then a chip breaking criterion is established based on the
combined action of the bending moments and the torques.

A complete description of the mechanics of the chip curling process would be
very complex, but, for the purposes of analysis how chip curls and breaks in cutting
process, many details must be ignored. As a consequence a much simplified model must
be assumed, even to deal with such an uncomplicated operation as lathe turning. The

making of these simplifications is justified in order to build up a valuable framework
theory.

First, an important simplification is to ignore both the irregular cross section of
real chips and the chip spread, and to assume a rectangular cross section, whose width
is the original depth of cut, and whose height is the measured mean thickness of the
chip.

It is appropriate to consider that a chip is to be curled when it is born in the shear
zone, and assume that a curled chip is not deformed plastically after deforming into a
chip in the shear zone. Hence the chip that leaves the shear zone may be considered as
flexible body. Then the force model of chip curling can be developed based on the
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curved b e a m theory to compute the bending moments and bending stress along the chip
length, and to predict chip breakage.

Making use of the superposition method, we can describe the deformations in
three directions according to the up-curling, side-curling and twisting of chip separately,
and then, build the corresponding force models to compute the moment/torque
components as soon to be explained.
According to this analysis, the process of chip curling may be divided into three
stages. During the first stage, the chip is a "natural chip/free chip". The natural chip
only has two basic curling forms, up-curling and side-curling (the straight chip maybe
considered as the special case of up-curling with a radius of ru = oo). The case in first
stage will not be discussed because it is same as the chip curling with a flat face tool
which has been studied earlier independently by m a n y investigators. However the
results of these previous works will be combined and used in this current research.
During the second and third stages, the chip touches the obstacles such as the back wall
of breaker/groove, workpiece and tool flank. In these later stages the chip has three
basic curling forms, up-curling, side-curling and twisting. The chip can be considered
as a curved and twisted b e a m with the deflections due to these obstacles. In this
chapter, the mechanics modelling of chip curling based on the different cases in stages 2
and 3 will be mainly concentrated.

6.2 Force analysis for 3-D curling chip
During the chip forming, from the cutting edge of the cutting tool meets the
workpiece to a chip is born, the forming process of the chip is considered mainly as a
plastic deformation process. After the plastic deformation process, the material of the
chip shows obvious strain hardening. So, it is assumed that the chip formed after
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leaving the rake face of cutting tool has no further plastic deformation. The chip is taken
to rotate as a rigid body with an angular velocity ft). Therefore, in the following
modelling process of chip curling, the chip is considered as behaving as a curved beam
of strain-hardening material. Then the deformation of the chip and the bending moments
and the bending stress in chip body can be analysed and calculated.

A chip after leaving the rake face of the cutting tool can be considered as acting
upon by a spatial force system and may undergo three deformations, namely
longitudinal bending, transversal bending and torsional deformations, in three
directions, respectively. Therefore, the three force components, at each contact point
between the chip and the obstacle, have to be considered in the mechanical analysis for
3-D curling chip as shown in Fig.6.2.1. So, the bending moment components in three
directions such as up-bending moment, side-bending moment and torque caused by the
force components should be derived respectively. Because the curled chip body is acted
upon by these bending moments and torque the bending stress and torsional stress occur

in the chip body and are the main factors for the curling chip to break. In this chapter
the bending moments and torque acting on the chip body will be mainly concentrated in
order to build the curling chip breaking criterion.

Fig.6.2.1 3-D curling chip force model
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In order to derive these bending m o m e n t components and torque acting on the
chip body, the developing process of chip curling is divided into different cases to
derive the corresponding force models
First, the curling chip will hit the back wall of chip breaker after leaving the rake
face of cutting tool. After then the curling chip will hit the workpiece or tool flank
depending on the following conditions as shown in Fig.6.2.2

p<2d

(6-2-1)

or p>2d

(6-2-2)

Here, p is the pitch of helical chip and d is the cutting depth, refer Fig.6.2.2.
In the case where p < 2 d, the chip will hit the edge of unmachined surface of
workpiece which can be divided into case 2 and case 3 as shown in Table 6.2.1. W h e n
p>2d,the

chip will hit the tool flank (case 4 as shown as Table 6.2.1) or unhindered

and then the helix is created freely. In the cases 3 and 4, with the chip production
continuous, the chip m a y reach an equilibrium radius of curvature and, if the bending
stress (bending stress and torsional stress) does not reach the ultimate stress of chip
material, the chip comes off, to the side, as a continuous helical chip.

Fig.6.2.2 The continuous helix chip
The mechanics modelling for the bending moments acting in the curled chip
body is derived in three planes corresponding with the up-curling, side-curling and
twisting of the chip, respectively, as follows.
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Table 6.2.1. The Case Catalogue for Mechanics Modelling
during the 3-D Chip Development
Stage 2
Case 1

Stage 3
Case 2

Case 3

p < 2d
Workpiece

on
a
"S

Case 4
p > 2d

Workpiece

Workpiece
Chip

Chip
Workpiece
Chip

9
•

P

OX)

Cutting Tool

Workpiece

—JK Xl!utting Tool
Cutting Tool

Workpiece

s

Cutting Tool

Workpiece

e
3
•

Cutting Tool

Chip

Chip

Cutting Tool

Cutting Tool

4>
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Workpiece

6.3

Force model for up-curling chip

6.3.1 Force analysis
The up-curling chip can be considered as a statically indeterminate cantilever
curved b e a m w h e n it contacts the back wall of chip breaker and the workpiece or the
back face of cutting tool after leaving the rake face of cutting tool (Fig.6.3.1). The
statically indeterminate cantilever curved beam is acted on by the force N Q at the touch
point D between the chip and workpiece or back face of cutting tool and with a support
at the point B between the chip and back wall of the chip breaker. According to
structural mechanics, the chip can be considered as a system with redundant supports.
Normally, for system with redundant supports it is assumed that the unloaded system is
stressfree. Consequently, redundant supports exert no force on the structure initially.
However, in this application with the model of the up-curling chip, this condition does
not hold. In particular consider the force model of an up-curling chip as shown in the
Fig. 6.3.1. Initially, the point B of the b e a m (in the absence of the redundant support)
m a y be at a distance S{ below the support location before the b e a m is loaded
(Fig.6.3.1a). However, it is assumed that the unloaded system is stressfree in the
absence of the redundant support. Consequently, redundant support exerts a redundant
reaction NyRz, on the b e a m because of the support settlement (Fig.6.3.1b).

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 6.3.1 Effect of support settlement on redundant support.
W h e n the force N Q acts on the point D of the beam, the support B will exert
another reaction NgZ2 on the beam. So, the total reaction NgZ in the point B of the
beam is the s u m of N Q \ and Ng2

(Fig.6.3.2). Therefore, the total stress in the up-

curling chip after it is loaded (touching with workpiece or back face of cutting tool)
should be computed in two steps. First, the stress is calculated for the redundant
reaction Ng\. Next, the stress is calculated for the forces NyD and Ng2,
superimposed upon the redundant stress to determine the total stress.

Fig. 6.3.2 The force model of up-curling chip
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and

6.3.2 The redundant reaction N%\ and bending moment M * in
curled chip (case 1)
6.3.2.1. Mechanics modelling
When a chip breaker is used, with continued chip production the chip may hit the
back wall of the chip breaker first. The back wall of chip breaker will create a reactive
force on the chip and so cause a bending m o m e n t acting along the chip body which, in
turn, makes the chip curve. In this case, the curved chip can be considered as a
statically determinate curved beam as shown in the force model (Fig. 6.3.3).

Fig. 6.3.3 The force model for chip hitting back wall of
chip breaker (case 1)
In order to analyse the force system on the curled chip, the chip m a y be
considered as a free-body held in static equilibrium. T h e force system acting on the
free-body of chip at some instant of time during the chip curling is shown as Fig. 6.3.4.

Using the vector equilibrium relationship of forces

mz+Rlzo+Rlz=0

(6-3-D
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Fig.6.3.4 The free body diagram of an up-curling chip (case 1)
it can be shown that

-RyA\ sin y/y + RyAz2 sin y/2 - NyB\ cosQ - Fy\ cos(90°-Q) = 0 (6-3-2)
RyA\ cos y/, - RyAz2 cos y/2 + NyB\ sinQ - Fy\ sin(90°-Q) = 0 (6-3-3)
The friction force is FyB\ = pybzNyB\, where pybz is the friction coefficient in y-z
plane which will be determined in a subsequent section. By substituting the expression
for the friction force into Eqs. (6-3-2) and (6-3-3), the redundant reaction force NyB\
acting on the curling chip can be derived as follows.
From Eq.(6-3-2), RA2 is given as,

*?2 = -^-(cosCl + nF sin Q) + R* Sm ¥l (6-3-4)
sin y/2
sin y/2
Substitution of Eq.(6-3-4) into Eq. (6-3-3), the redundant reaction force A^j and
friction force FyB\ is given as, after simplification,

RM (COS VI sin Wi - cos ¥2sin ¥\)
cos y/2BlcosQ - sin y/2 sinQ. + pybz (sin y/2 cosQ. + cos y/2 sin£1)
NyZ=

(6-3-5)

r

B\

pybzRA\ (cos y/x sinty/*2- cos y/2 sin y^)
~
cos y/2 cos >Q - sin y/2 sin Q + ^ (sin y/2 cos Q + cos y/2 sin Q )
(6-3-6)
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Therefore, based on the force equilibrium principle, the bending moment M* at
any cross section m-n along the curved chip length located at the spiral angle q>,
measured from the section B of curled chip as shown in Fig.6.3.3, can be determined
by,

K = FmPi (1 - cos cp) - NyB\p, sin cp
= NyB\px (pybz - pyz cos q> - sin cp)

6.3.2.2. T h e calculation of the geometric

(6-3-7)

parameters

Here, these geometric parameters Q and px in Eqs (6-3-5) and (6-3-7) can be
determined from the known geometry of the chip breaker as follows.

Fig. 6.3.5 Calculation of geometric parameters (case 1)
A s shown in Fig. 6.3.5, from Abco, the following relationships are obtained,

.
oc
sin £2 = — ;
ob

(6-3-8)

ob =oc

cb
cos £2 — —
ob
(6-3-9)

+cb

(6-3-10)

oc = ob — W
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cb = G-lc

(6-3-11)

Substituting Eqs. (6-3-10) and (6-3-11) into Eq. (6-3-9) gives,

^2=(^-W)2+(G-/c)2
= ob2 - 2Wob + W2 + G2 - 2Glc + lc2 (6-3-12)
So, we have,

^=(£zt)!+E

(6.3.13)

2

2W
and
OC = ob-W

=

(6-3-14)

2W

2

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-l 1), (6-3-13) and (6-3-14) into Eq. (6-3-8) gives

sin^(G-»rW22 (6-3-15)

cos^=

2W(G

2-"2

(^16)

(G-kf + W1
and.
n -ob = £±- + — (6-3-17)
Hl

2W

2

where, G and W are the geometric sizes of chip breaker, and lc is the contac
between the curled chip and rank face of the cutting tool.

After the curled chip hits the back wall of chip breaker, the contact lengt

between the curled chip and the rake face of cutting tool, will be reduced d

proximity of the back wall of the chip breaker. For simplification of the c
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lc value is assumed to be two thirds of the Vc value which is the value before the curled

chip hits the back wall of chip breaker. So the lc value can be calculated based on th
condition for continuous chip formation by following formula (Oxley, 1989).
, 2 ., 2tx sin 7
L = -l =

3

l

(6-3-17')

3sin^cos(7+a-i-0)

where, t\ is the undeformed chip thickness, CC is the cutting tool rake angle, y *s th
angle between the shear plane and the direction of resultant force RyA2 and (j) is the

shear angle before the curled chip hits the back wall of the chip breaker. / and (j) a
determined in the next section.

6.3.2.3. Determination of the cutting force RyA\
In the equation (6-3-5), the magnitude of the cutting force RyA\ in yz plane is
needed before calculating the back wall normal force NB\ in yz plane.

Normally, the main cutting force Fc and thrust force Ft can be measured
experimentally by using a tool dynamometer. Alternately, an approximate method has
been proposed by Nakayama (1963) for determining the main cutting force Fc, thrust
force Ft and resultant force R in orthogonal cutting without direct measurement as
follows, referring to Fig. 6.3.6

Fig. 6.3.6 The Calculation of the cutting forces
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r,
bt\T5
R = T—
sin 0 cos 7
Fc = bt\ Ts (cot 0 + tan y)

(6-3-18)
(6-3-19)

Ft = bt\ Ts (cot 0 tan 7 -1)

(6-3-20)

where b is the width of chip, t\ is the undeformed chip thickness, Ts is the shear stress
on shear plane, 7 is the angle between the shear plane and the direction of resultant
force R and (f) is the shear angle.
The cutting forces R, Fc and Ft can be estimated by these equations for a
given set of b and t\ when Ts, (J) and 7 are known.
Here, £> and t\ can be obtained from the cutting conditions. Whereas the shear
angle 0 can be assessed from the chip thicknesses t\ and ti, and the cutting tool rake
angle (X using the following equation,
(ft/fr) cos Of

,,„.,
(6-3-21)

tan 0 =
l-(t\

Ih)sina

When a = 0°, Eq. (6-3-21) reduces to
tan0 = (fi/f2) (6-3-22)
T can be obtained from the microhardness values measured on the chip by the
equation established by Nakayama and Tamura (1964), given as follows
HV=CXTS mpa (6-3-23)
where, Cx is a constant and the chip hardness values Hv are based on the regression
analysis of the chip hardness data measured by Ganapathy and Jawahir (1993).
In regard to the angle 7, experimental data from steel cutting tests, presented by
many researchers and summarised by Nakayama (1963) in Table 1, show that 7varies
in a rather narrow range. In spite of the wide variations in cutting conditions, the
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composition of steels and pre-experimental technique, most of the values for J vary
o

between 4 5

o

and 6 0 . Therefore, the angle 7 can be assumed as a constant with

rather small and limited error.

For the purpose of estimating the cutting forces using Eqs. (6-3-19) and (6-320), 7 is assumed (due to the possible actual variation of 7 between 45° and 60°) to
be given by

7 = const. = tan-1 {(tan 45° +tan 60°) / 2} = 54° (6-3-24)
When (j) = 30°, the error is smaller than ±12%. As (j) in usual cutting is
smaller than 3 0 ° , this error becomes smaller and, at least in engineering practice,
permissible.
It must be stressed that the assumption of a constant J was made only to
simplify the theoretical estimation of the force.
By considering orthogonal cutting is a special case of 3-D cutting chip curling in
orthogonal cutting can be viewed or interpreted as the up-curling of the chip in 3-D
cutting. The group of equations above for estimating the cutting forces in orthogonal
cutting will be seen to be special cases of the more general equations derived for the case
of oblique cutting. So it is seen that equations (6-3-18) and (6-3-21) also hold for the
case of 3-D cutting for calculation of the cutting force RyA\ and shear angle (j) in the yz
plane.
Before the chip hits the back wall of the chip breaker, the forces RyA\ and RyA2
are considered to be collinear, that is (see Fig.6.3.6)

Therefore, the directions of RyAl and RyA2 can be defined by, referring Fig.6.3.6
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yf2 = y/, = y-(pQ

(6 . 3 . 25)

where, (j)0 is the instantaneous value of shear angle </>, in this case, befor
the back wall of chip breaker as determined by Eq.(6-3-22).
After the chip hits the back wall of chip breaker, a reactive force RyB\ is

introduced. Therefore, y/2 * \jfx as shown in Fig.6.3.4. In this case, the dire

RA2 is assumed to remain the same as the direction obtained before it hits the
of chip breaker as.

¥2 = 7-00 (6-3-26)
Because the shear angle 0 will adjust itself from (j)Q to (px, that is the

instantaneous value of (j) in this case, to minimise the cutting force, the di
will be defined by
¥1=7-01 (6-3-27)
and the cutting force is given as
Ryz =

bt^si

(6_3_28)

sin (pl cos 7
where, (j)p Tsl and J are determined by Eqs.(6-3-22), (6-3-23) and (6-3-24),
respectively.

The cutting forces from this approximate method, based on cutting conditions
and regression data from chip thickness and chip hardness measurements, give

good agreement with the experimental results observed and reported by Ganapat
Jawahir (1993).
So far, the reaction force NyB\ and bending moment M*, in case 1, can be

obtained with knowledge of the cutting conditions, the geometric parameters o
breaker and the chip material strength.
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6.3.2.4 Bending m o m e n t diagram and discussion
In order to analyse the possible chip breaking in case 1, the location of the
m a x i m u m bending m o m e n t in the chip body should be determined. Therefore, the
bending m o m e n t vs spiral angle along the length of the curled chip is calculated in this
section.

First, the input conditions used for computing the bending moment are set as
follows. Because the bending moments computed here are the bending m o m e n t
components in y-z plane, some input conditions utilized experimental results obtained in
orthogonal machining (Ganapathy and Jawahir, 1993).
Undeformed chip thickness: ft=0.25mm; Width of chip: b=3mm;
Friction coefficient between chip and the back wall of chip breaker:

//^z=0.4;

Chip thickness and chip hardness value before the chip touches workpiece or tool: (the
experimental results of Ganapathy and Jawahir, 1993)

? 2 = 0-65mm; i/ v =365mpa

By inputting these conditions, the bending moment diagram along the length of
the curled chip is obtained by the Eq.(6.3.7) based on the force model derived above as
shown in Fig.6.3.7.
Spiral Angle (p (degree °)

'p

z -100
x —

-200
•y—*

-300

o
e

-400

• i—i

C
ii

-500

PQ

Fig.6.3.7 Bending Moment M* along the length of the curled chip
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The resultant cutting force RA\ in case 1 is calculated by the Nakayama's
approximate method (Eq.6-3-28).
F r o m Fig.6.3.7, it can be seen clearly the chip breaker contributes to chip
breaking because it produces a bending m o m e n t in the curled chip. In this case, the
m a x i m u m bending m o m e n t occurs at the root of curled chip. So, if the m a x i m u m
bending stress in the chip body reaches the chip material's ultimate stress, the chip m a y
break at the root of chip.
In Fig.6.3.7, the bending m o m e n t is negative which highlights that the curled
chip exhibits the tensional stress on the outside and compressive stress on the inside
which means the chip breaker makes the chip radius reduce.
Fig.6.3.8 shows the variation of the bending moments along the length of the
curled chip w h e n the friction coefficient Jdbz in y-z plane between the chip and back
wall of chip breaker varies from 0.3 to 0.9. The calculated results show that the
bending m o m e n t increases w h e n the friction pbz

decreases. It indicates a practical

application to chip breaking by some means to decrease the friction coefficient at the
contact point between the chip and back wall of the chip breaker. That will increase the
bending m o m e n t in chip body and hence more effectively facilitate the process of chip
breaking.
Spiral Angle (p (degree0)

r% =0-3

Fig.6.3.8 Bending M o m e n t M* with various friction coefficients pyb
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6.3.3 Chip hits workpiece and back wall of chip breaker (case
2)
6.3.3.1.

Mechanics modelling

With continued chip production, if the pitch p of the chip is less than two times
the cutting depth d, the free end of the chip m a y hit the workpiece. Therefore, there are
reactive forces acting between the chip and workpiece, and chip and back wall of the
chip breaker. The reactive forces produce the bending moment in the chip body. W h e n
the generated bending stress exceeds the chip material's ultimate stress, the chip m a y
break as a "c" type of chip. In this case the curled chip can be considered as a statically
indeterminate curved beam as shown in the force model (Fig.6.3.9).

Fig.6.3.9 T h e force m o d e l for chip contacting both workpiece a n d
backwall of chip breaker (case 2 )
W h e n the free end touches the workpiece, the workpiece will exert a force NyD
on the free end of the chip, while the chip will get another reaction force NB2 at point B
due to the action of the force NyD. So, the reactive force N^ at point B in case 2 can
be expressed as
NyBz = NyB\ + NyB\

(6-3-29)

High speed film studies (Jawahir, 1990) have shown that the chip/workpiece
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contact point moves downward after initial contact, and then moves upward. So, the
friction force FZD at contact point in case 2 is upward as shown in Fig.6.3.9.
In order to analyse the force system on the curled chip, the chip may be
considered as a free-body held in static equilibrium. The free body force system acting
on a chip at some instant of time, during the chip curling, is shown in Fig.6.3.10.

Fig.6.3.10 T h e free b o d y force system o n an up-curling chip (case 2)
Using the vector equilibrium relationship of forces
Ryzx + Ryz2 + Ryz + R%=0 (6-3"3°)
it can be shown that
-RyA\ sin y/x + RyAz2 sin y/2 - NyBz COS4Q - Fyz smQ

+ NyD=0

(6-3-31)

RyA\ cosy/x- RyA\ cos y/2 + NyBz sin Q - Fyz cos Q + FZD = 0 (6-3-32)
The friction forces are Fyz = pybzNyBz and FZD = pydzNyD. pybz and /if are
the friction coefficients in the y-z plane which will be determined in following section.
By substituting them into Eqs. (6-3-31) and (6-3-32), the reactive forces acting on the
curling chip can be derived as follows.
From Eq.(6-3-31), RyA2 can be given as
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Nlz
RyA =——(cosQ
smif 2

1
+ jul sinQ) + (RyAzxsmy/x-NyD)
l
D
siny/^
1

(6-3-33)

Substitution of Eq.(6-3-33) into Eq. (6-3-32) gives, after simplification,
N

B = \-ND (COS ¥l + Vd

Sin

¥2 ) + ^U (C0S ¥\

/[cos I/A2 cos Q. + cos V^f

sm

^ ~

Sin

sm

¥2 ~ C°S ¥l

V2

sm

sin

¥l ]

^ *+• i^r sin y/2 cos

(6-3-34)

6.3.3.2. Deformation equation
Because the curved beam of the curled chip, as shown in Fig.6.3.9, is a

statically indeterminate beam, the equations of equilibrium are not sufficien

all of the reactive forces at the supports, so that an additional equation, b

consideration of the deflection of the beam at point B is derived to solve fo
forces as follows.
By the superposition method, the forces NB2 and FyB2 cause a displacement

magnitude 81 of the chip at point B without considering the forces NyD and FZD

Fig.6.3.11(a)), and chip-workpiece contact forces NyD and FZD cause a displacem
magnitude 81 of chip at point B without considering the forces NyB2 and FyB2

Fig.6.3.11(b)). Since the displacement magnitude of the chip along the directi
reaction force NB2 at point B is zero, following equation can be given
81 = 82 (6-3-35)

On the basis of structural mechanics, the displacement magnitude 81 of the ch
at point B can be obtained as
„ dU r<PAM2 dM2 .,.
80 = dNyz2 = J(P« —EI dNyB-p,dcp
\
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(6-3-36)

r-zt D

FD

(a)

XTJ*

^.ND

(b)

Fig.6.3.11 Deformation analysis of curled chip (case 2)

From Fig.6.3.11(a), the bending moment at an arbitrary cross section m

chip at spiral angle (p, between (pB and (pA, measured from the section
M

2 = FB2P\ [! "

cos

O - <PB )]" NB\P\

sin

(<P ~ <PB ) (6-3-37)

and

dM2
= -pxsin((p-(pB)
dNyB\

(6-3-38)

Fy

(6-3-39)

and

B2=^lZNyBZ2

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-37), (6-3-38) and (6-3-39) into Eq.(6-3-36), the
displacement magnitude 82 of chip at point B can be derived as

^2=^j!l^2pisin2((p-(pB)-^r^2Pi3sin((p-(pe)
+^bZNB2P\

sin

(<P ~

_NyBz2pf C?A, . 2,\
El

<PB)C™(<P

- <PB)]d<P

{sin2((p-(pB)-pybzsm((p-(pB)[l-cos((p-cpB)]}dcp

(6-3-40)
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W h e n deriving the equation for the displacement 82 at point B caused by chipworkpiece contact forces NyD and FZD, a fictitious force N B must be added at point B
as shown in Fig.6.3.11(b).
The displacement magnitude 82 of the chip at point B can be obtained as
c.

dU

C<PAM'O dMl

dN B

(6-3-41)

EI dN,

From Fig.6.3.11(b), the forces NyD and FZD can be decomposed into tangential
force components N$

and F% and radial force components N^ and F% on the free

end D of chip as follows

N$ = NyD cos q>0
NyDr

(6-3-42)

y

=N

D

sin (p0

tF«=FzD sin q>0
z

(6-3-43)

z

F i=F

D

cos cp0

Then, the bending moment on any cross section mn of the curved beam can be
given as

\N% + F%)px(l-cos(p)-(NyDr -F%)pxsmcp
M2 = «

0<cp<cpB

+ Fzl )px (1 - cos cp) - (NyDr - Fl )px sin q>

+N'Bpx sin((p- cpb)

cpB<(p<(pA

(6-3-44)
Substituting Eqs.(6-3-42), (6-3-43) and FzD = fJLydzNyD into Eq.(6-3-44), the
bending moment along the chip length is given as

0<cp<(pB:
M2 = (NyD cos (p0 + FZD sin (p0 )px (1 - cos (p) - (NyD sin (p0
- FZD cos (p0 )px sin cp
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= NDP\ C O S < P O (1 - c os (p) - NyDpx sincp0 sin(p + pydNyDpx sin cp0 (1
- cos cp) + pydNyDpx cos (pQ sin (p
= Afjpj [COS cpQ - cos <p0 cos cp - sin <p0 sin cp + pyd (sin <p0
- sin <p0 cos cp + cos <p0 sin (p)]
(pB<cp<(pA:
M2 = (N^ cos cp0 + FZD sin cp0 )px (1 - cos cp) - (NJ> sin <p0
. - FZD cos p0)px sin p + A^gpj sin((p - <pB)
= NyDpx cos cp0 (1 - cos cp) - NyDpx sin (p0 sin <p + }iydNyDpx sin <p0 (1
- cos cp) + pydNyDpx cos (p0 sin cp + NBpx sin(cp -cpB)
= NyDpx [cos cpQ - cos (p0 cos <p - sin <p0 sin <p + pyd (sin <p0
(6-3-45)

- sincp0 cos <p + cos cp0 sin <p)] + NBpx sin((p -cpB)
Hence

dM2 f 0 0 < <p < <pB
£- = \

<9WB

(6-3-46)

[ A sin(<p - <pB)

cpB<(p<(pA

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-45) and (6-3-46) into Eq.(6-3-41) and letting NB = 0 in
the expression for M2, the displacement magnitude 82 of chip at point B can be
derived as

82 =
EI

D x

^ f^"[cos cp0 - cos (p0 cos (p - sin cp0 sin (p + pyd (sin cp0

EI

J<

P«

- sin cp0 cos <p + cos <p0 sin <p)] sin( <p - <pfi )d<p
(6-3-47)
Substituting Eqs.(6-3-40) and (6-3-47) into Eq.(6-3-35), the following
expression can be obtained
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NyD J "[cos cpQ - cos cp0 cos (p - sin cp0 sin cp + pyd (sin cp0

Nyz =

rA[sm2(cp-(pB)-pyzsm((p-(pB)(l-cos((p-cpB))]dcp

iy

B2

YB

-sm(p0cos(p + cos(pQsmcp)]sm((p-cpB)d(p
(o-0-4oj

pbzNyD J "[cos cp0 - cos cpQ cos cp - sin cp0 sin <p + flyd(sin <p0
T?yz
Z?2

fPl

^*PB
9

V7

J [sin ( p - p ^ ) - ^ sm(p-p 5 )(l-cos(p-p B ))]<ty
- sin ff0 cos (p + cos <p0 sin (p)]sin((p - (pB )dcp

T h e reactive forces N^ and NyB and bending m o m e n t

6.3.3.3.

M2 in a curled chip

In case 2, the reactive forces NyD and A/Bz at points D and B can be obta

follows by the simultaneous solution of Eqs.(6-3-29), (6-3-34) and (6-3-4
simplification.
Nyz = - (Ny\DB - RyA\BE) (6-3-50)
D

CB-AD

Nyz = [NZCB-RfiEA] (6-3-51)
B

CB-AD

m

where
A = J^[cos (p0 - cos cp0 cos (p - sin <p0 sin (p + \lyd (sin <p0
- sin cp0 cos (p + cos <p0 sin cp)] sin( (p-cpB )d(p
B = \(PA[sm2((p-(pB)-pybzsin(cp-(pB)(l-cos((p-(pB))]d(p
'Pi!
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C = cos y/2 + iiybz sin y/2
D = cos y/2 cosQ - sin y/2 sinQ + pybz (cos y^2 sinQ + sin y/2 cosQ)
E = cos ^ sin y/2 - cos I/A2 sin y/x
Therefore, the bending moment at any cross section mn along the curled chip at
spiral angle Cp, measured from the section D of the curled chip as shown in Fig.6.3.12
is,
FD1 ^ N S

Fig.6.3.12 The force system on the chip body (case 2)
NyDpx [cos <p0 - cos (p0 cos (p - sin (p0 sin cp + pyd (sin cp0
- s i n ^ Q C O s ^ + cos^Qsintp]
M*

0<cp<cpB

NyDpx [cos cpQ - cos (pQ cos (p - sin <p0 sin cp + pyd (sin <p0 (6-3-52)
- sin (p0 cos cp + cos (p0 sin (p)] + NyBpx [fiyb (1 - cos( (p
-cpB))-sin(cp-(pB)]

(pB<cp<(pA

where, these geometric parameters in Eqs.(6-3-50), (6-3-51) and (6-3-52) are
determined in next section.
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6.3.3.4. T h e calculation of the geometric parameters
In case 2, Q. and px remain the same as in case 1 which are determined by

Eqs.(6-3-15) and (6-3-17). The contact length lc between the curled chip and the rake
face of cutting tool in case 2 is assumed to remain the same as in case 1 determined
Eq.(6-3-17'). The other geometric parameters cp0, cpA and(pB can be determined as
follows.

Fig.6.3.13 Calculation of geometric parameters (case 2)
From Aode

sin<p0 =

in Fig.6.3.13, the following relationships can be obtained,

de _ lc
od ob

af

(6-3-53)

h

(6-3-54)

tancpx= = = =
of ob
Substituting Eqs.(6-3-13) into Eqs.(6-3-53) and (6-3-54), gives,

SUKpo

2WL
(G-lc) , W" (G-lc)2+W2
2W 2

I

2
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(6-3-55)

and
tan

2

*• = (G-/C)
2W 2

{

h
W = (G-l/+W2

2M C
(6 3 56)
"-

hence
• -lr

2Wl

c

<Po = s i n L ^
(px = tan

x

[

Tx2

— ^

TTy2 ]

(G-L)2+W

(6-3-57)

2"]

(6-3-58)

(pA=180o-r-(p0 + ^
-lr 2W/c n -lr 2Wc

= 180° +sin '[
^
d + tan l[
^
=-] (6-3-59)
2
2
2
(G-/c) +W
(G-/c) + W 2
<pB=90°+<p0+.Q
= 90°+sin"1 [ ^ r] + sin"1 [(G~^} "W ] (6-3-60)
(G-lc)2 + W2
(G-lc)2 + W2

6.3.3.5. Determination of the cutting force RyAX
Normally, the main cutting force and thrust force can be measured
experimentally by using a tool dynamometer. Alternately, Nakayama's approximate

method (Eq.(6-3-18)) can also be used for estimating the cutting force RyAX in yz pl
for this case.
In this case, the direction of RA2 also is assumed to remain the same as the
direction obtained before it hits the back wall of chip breaker as

¥i = 7-<t>o (6-3-(>\)
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Because the shear angle (p will adjust itself to (j)2, that is the instantaneous value

of 0 in this case, to minimise the cutting force, the direction of RyA\ will be d

¥\=7~§i (6-3-62)
and the cutting force is given as
RyA\ = . ^^ (6-3-63)

sin (p2 cos 7
where, (j)2, Ts2 and J are also determined by Eqs.(6-3-22), (6-3-23) and (6-3-24),
respectively.
So far, the reaction forces NyB , NyD and M2 in case 2 can be obtained only

from the cutting conditions, the geometric parameters of the chip breaker and th
strength of the chip material.

6.3.3.6 Bending moment diagram and discussion
In order to analyse the possible chip breaking in case 2, the location of the
maximum bending moment in the chip body should be determined. Therefore, the
bending moment vs spiral angle along the length of the curled chip in case 2 is
and plotted in this section.
First, the input conditions used for computing the bending moments are set out
as follows. Because the bending moment computed here is the bending moment
component in the y-z plane, some input conditions are utilized from experimental
obtained in orthogonal machining.
Undeformed chip thickness: ^=0.25mm; Width of chip: £=3mm;
Friction coefficient between chip and the back wall of chip breaker: flyb =0.4;
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Friction coefficient between chip and the workpiece: (lyd=0.A;

Chip thickness and chip hardness value before chip touches workpiece or tool: (from
experimental results of Ganapathy and Jawahir, 1993)

? 2 =0.65mm ; /7 v =365mpa

By inputting these conditions, the bending moment diagram along the length of
the curled chip is obtained from Eq.(6-3-52), based on the force model derived in case
2, as shown in Fig.6.3.14.
The resultant cutting force RyAX in case 2 is calculated by the Nakayama's
approximate method (Eq.6-3-63).
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Fig.6.3.14 B e n d i n g M o m e n t M2

along the length of the curled chip

It is evident from Fig.6.3.14 that the reaction force Nd caused by chipworkpiece contact produces extra bending moment in chip body by comparing with
Fig.6.3.7 in case 1. The m a x i m u m bending moment also occurs at the root of the curled
chip, but it is bigger than the m a x i m u m bending moment in case 1. Since the reaction
force Nd can only cause the positive bending moment at the root of curled chip, the
increase of the bending moment at the root of curled chip concludes that the reaction
force NI* between the chip and back wall of chip breaker increases due to the reaction
force Nd. This indicates that there is increased possibility of chip breakage when the
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chip hits the workpiece. In this case, if the m a x i m u m bending stress in the chip body
reaches the chip material's ultimate stress, the chip may break at the chip root.
In the Fig.6.3.14, the bending moment is positive between the end of the curled
chip and the contact point B between the chip and the back wall of the chip breaker,

which indicates that the curled chip gets compressive stress outside and tensional stre
inside. Furthermore it is negative between the root of the curled chip and the contact

point between the chip and the back wall of the chip breaker, which highlights the curl
chip experiences the tensional stress outside and compressive stress inside.
Fig.6.3.15 shows the variation of the bending moments along the length of the
curled chip with the friction coefficient pdz in y-z plane between chip and workpiece
varying from o.3 to 0.9. The variation of the bending moments, between point D and
B, is shown in Fig.6.3.16 in detail.
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Fig.6.3.15 Bending Moment M2 with various friction coefficients flyd
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Fig.6.3.16 Detail of Bending Moment M2 between point D and B with
various friction coefficients pyd
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6.3.4. Chip contacts workpiece and back wall of chip breaker
(case 3)
6.3.4.1. Mechanics Modelling
If the chip does not break in the above case, it will continue to develop and roll
up with an increasingly large radius of curvature shown as Fig. 6.3.17.

Fig. 6.3.17 T h e d e v e l o p m e n t of a chip contacting the workpiece
During this period, if the bending stress in the chip body reaches the chip
material's ultimate stress, the chip m a y break as an ear type of chip. Otherwise, the chip
m a y reach an equilibrium radius of curvature at which it can exit to the side as a
continuous spiral.
Hence this case will be analysed and modelled in mechanics for the reactive force
between the chip, workpiece and back wall of the chip breaker.
In this case, the chip can be considered as a statically indeterminate curved beam
consistent with the force model depicted in Fig. 6.3.18. W h e n the free end reaches
point E, the chip experiences another reaction force NyB\ at point B due to the action of
the force NyE. So, the reactive force NyB at point B in case 3 can be expressed as
Nyz = Nyz + Nyz (6-3-64)
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High speed filming techniques (Jawahir 1990) indicated that the chip/workpiece
contact point moves downward after initial contact, and then moves upward. So, the
friction force FZE at contact point in case 3 is downward as shown in Fig.6.3.18.

Fig.6.3.18 The force model for a chip contacting both the workpiece
and chip breaker back-wall (Case 3)
Similar to Case 2, in order to analyse the force system on the curled chip, the
chip m a y be considered as a free-body held in static equilibrium. The free body force
system acting on the chip at some instant of time during the chip curling is depicted in
Fig. 6.3.19.
From the force vector equilibrium

R£ + Ryz2 + RyBZ + W = 0 (6-3-65)
the corresponding component vectors are

-RyA\ sin y/x + RyA\ sin y/2 - NyBz cosQ - Fyz sinO' + NyE = 0 (6-3-66)
RyA\ cos y/x - Ryz2 cos y/2 + Nyz sinQ' - Fyz cosQ -FZE=0 (6-3-67)
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The friction forces FyBz = pybNyBz

and FZE = pyzNyE.

pybz and pyz

are the

friction coefficients acting in y-z plane which will be determined in following section
By substituting these coefficients into Eqs.(6-3-66) and (6-3-67), the reactive forces
acting on the curling chip can be derived as follows.

N^R£

Fig. 6.3.19 The free-body force system for an up-curling chip (case 3)
F r o m Eq.(6-3-66), RA2 is given as

nyz
A2

A

- ^ - [ c o s f l ' +A*f sinQ ] + (Ryzxsmyfx-NyE)
siny/^
sin y^

(6-3-68)

Substitution of Eq.(6-3-68) into Eq. (6-3-67) gives, after simplification,

Nyz

[NyE(cos y/2 - pyz sin y/2) + RyAX (cos y/x sin yr2 - sin y/x cos y/2)]
/[cosy^cosQ -siny/^sinQ' -r-jiif (cosy/^sinQ' + sinyf2cos.Q )]
(6-3-69)
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6.3.4.2.

Deformation equation

Because the force model of the curled chip for case 3 shown in Fig 6.3.18,
is a statically indeterminate beam, the equations of equilibrium are not sufficient to
determine all of the reactive forces at the supports. Hence an additional equation, based
on a consideration of the b e a m deflection at point B, is derived to solve for the reactive
forces as follows.
Similar to case (2), by the superposition method the forces NyB\ and FyB\ cause
a displacement magnitude 83 of chip at point B without considering the forces NE and
FE (see Fig.6.3.20(a)). In addition the chip-workpiece contact forces NE

and FE

cause a displacement magnitude £3 of the chip at point B without considering the forces
A^B3 and F^ (see Fig.6.3.20(b)). Since the overall displacement of the chip along the
direction of the reaction force NBZ3, at point B is zero,

83 = <53 (6-3-70)

(a)

(b)

Fig.6.3.20 Deformation analysis of curled chip (case 3)
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O n the basis of structural mechanics, the displacement magnitude £3 of the chip,
at point B , is obtained as

dU

x

r<paM3 dM3

J

From Fig.6.3.20(a), the bending moment at an arbitrary cross section mn, of
the curled chip between (pB and CpA at spiral angle Cp measured from the section E, is

M3 = (FB3 sin£- Nyz3 cosOpsin((p-(pB)
(6-3-72)
yz

+ (N

3 sinf +

yz

F

3

cosOlp b ~Pcos(y> - cpB)]

and
—

1

— - ^ = -pcos^sin((p-cpB) +

sin^[pb-pcos((p-cpB)]

B3

= pbsm£-p[cosCsm(cp-cpB)

+ smt;cos(cp-(pb)] (6-3-73)

and
Fy

B\=VlZNyB\

(6-3-7A)

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-72), (6-3-73) and (6-3-74) into Eq.(6-3-71), the chip
displacement £3, at point B, is
5

3 = ^jlW sin ? ~ cos Opsin(y? - <pB) + (sin f
EI J(P»
+pybz C O S 0 ( P b ~pcos(y) - cpB))][pb sinf -p[cosf sin((p
-y> B ) + sin f cos(y> - <pb )]dcp

= ^^j<pA[pybz(smCpsm((p-(pB) + cos^(pb-pcos(cp-(pB)))
- cos£psin((p-cpB) +sin £(pb-pcos(cp-(pB))][pb

sin £

-p(cosCsin(<p - <pB) + sin £cos(<p - (pfo))]d(p

(6-3-75)
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When deriving the displacement £3, at point B, caused by the chip-workpiece

contact forces N% and FE , a fictitious force NB must be added at point B a
Fig.6.3.20(b).
The chip displacement magnitude 83 at point B is obtained using
p.
dU
83 = ——
3
dNB

=

r(pAM3 dM3
,
—^—4-pdcp
3(
P° EI dNB H

(6-3-76)

From Fig.6.3.20(b), the bending moment on any cross section mn of the
curved beam is
-FzE(px-pcos(p)-NyEpsin(p
M, =

0<(p<(pB

~FE(Pi ~Pcos<P) ~ NEPsin<P + N'BPCOS£sin(y> - (pB)

+NB sin^(px -p cos cp)] (pB<(p<(pA
(6-3-77)
hence

dMl
dN B

ro

0<(p<cpB

-- < p cos C sin( (p - (pB) - sin f [(pb -pcoscp)]

(6-3-78)

(pB<(p<(pA
(6-3-79)

F

E=KNyE

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-77), (6-3-78) and (6-3-79) into Eq.(6-3-76) and allowing

NB = 0 in the expression for M3, the chip displacement magnitude 83, at poi

83 = ^

f V f ( p , -pcosy>)+psiny>]

(6-3-80)

[sin f (p^-p cos <p)-p cos £sin((p-(pB)]d(p
Substituting Eqs.(6-3-75) and (6-3-80) into Eq.(6-3-70), the following
expressions can be obtained as
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N

yz _ ^ ^7^

(Pl

-PC0S(P^+P

sin

^][ sin C(pb-P COS (p)

JJl^f(sinCpsin(y)-y)B) + cosC(pZ)-pcos(y)-y)B)))
-pcos£sin(<p-y)B)]flfy)
-cosfpsin(y?-y)B)-r-sinf(pfe-pcos(y)-y)B))][pfosinlJ
z (6-3-81)

-p(cos £ sin( (p -cpB) + sin C, cos( (p-cpb ))]dcp
^TNE\ly^yeZiPi - pcos(p) + psincp][sin£(pb -p cos cp)
pyz _
B3
~ (sinCPsin(y>- cp ) + cosC,(p -pcos(cp- cp )))
JJVf
B
b
B

r

-p cos C, sin( (p - cpB )]d(p
-cos£psin(cp-(pB) + sin£(pb-pcos(cp-cpB))][pbsinCl
(6-3-82)

-p(cosC, sin((p- (pB) + sinL, cos((p- (pb))]dcp
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6.3.4.3.

The reactive forces NE and Ng and bending m o m e n t

M3 in a curled chip
In the case 3, the reactive forces NyE and NyB , at points E and B, can be
obtained as follows by the simultaneous solution of Eqs.(6-3-64), (6-3-69) and (6-381), after simplification.
NyE =

CB

N

CBl-AD{N"lCB ~

»

=

_AD (NyB\DB - RyA\BE) (6-3-83)

l

RJAEA] (6 3 84)

""

where

A = \9A[pyez(px-pcoscp) + psin <p][sin £(pb -pcos cp)
-pcos£sin(y?- cpB)]d(p
B=rA[pybz(sin£psin(cp~cpB) + cos£(pb-pcos(cp-cpB)))
YB

- cos Cpsin(y) - (pB) + sin£(pb -pcos(cp - cpB))][pb sin £
- p(cos C, sin(cp -cpB) + sin £cos(y> - (pb ))]dcp
C = cos y/2 -pyz sin y/2
D = cos y^2 cos £2 - sin y/2 sin £2 + pyb (cos y/2 sin £2
-hsin y / 2 c o s ^ )
£ = (cos y/x sin y/*2 - sin yrx cos y^2)
Therefore, the bending moment at any cross section mn along the length of
curled chip at spiral angle (p measured from the section E as shown in Fig.6.3.21 is
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Fig. 6.3.21 T h e force system on the chip body (case 3)

N

L M ? (P cos <p - px) - p sin cp]

E

N

M

x

E We

{pcoscp-px)-p

0 < <p < <pB

sin cp] - NyBz [p(cos £

3
yz

-p sinOsin(cp-(pB)

+ (sinC +

-pcos(cp-(pB))]

(6-3-85)

pybzcosO(pb
cpB<cp<cpA

where, the various geometric parameters used in Eqs.(6-3-83), (6-3-84) and (6-3-85)
are determined in next section.

6.3.4.4. The calculation of the geometric parameters
In case 3, as the up-curling chip grows it approaches a spiral. Therefore, the
curling chip form in yz plane can be reasonably described as a spiral. This form can be
represented in polar coordinates by the general spiral curve formula as follows,
(6-3-86)

p = p0+k(p

where, p is the radius of spiral curve, po is the initial radius, k is a constant and (p is
the spiral angle.
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Because the circular initial portion of the spiral is formed by the chip breaker, it
has the radius of p\ which is same as case 1.

po=P\=(—-y+ —
2W
2

(6-3-87)

Ny-

Fig.6.3.22 Calculation of geometric parameters (case 3 )
Then, for a given chip-workpiece contact point, represented by the distance H
as shown in Fig.6.3.22, the following relationships result from a consideration of

Aeof
Pa=^2+pi

(6-3-88)

3n
_! H
cpA= — + cos —
2 Pa

(6-3-89)

Substituting Eq.(6-3-88) into Eq.(6-3-89), gives
371
_,_
+ cos [

](pA=-—

H
2

(6-3-90)

2

H +p

W h e n (p = (pA, Eq.(6-3-86) becomes
Pa=P.+

k(

(6-3-91)

PA
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Substituting Eq.(6-3-88) and (6-3-90) into Eq.(6-3-91), gives

V^'+Pi2 = Pi + *(*^T + cos"1 [ = ]) (6-3-92)

iH^p2
hence,

H'+pj-p,
k

=3n

(6 3 93)

_lr1 S
+ cos~
[ 2 2
// +p

""

Therefore, the instantaneous up-curling chip form in plane yz at any given chip-

workpiece contact point and with chip breaker geometry can be determined by Eq.(6-3
86).
By considering when the chip reaches an equilibrium radius of curvature and

exits the side as a continuous spiral the bending moment in the chip body will reach
maximum, the value of Hmax in this case will be measured as H in the above
calculation.
Here, £2 , cpo, cpA, (pB and Q can be determined from the given geometric
parameters of chip breaker as follows.
The angle £2 can be approximately considered to remain the same as in case 2.
That is

Q = sin"1 [{G~lc\~W2] (6-3-94)

(G-lc)2+W2
The contact length lc which is determined by Eq.(6-3-17') between the curled

chip and the rake face of cutting tool, in case 3, is also assumed to remain the sa
case 1 to simplify the calculation.
As shown as Fig. 6.3.22, from Abco, the following relationships result
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ob =oc +cb

(6-3-95)

oc = H - W

(6-3-96)

cb = G-pi (6-3-97)
Substituting Eq.(6-3-96) and (6-3-97) into Eq.(6-3-95), gives

ob = V(/Y - WY

+ (G - px Y

(6-3-98)

From Fig. 6.3.22, following relationships result

_i fd _i Pi
cp0 = tan l ±= = tan J ^H
od

(6-3-99)

3n 3K _I p,

<pA=Y+(p°

=

Y+tm H

( }

3;r . _. cb

^ = Y~sm Vb
JJL_

sin-i

r G~A j

(6.3.101)

/OrY-wy-KG-Ay
£ = y?B - ^ - Q
n • _ir G-px . -UiG-lc)2-W2,
=
sin [ .
2
^(H-W)2+(G-px)2
(6-3-102)
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c
„ ]-sin [
—~
T]
L
2
(G-/C) +W2J

6.3.4.5. Determination of the cutting force R%\
Normally, the main cutting force and thrust force can be measured
experimentally by using a tool dynamometer. Alternatively, Nakayama's approximate
method (Eq.(6-3-18)) can also be used for estimating the cutting force RA\ in yz plane
for this case
In this case, the direction of RyA2 also is resumed to remain the same as the
direction established before it hits the back wall of chip breaker as
¥2 = 7-0o (6-3-103)
Because the shear angle 0 will adjust itself to (j)3, that is the instantaneous value
of (j) in this case, to minimise the cutting force, the direction of RyA2 will be defined by
y/x = y-(/)3

(6-3-104)

and the cutting force is given as
mMl =

3-^
s m <p3 cos y

(6-3-105)

where, 03, Ts3 and J are determined by Eqs.(6-3-22), (6-3-23) and (6-3-24)
respectively.
A s a result of this analysis, the reaction forces NyB , NE and bending m o m e n t
M3

applicable to case 3 can be obtained from knowledge of the cutting conditions, the

geometric parameters of chip breaker and the strength of the chip material.
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6.3.4.6 Bending moment diagram and discussion
In order to analyse the possible chip breaking in case 3, the location of the
m a x i m u m bending m o m e n t in the chip body should be determined. Therefore, the
bending m o m e n t vs spiral angle along the length of the curled chip in case 3 is evaluated
and analysed in this section.

First, the input conditions used for evaluating the bending moment are set as
follows. Because the bending moment evaluated here is the bending moment component
in the y-z plane, some input conditions are obtained from the orthogonal machining
experimental results.
Undeformed chip thickness: ^=0.25mm; Width of chip: b=3mm;
Friction coefficient between chip and the back wall of chip breaker: jLLbz =0.4;
Friction coefficient between chip and the workpiece: Jd

yz

=0.4;

Distance travelled by the end of the curled chip: H=35mm;
Chip thickness and chip hardness values before chip touches workpiece or tool: (the
experimental results of Ganapathy and Jawahir, 1993)

£2=0.65mm ;

rY v =365mpa;
By inputting these conditions, the bending moment diagram along the length of
the curled chip is obtained from Eq.(6-3-85) based on the force model derived in case 3
as shown in Fig.6.3.23.
The resultant cutting force RyAX in case 3 is calculated by the Nakayama's
approximate method (Eq.6-3-105).
Fig.6.3.23 shows clearly that in case 3 the bending moment caused by the
reaction force NyE at point E is larger than that in case 2. This increased magnitude is
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evident by comparing Fig. 6.3.23 (case 3) with Fig.6.3.14 (case 2). It indicates that the
reaction force NE between the curled chip and workpiece at point E increases w h e n the
end of the curled chip moves upward. In this case the pattern of distribution of the
bending m o m e n t along the length of the curled chip is different to that in case 2. It can
be seen clearly from Fig.6.3.23 that the bending m o m e n t is negative between the end of
the curled chip and the section where the spiral angle is about 210 degree, and becomes
positive from this point to the contact point between the curled chip and back wall of
chip breaker. Immediately beyond this point it becomes negative again up to the root of
curled chip. This indicates that the chip experiences tensional stress outside and
compressive stress inside in the end segment and the segment between the contact point
B and the root of the curled chip. In comparison it experiences compressive stress
outside and tensional stress inside in the middle segment. F r o m Fig.6.3.23 it can also
be seen that the m a x i m u m positive bending m o m e n t occurs at the contact point B where
the spiral angle is about 270 degree, and the m a x i m u m negative bending m o m e n t occurs
at the section where the spiral angle is about 125 degree and at the root of the curled chip
where the spiral angle is m a x i m u m . Hence the curled chip m a y break at one of these
three locations if the m a x i m u m bending stress in the chip body exceed the chip
material's ultimate stress.

Fig.6.3.23 Bending M o m e n t M 3 * along the length of the curled chip
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Fig.6.3.24 gives the variation of the bending m o m e n t along the length of the
curled chip with the distance H travelled by the curled chip. It shows the bending
m o m e n t increases as the distance H increases, especially at the contact point B and at the
root of curled chip.

H=25mm
H=35mm
H=45mm

Fig.6.3.24 Bending M o m e n t M 3 * with various chip/work
contact points ( H )
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6.3.5. Chip contacts tool flank and back wall of chip breaker
(case 4)
6.3.5.1. Mechanics Modelling
With continued chip production, if the pitch p of chip islargerthan two times the
cutting depth d, the free end of the cured chip will not meet the workpiece. A s the upcurling chip leaves the chip breaker, some elastic recovery takes place and the chip curl
radius increases so that the curled chip free end m a y meet the tool flank. Therefore, the
chip is subjected to reactive forces between the chip and the back wall of chip breaker,
and the chip and the tool flank. W h e n the reactive forces produce sufficient bending
m o m e n t in the chip body so that the corresponding bending stress exceeds the chip
material's ultimate strength, the chip m a y break as a "c" type of chip as well.
Otherwise, the chip m a y reach an equilibrium radius of curvature at which it can c o m e
off to the side as a continuous spiral. In this case the curled chip also can be considered
as a statically indeterminate curved b e a m as shown in the force model (Fig. 6.3.25).

Fig.6.3.25 The force model for chip simultaneously contacting tool
flank and back-wall of chip breaker (Case 4)
W h e n the chip free end touches the tool flank, the workpiece will exert a force
Nf

on the free end of chip, while the chip will get another reaction force NyBA at point
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B due to the action of the force Nf.

A s a result, the reactive force NyB at point B in

case 4 can be expressed as

Nyz = Nyz + Nyz

(6-3-106)

i\B — iyBX -r iyB2

Similar to case 3, in order to analyse the force system on the curled chip, the
chip m a y be considered as a free-body held in static equilibrium. The force system
acting on the chip free-body at some instant of time during the chip curling is shown as
Fig. 6.3.26.

Fig. 6.3.26 T h e free-body force system for a n up-curling chip (case 4 )
From the vector equilibrium relationship of forces

RyA\+RyA2:+Ryz+Ryz=C)

(6-3-107)

it can be shown that

-RyA\ sin y/x + RyAz2 sin y/2 - Nyz cosQ' -Fyz sinQ' -Nyz c o s ^ - Fyz sin^ = 0
(6-3-108)

RyA\ cos y/-2 - Ryz2 cos y^2 + Nyz sinQ' -Fyz cosQ! -Nyz sin^ + Fyz c o s ^ = 0
(6-3-109)
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The friction forces FyBz = pyzNyBz and Fyz = pyzNyz.

pyz and pf are the

friction coefficients in y-z plane which will be determined in following se
substituting these friction coefficients into Eqs. (6-3-108) and (6-3-109),
forces acting on the curling chip can be derived as follows.
From Eq.(6-3-108)
Nyz Nyz Ryz sin vr
Ryz2 = - ^ — [cosQ' +pyz sinQ' ] + - ^ — ( c o s ; t + pyz sin^) +
sin y/2
sin y^

A1

Vl

sin y/2

(6-3-110)

Substitution of Eq.(6-3-110) into Eq. (6-3-109) yields, after simplification
NyB = {R^x (cos y/x sin y/2 - sin y/x cos y/2)- Nf [cos y/2 cosj£

-hsin yr2 sin % + pf (cos y/2 sin^ - sin y/2 cos#)]} / [cos y/2 cosQ'
-sin y/2 sinQ! +pyb (cos y/2 sin.Q' -l-sin y/*2 cosQ'] (6-3-111)
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6.3.5.2.

Deformation equation

In case 4, the curled chip can also be considered as a statically indeterminate
b e a m as shown in Fig 6.3.27. A s a result, the foregoing equations of equilibrium are
not sufficient to determine all of the reactive forces at the supports, so that an additional
equation, based on a consideration of the deflection of the b e a m at point B is derived to
solve for the reactive forces as follows.

Fig.6.3.27 Deformation analysis of curled chip (case 4)
B y the superposition method the reactive force NBZ4 and friction force FyBA
cause a displacement magnitude 84. of the chip at point B without considering the forces
N j z and Ff

(see Fig.6.3.27(a)), and the chip-tool flank contact forces Nf

and Ff

cause a displacement magnitude £4 of the chip at point B without considering the forces
NyBA and FyB\ (see Fig.6.3.27(b)). Since the displacement magnitude of the chip along
the direction of reaction force Nil at point B is zero, it follows that
84 = 84 (6-3-112)
O n the basis of the structural mechanics, the displacement magnitude £4 of the
chip at point B can be evaluated using
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x

5

dU

r<peM4

dM

4

,

<=^rl-F-Mpd,p
54

^L

^VB4

(6 3 ll3)

--

From Fig.6.3.27(a), the bending moment at an arbitrary cross section mn of the

curled chip, between (pB and CpA at spiral angle cp measured from section J of th
curled chip, is
M4 = Fyz4[pb -pcos(cp-(pB)]-Nyz4psin(cp-(pB) (6-3-114)

and

dM4

dNl\"* =-psm(cp-(pB)

(6-3-115)

FXB\=pbNxB\

(6-3-116)

and

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-114), (6-3-115) and (6-3-116) into Eq.(6-3-113), the
displacement magnitude £4 of the chip at point B is
5

4-*^l^DMf(P,-pcos(y)-y)B))-psin(y)
EI (PB
-cpB)][-sin((p-(pB)]dcp
Nyz p2
= ^-JlA[psin2(cp-(pB)-pybzsin(cp-(pB)(pb
-pcos((p-(pB))]d(p

{6^ni)

When deriving the equation for the displacement 84 at point B caused by chipworkpiece contact forces Nf and Ff, a fictitious force NB must be added at point
as shown in Fig.6.3.27(b).
As a result, the displacement magnitude 84 of the chip at point B can be
obtained from
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du

s: =

J

<PB

(6-3-118)

1i(

' ' dN, '
EI

From Fig.6.3.27(b), the bending m o m e n t on any cross section mn

of the

curved beam is

[ Nyz cos(z +q>i) + Fyz sin(^ + (px )](p0 - p cos cp)
+[Ny/ sin(^ + (px) - Ff cos(% + <P\ )]psin (p

0<cp<cpB

M \=z\[Ny cos(^ + (px) + Fyz sin(^ + (px )](p0 - p cos cp)
+[NyJzsin(x+(pl)-Fyzcos(x + (px)]psin(p + N'Bpsin((p-cpb)
(PB<(P^<PA
(6-3-119)
hence

0<cp<cpB

0

dM\
dNB

\psin((p-(pB)

(6-3-120)
<PB<<P^<PA

and
yz
F

=pyzNyz

(6-3-121)

Substituting Eqs.(6-3-119), (6-3-120) and (6-3-121) into Eq.(6-3-118) and
letting N B = 0 in the expression for M A , the displacement magnitude <54 of the chip at
point B can is
z

y n^
Nfp

8* = EI

\f'{[cos(x+ (?,) + H?sinCX + <P,)](p0 -Pcos<p)

+[sin(x + cpx)-pyjZcos(x + (pi)]psin(p}sin((p-cpB)d(p
Nyzp3
= — — f ^[cos(^ + y?, )(p0 -pcos(p) + sin(^ + ^ )p sin cp
EI <pn
+pf (sin Of + y>! )(p0 -pcos(p)- cos(^ + y>!) sin (p)]p sin(y> - y>B)dy>
(6-3-122)
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Substituting Eqs.(6-3-l 17) and (6-3-122) into Eq.(6-3-l 12) yields the following
expressions
N Z

J l,!" [cos ^ + <Pi )(Po - P cos p ) + sin(^ + q>{ )p sin <p

*£ =llyPSin2^(P~(PB)-^bZ^((p-(P )(Pb-pCOS(cp-Cp ))]d(p
YB

B

B

+pf[sin(x + (px)(p0 - pcoscp)- cos(x + cpx)psin(p]sin(cp - (pB)d(p
(6-3-123)
VbZNjZ 0cos(£ + (px )(p0 - p cos cp) + sin(^ + cpx )p sin cp
Fyz =

rA[psin2((p-(pB)-pybzsin((p-(pB)(pb-pcos(cp-cpB))]dcp
+pyjZ[sin(x + cpx)(p0-pcos(p)-cos(x + (pl)psin(p]sin((p-(pB)d(p
(6-3-124)
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T h e reactive forces Nf and NyB and bending m o m e n t

6.3.5.3.

M4 in curled chip
The reactive forces Nf and NyB , at points E and B respectively, can be
evaluated as follows by the simultaneous solution of Eqs.(6-3-106), (6-3-111) and (6-3123), after simplification.

Nf =

K =

l
CB

_AD(Nl\DB-R%BE) (6-3-125)

cg^AD(^CB

- R*AE) (6-3-126)

where
A = j*A[cos(% + <px )(pQ - p cos y?) + sin(^ + (px )p sin cp
+pf [sin(^ + (px)(p0-p cos y>) - cos(^ + (px )p sin cp]] sin( y> - p B )dy>
B= Tripsin2 ((p-(pB)-pybzsin((p-(pB)(pb-pcos((p-(pB))]dcp
TB

C = pf (sin y^ cos# - cos y/2 sin^) - cos y/2 cos# - sin y/2 sin^
D = cos yf2 cos Q! - sin y/*2 sin Q! +pf (cos y^2 sin Q! + sin y/"2 cosQ!)
E = sin y^ cos y/x - cos y/2 sin y/x
Therefore, the bending moment at any cross section mn along the curled chip
length at spiral angle cp measured from the section J of the curled chip, as shown in
Fig.6.3.28, is
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Fig. 6.3.28 The force system on the chip body (case 4)
Nf {cos(^ + cp{ )(p0 - p cos (p) + sin(^ + cpx )psin (p + pf [sin(^
+y) 1 )(p 0 -pcosy?)-cos(^ + y)1)psiny)]}

0<cp<cpB

Mx4 = Nf {cos(^ + cpx)(p0-p cos y>) + sin(^ + y?j )p sin y> + /xf [sin Of
+cpx)(p0-pcoscp)-cos(x

+ (px)psincp]} + Nyz{pybz[(pb

-pcos((p-(pB)]-psin((p-cpB)}

cpB<cp<cpA
(6-3-127)

where, the geometric parameters using in Eqs.(6-3-125), (6-3-126) and (6-3-127) are
determined in the next section.
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6.3.5.4. T h e calculation of the geometric parameters
In this case 4, the chip up-curling form, in the yz plane, m a y also be considered
as a spiral form represented as follows.

p = p0-kcp

(6-3-128)

where, p is the radius of the spiral curve, p 0 is the radius of curled chip at point J, k
is a constant and (p is the spiral angle.

For a given chip-tool flank contact point represented by the distance H\ as
shown in Fig.6.3.27, the following relationships can be given as, from a consideration
of Afij in Fig.6.3.29(b)

H,T*

(b)

(a)

Fig.6.3.29 Calculation of geometric parameters (case 4)
(6-3-129)

U = fJcos(x+(p.)
and from Afjh in Fig.6.3.29(b)

fj =

(6-3-130)

cos^
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hence

Hlcos(x+(pi)

T

U =

~ — —
cos^

(6-3-131)

From Fig.6.3.29(b)

—.—£-.
H\COs(x+(p\)
V/l yu
p0-pa=oj-of
= ij =
cos^

(6-3-132)

and from Fig.6.3.29(a)
(pA=2n+Cp0 (6-3-133)
When cp=(pA, Eq.(6-3-128) becomes
Pa=P0~k(PA (6-3-134)
Substituting Eq.(6-3-132) and (6-3-133) into Eq.(6-3-134), gives
=

Po-pg = Hxcos(X+(p])

(6-3-135)

cpA (27t+(p0)cosx
Therefore, the instantaneous up-curling chip form, in the yz plane, for any
given chip-workpiece contact point and with chip breaker geometric size can be
determined by Eq.(6-3-128).
By considering when the chip reaches an equilibrium radius of curvature and

comes off to the side as a continuous spiral the bending moment in the chip body

reach a maximum. For this condition the value of rYmax will be measured as Hx in t
above calculation.
Here, Q!, (po, (p\, (P2, (pA and (pB can be determined from the given chip
breaker geometric parameters as follows.
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The angle £2 can also be approximately considered to remain the same as in
case 2.
Q'^sin-'P c-\ =-] (6-3-136)

(G-lc)2+W2
The contact length lc which is determined by Eq.(6-3-17') between the curled

chip and the rake face of cutting tool, in case 4, is also assumed to remain th
case 1 to simplify the calculation. .
As shown as Fig. 6.3.29, from Abco, the following relationships can be given
cb G — lc
s m (p2 = •== =
ob

pb

hence
y>2 = sin"1 [—-] (6-3-137)
Pb
and
oc = pb cos (pi

(6-3-138)

From Aojg in Fig.6.3.29(b)

tan (p\ = = - •=—==—= — —
og
oc + cd + dg

pb cos (p2+ W

+Hi

hence
cpx = tan"1 [ k HltZX
r^
pb cos (p2 + W + Hi

(6 3 139)

""

From Aofd in Fig.6.3.29(b)

Jd lc . lc
tan(y>0 + y>i) =

od

oc + cd

Pb cos (p2 + W
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hence
]|

'c

y>o=tan [
™]-Pi
pb cos (p2 + W

(6-3-140)

Therefore, from Fig.6.3.29(a), it follows that
(pA =27t + (p0 = 27r + tan_1[ c- ]-yj (6-3-141)
pbcos(p2+W
and
(pB=27T-(px-(p2
„ _ir /c-rYitany _ . _1rG-/c,
4
] _ s i n i[
= 2n-tan l[
p& cos (p2 + W + Hi

6.3.5.5.

L]

(6-3-142)

pb

Determination of the cutting force RyAX

Normally, the main cutting force and thrust force can be measured
experimentally by using a tool dynamometer. In this case, alternately, Nakayama's
approximate method (Eq.(6-3-18)) can also be used for estimating the cutting force
in yz plane.
In this case, the direction of RA2 also is resumed to remain the same as the
direction obtained before it hits the back wall of chip breaker as
¥2 = 7-^>o (6-3-143)
Because the shear angle 0 will adjust itself to 04, that is the instantaneous value

of (f) in this case, to minimise the cutting force, the direction of RyA2 will be def
yrx=j-(j)4 (6-3-144)
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.and the cutting force is given as

*S = .^^ (6-3-145)
sin (p4 cos 7
where, (j)4, Ts4 and 7 are determined by Eqs.(6-3-22), (6-3-23) and (6-3-24),
respectively.
As a result of the foregoing analysis, the reaction forces NBZ, N] and bending
moment M4 for the case 4 can be obtained only from the cutting conditions, the
geometric parameters of chip breaker and the strength of the chip materiel.

6.3.4.6

Bending m o m e n t diagram and discussion

In order to analyse the possible chip breaking in case 4, the location of the
maximum bending moment in the chip body should be determined. Therefore, the
bending moment vs spiral angle along the length of the curled chip is evaluated and
analysed in this section.
First, the input conditions used for computing bending moment are set as
follows. Because the bending moment evaluated here is the bending moment component
in y-z plane, some input conditions are from the experimental results obtained in
orthogonal machining.
Undeformed chip thickness: r,=0.25mm; Width of chip: b=3mm;

Friction coefficient between chip and the back wall of chip breaker: pf =0.4;
Friction coefficient between chip and tool flank: p f =0.4;

Distance travelled by the end of the curled chip: Hx =35mm;
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Chip thickness and chip hardness values before chip touches workpiece or tool: (from
the experimental results of Ganapathy and Jawahir, 1993) r 2 = ° - 6 5 m m ; H

=365mpa;

By inputting these conditions, the bending moment distribution along the length
of the curled chip, evaluated from Eq.(6.3.127), is shown in Fig.6.3.30.
The resultant cutting force RyA\ in case 4 is calculated by Nakayama's
approximate method (Eq.6-3-145).
600

Fig.6.3.30 Bending moment M4 along the curled chip's length
Fig.6.3.30 shows that the reaction force A/J caused by chip-tool flank contact
also produces extra bending m o m e n t in the chip body. This is evident by comparing
Fig.6.3.30 (case 4) with Fig.6.3.7 (case 1). The bending m o m e n t is positive between
the end of the curled chip and the contact point B between the curled chip and the back
wall of chip breaker, and negative between the contact point B and the root of the curled
chip. This distribution indicates that the curled chip gets the compressive stress outside
and tensile stress inside between the end of the curled chip and contact point B , and the
tensile stress outside and compressive stress inside between the root of curled chip and
the contact point B.
The maximum negative bending moment occurs at the root of the curled chip and
the m a x i m u m positive bending m o m e n t occurs where the spiral angle is about 190
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degree. Therefore, possible chip breaking m a y occur at the location where the bending
m o m e n t is bigger, if the m a x i m u m bending stress exceeds the chip material's ultimate
strength.

Fig.6.3.31 gives the variation of the bending moment along the length of
the curled chip with the distance H1 travelled on the tool flank by the curled chip. It
shows the bending m o m e n t decreases with the distance Hx increasing between the end
of the curled chip and the contact point B between the curled chip and back wall of chip
breaker, and that the variation of the bending moments is not significant between the
root of the curled chip and the contact point B.

Fig.6.3.31 Bending moment M4 with various chip/tool
contact points (Hj)
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6.4 Force analysis for side-curling
In the previous discussion for the up-curling of chips, we have dealt with the
bending of the curled chip in the x-z plane which is the plane of their initial curvature.
However, because the reactive forces m a y have three components in 3-D space the
forces acting on a curved chip do not lie on the plane of the centre line of the curved
chip. This occurs for instance w h e n the heel of chip breaker is parallel or non-parallel
to cutting edge. In this situation it is necessary to consider both the bending of the chip
in the perpendicular planes and the twisting of the chip due to the action of these force
components in x-direction. So, in this section, the force analysis is presented. This
analysis will be presented for both parallel or non-parallel chip breakers. In addition the
force components in the x-direction will be derived for solving these bending moments
and torques perpendicular to the x-axis. Using the foregoing individual situations the
expressions for bending moments and torques will be derived for the various cases of
the chip side-curling.

6.4.1 The force component in the y-axis direction and friction
coefficient in the y-z plane at point B between the chip and chip
breaker back wall
6.4.1.1. Parallel chip breaker
W h e n the heel of the chip breaker is parallel to the cutting edge of the tool, there
is no reactive force component N B in the x-axis direction at point B of curled chip.
Therefore, there is only a friction force component Fjs in the x-axis direction because
the friction force FB has to act to oppose the chip flow. A s a result the friction force
makes an angle 7] with the cutting edge in the x-y plane.
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The 3-D force system acting at point B is shown in Fig. 6.4.1. Here the x"-y"-z"
coordinates are parallel with the respective x-y-z coordinates. The outlines of the tool,
chip and workpiece have been omitted to eliminate inessential lines.
The friction component Fj& is derived as follows.
Z"

N B =N£

X"

N^

(a)

Fig. 6.4.1 T h e 3-D force system acting at point B (parallel chip breaker)
F r o m Fig. 6.4.1(b), the friction force component F | can be obtained as
FXB = FyBz tan 77'

(6-4-1)

where, FBZ is the friction force component in the y-z plane at point B which is
determined in the previous section. 7]' is the angle between F% and FyB which is
derived as follows.
From Fig 6.4.1(a), the following relationships can be obtained,

tan 77'

eg
cb

s\n£2 = =;
cb

tan 77

<tf_=cg
ab

cd

Therefore

(6-4-2)

tan 77' = sin Q, tan 77
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where, £2 is the angle between FBZ and the z-axis in y-z plane as determined by Eq.(63-15). Here 77 is the chip flow angle which can be calculated from Kane's model
(1987) as follows
/

r + — + (d - r)Tan8x
Tan'
2
1

r

<d
(6-4-3)

n

-) + —

rcos(sin
Tan

r>d

where r is the tool nose radius, / is the feed rate, d is the depth of cut and 8X is the
side cutting edge angle.
The friction coefficient pbz in the case of a parallel chip breaker can be derived
as follows
From Fig. 6.4.1, F f is
FyBz = FB cos T]' = FB

1
1 + tan2 77'

(6-4-4)

Substituting Eq.(6-4-2) into Eq.(6-4-4) gives

FB = FyBz^jl + sinzata.nlri

(6-4-5)

For a given or assumed friction coefficient pb at point B between the chip and
chip breaker back wall, the following relationship is given by
F

(6-4-6)

B = fdbNB

Noting N B = 0, w e have
(6-4-7)

NB = Nf
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Substituting Eqs.(6-4-7) and (6-4-5) into Eq.(6-4-6) gives

Pb
y z
FByz~= ,
2
? N B
^l + sinz £2 tan rj
Comparing with FyB = pbzNyB

nr =

(6-4-8)

gives

Pb
l + sin £2tm r\

(6-4-9)

6.4.1.2 Non-parallel chip breaker
W h e n the heel of the chip breaker is not parallel to the tool cutting edge, which
makes an angle V y ) with cutting edge in x-z plane, there will be friction force
component F | and reactive force component N% in x-axis direction at point B of
curled chip. In this situation the 3-D force system at point B as shown in Fig. 6.4.2 will
apply. Because the friction force FB has to be perpendicular to reactive force NB, the
e'-g'-c-b plane, which contains the friction force FB, makes an angle V y ) ' with e-g-c-b

iZ"

Fig.6.4.2 The 3-D force system acting at point B
(non-parallel chip breaker)
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plane due to the rotation angle V y ) of the chip breaker heel in the x-y plane.

From Fig. 6.4.3(b), the reactive force component NB at point B in the xdirection can be expressed as

N% = NyBztmV(p'
where N%

(6-4-10)

is the reactive force component in the y-z plane at point B which is

determined in the previous section. Here Vy>' is the angle between the force
components NB and NyB which is derived as follows

From Fig. 6.4.3(a), it is seen that the following relationships can be obtained as
V7 , kn
tanVy)==;
bn

.
bm
sm£2 = -z=.
bn

tanVy) =

lm
bm

kn
bm

Therefore

tan Vy)' = sin £2 tan Vy)

(6-4-11)

where, £2 is the angle between the force component FyB and the z-axis in the y-z plane
as determined in the previous section. V y ) is the angle between the heel of chip
breaker and cutting edge in x-z plane.
„Nff

m

/\\
/

\

i

N
\V(p

P

NyB

/
j/

& B

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.4.3 The relationships between the various components of
the reactive force NB
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From Fig. 6.4.4(b), the friction force component FJ, at point B, in the xdirection is given as
?yz
B

J7X —

(6-4-12)

FB ~ tan 8

where 8 is the angle between FB and FB which is derived as follows.

e
1
'
a
i

^ ^x

/

X^B

F B -4 i v
X, '

FB

Y"

B

^

FBu^<

/ h"

i2i
4>^

r B /
tl

'FB

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.4.4 The relationships between the various components of
the friction force FB
From Fig. 6.4.5, it is seen that the following relationships are given as
cos 8 =

be"

cosVy)'

be^

Tb

, g'c
e'b
sin 77 = =
=
=
g'b g'b

Therefore
(6-4-13)

cos<5 = sin77'cosVy)'

Fig. 6.4.5 T h e relationship between the geometric parameters
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Substituting Eqs.(6-4-2) and (6-4-11) into Eq.(6-4-13) gives,
cos<5 = sin77'cosVy)'
tan 77'

1

^/l + tan2 77' ^1 + tan2 Vy)'
sin £2 tan 77

1

^1 + sin2 £2 tan2 77 -^1 + sin2 .Q tan2 Vy)
sin ,£2 tan 77
(6-4-14)

^1 + sin2 .Qtan2 Vy) + sin2 ^ tan2 77 + sin4 £2 tan2 77 tan2 Vy)

In the case of non-parallel chip breakers, FBZ is no longer perpendicular to FBZ
in the y"-z" plane. Notably here FBZ makes an angle £lx with the z"-axis in the y"-z"
plane as shown in Fig. 6.4.4(a), ( Q j + Q.^ 90°). So, the equations derived in the
former section for the force components in the y-z plane will not hold for this case and
need to be derived again by considering this angle £lx which is obtained as follows.

From Fig. 6.4.4(a), it can be seen following relationships apply

, g V
tan8 = ^=;
e"b

. ^
c"d" a"b
sinQ, = ^ = - =
;
l
c"b g'e"

a"/" e"b
tan 77 = =
= = :
a"b
a"b

Therefore

sina= (6-4-15)
tan 77 tan o
The effective friction coefficient pyb acting in the plane y-z at point B, in the
case of non-parallel chip breakers, can be derived as follows.
From Fig. 6.4.4(b), FyB can be expressed as

FlBz =- LFBR sin 8 = FB V(l - cosz 8)
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p

1/1 _
sin2 Qtan 2 77
B
^
1 + sin2 Qtan 2 Vy) + sin2 Qtan 2 77 + sin4 Qtan 2 77tan2 Vy)
1 + sin2 Qtan 2 Vy) + sin4 .Qtan2 77tan2 Vy)
1 + sin Qtan Vy? + sin2 Qtan 2 77 + sin4 Qtan 2 77tan2 Vy)

,

(6-4-16)
and from Fig. 6.4.3(b) it follows that A^z is given by

NyBz = NBcosV(p[
NB

NB
^l + tan2V(p'

^1 + sin2 tan2 Vy)

(6-4-17)

For a given or assumed friction coefficient pb acting at point B between the
chip and back wall of chip breaker, it follows that
FB = pbNB (6-4-18)

Substituting Eqs.(6-4-16) and (6-4-17) into Eq.(6-4-18) gives
yz

_ 1(1 + sin2 ^tan2 Vy) + sin4 £2 tan2 77tan2 Vy))(l + sin2 £2tan2 77)
B
\ l + sin 2 ^tan 2 Vy) + sin2^tan277 + sin4^tan277tan2Vy) B

(6-4-19)
Comparing Eq.(6-4-19) with FyB = pybzNyB gives

(1 + sin2 £2 tan2 Vy) + sin4 £2 tan2 77tan2 Vy))(l + sin2 £2 tan2 77)
2
2
2 r »^„2
P-b ~Pb^\ 1 + sin
„;„2^
„^2
+„„2r7^
£2tan
Vy) +,sin
£2tan//2 77
+ sin4 £2tan2 77tan2 Vy)
T Sill .!<£ iaii 11
(6-4-20)

A s a result, the force components acting on a curled chip, at point B , in the xdirection for both parallel and non-parallel chip breakers can be determined using
Eqs.(6-4-1), (6-4-10) and (6-4-12) from these friction and reactive force components
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acting at point B in y-z plane, which have be obtained from the force model of upcurling of chip in the former section.

6.4.2 The force components in the x-axis direction at point D, E and J
and the friction coefficients pf, pf and pyz
In this section, the x-components of the friction and reactive force acting at
points D, E and J for cases 2, 3 and 4 during the chip developing process are discussed.
At points D, E and J, it is assumed reasonably that the contact faces of the workpiece
and tool flank with the curled chip are parallel to the cutting edge. Therefore the
reactive forces No,

N E and Nj at the respective contact points do not have x-

components, and there only are friction force x-components Ff), F E and Fj.. These
friction force x-components are small in magnitude. It therefore also follows that the
bending moments caused by these friction forces are likewise small in magnitude.
Therefore, in order to simplify the analysis, these friction force x-components, acting at
points D, E, and J, are ignored. So, the friction coefficients pf, pf

and pf

can be

defined as follows in term of the given or assumed friction coefficients pd, pe and
Pj, respectively.

pf=pd (6-4-21)
pf=pe (6-4-22)
pf = Pj (6-4-23)
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6.4.3. T h e force analysis of chip side-curling and bending m o m e n t Myz
and torque Tyz
Here, the force analysis is conducted according to the 4 cases during chip
developing process to develop expressions for bending m o m e n t component Myz and
torque component Tyz. Because the friction force components in the x-direction are
ignored, the bending m o m e n t Myz

only occurs in the segment of the curved chip

between points A and B. Therefore, the following model is developed for the 4 cases
during the chip developing process.

When the curled chip is acted on by the forces x-components, it can be
considered as a curved beam loaded perpendicular to its initial curvature plane as shown
in Fig. 6.4.6. The curved beam is fixed at A and assumed approximately to lie in the yz plane with centre Ox. The curved beam is indicated by its central line in order to
simplify the figure.

Fig.6.4.6 Force model for side-curling chip
Now consider a section C of the curved beam at angle (p measured from the
section B of the beam. Draw a perpendicular line B e from point B to the line through
points Ox and C. Apply equal and opposite forces Px and P2 at point e and equal and
opposite to forces P3 and P4 at C with magnitudes equal to P and action lines parallel
to P.

Note that the couple formed by P and P2

is the m o m e n t at section C;

furthermore, the couple formed by Px and P4 is the torque at section C. Therefore the
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moment and torque at the arbitrary section C caused by the forces at point B can be
expressed as,
Myz=Ppx sin (p (6-4-24)
and
Tyz = Pp, (1 - cos (p) (6-4-25)
where, when the heel of chip breaker is not parallel to the cutting edge,
P=NXB-FXB (6-4-26)
and when the heel of chip breaker is parallel to the cutting edge,
P=FB (6-4-27)
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6.4.4. Analysis and discussion of the bending m o m e n t Mf and torque
Tf variations
6.4.4.1 Parallel chip breaker
The variation of the bending moment Mf and torque Tf vs spiral angle along
the length of the curled chip between the root of curled chip and the chip breaker back
wall for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 are n o w evaluated and plotted. The input conditions for this
evaluation are set same as previous section.
1. Case 1
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Fig.6.4.7 The bending m o m e n t Mf
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2. Case 2
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Fig.6.4.8 The bending m o m e n t Mf
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3. Case 3
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Fig.6.4.9 The bending moment Mf
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4. Case 4
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Fig.6.4.10 The bending moment Mf
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From the above diagrams, Figures 6.4.7-10, it can be seen clearly that the chip
bending, in the perpendicular planes, and the chip twisting, due to the action of

force x-components, make significant contributions to the chip breakage. These fo
x-components produce notable bending moment and torque in chip body which can not
be neglected in the chip breakage.
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6.4.4.2 Non-parallel chip breaker
When the heel of the chip breaker is non-parallel to the tool cutting edge, which
makes an angle V y ) with cutting edge in the x-z plane, there will be both a friction
force component F B and reactive force component N B in the x-axis direction at point
B of the curled chip. The variation of the resulting bending m o m e n t Mf2
torque Tf%3A

34

and

vs spiral angle along the length of the curled chip between the root of

curled chip and the back wall of chip breaker for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 are Fig.6.4.11,
6.4.14, 6.4.17 and 6.4.20, respectively. The input conditions are set identical to these
defined in the previous section but the twisting angle V y ) is set as — 3 ° .
In addition a group of diagrams is plotted to show the variation of the bending
moments and the torques along the curled chip's length at different twisting angles V y )
varying from -4 degree to 4 degree as shown in Fig.6.4.12-13, 6.4.15-16, 6.4.18-19 and
6.4.21-22 for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The group diagrams clearly show the
effect of the twisting angle V y ) on the bending m o m e n t and torque acting in the chip
body. The variations indicate that when the twisting angle is positive the bending
m o m e n t and torque decrease with increasing twisting angle whereas for negative
twisting angles the bending m o m e n t and torque increase with increasing twisting angle.
The phenomenon can be explained as follows.
When the twisting angle is positive, the reaction force component NB in the xaxis direction is in the opposite direction as the friction force component FB in the xaxis direction, which makes the force component acting at point B of the curled chip in
the x-axis direction decrease . Therefore, the bending m o m e n t Myz

and torque Tyz

decrease with increasing twisting angle.
On the other hand when twisting angle is negative, the reaction force component
NB in the x-axis direction is in the same direction as the friction force component FB
in the x-axis direction which makes the force component acting at point B of the curled
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chip in the x-axis direction increase. Therefore, both the bending m o m e n t Myz

and

torque Tyz increase with increasing twisting angle.

Such increases may indicate a significant practical application to chip breaker
design for effective chip breaking. Notably large breakage stresses can be induced by
designing the chip breaker to generate large twisting angles.

1. case 1
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Fig.6.4.11 The bending m o m e n t Mf
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Fig.6.4.12 Bending moment Mf variations at various twisting angles V<p
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Fig.6.4.15 Bending moment M f variation at various twisting angles V y )
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Fig.6.3.19 Torque Tf variation at various twisting angles V y )
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Fig.6.4.21 Bending moment M f variation at various twisting angles V y )
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Spiral Angle 9 (degree °)

Fig.6.4.22 Torque Tf variation at various twisting angles V y )
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6.5 Force analysis for twisting
W h e n the chip breaker is not parallel, or its cross section is varying, the cutting

tool will produce twisted chip just as the twisted rake face of twist drills produce

twisting makes the chip deform as shown in Fig.6.5.1 so generating shear stress in t

chip body. This is another important effect of the breaker/groove on the chip breaka

Fig.6.5.1 Twist of curved chip
According to Timoshenko (1976), the torque T caused by twist angle Vy)
acting on a beam with rectangular cross section can be expressed as follows

Vy)

T = k2b(t2)3C

(6-5-1)

l

G + W
b

where, k2 is a numerical factor depending upon the ratio — which is given in Table (6-

h
5-1). b and t2 are the chip width and thickness, respectively. G and W are
geometric parameters of the chip breaker defined in Figure 6.3.2. C is the material
shear modulus.
The maximum shearing stress occurs at the middle of the longer sides (chip
width sides) of the rectangular cross section and is given as
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T
T

2 (6_5 2)

™~kxb(t2)

"

/ • b
where, k2 is a numerical factor depending upon the ratio — which is given in table (6-

h
5-D

Table 6-5-1: Data for the twist of a shaft of rectangular cross secti
(Timoshenko, 1976)

b _

1.00

1.50

1.75

2.00

2.50

3.00

t2~

4.00

6

8

100

oo

kx =

0.208 0.231 0.239 0.246 0.258 0.267 0.282 0.299 0.307 0.313 0.333

K2 =

0.141 0.196 0.214 0.229 0.249 0.263 0.281 0.299 0.307 0.313 0.333
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6.6 Equivalent bending m o m e n t and chip breaking criterion
Based on the above analysis, the curved chip is simultaneously acted upon by
bending moments and torques. D u e to this combined stress condition the equivalent
uniaxial stress causing fracture of the chip must be evaluated. In discussing the
m a x i m u m stress produced in the curved chip it is necessary to consider following three
sides
(1) Shearing stress due to the torque T,
(2) normal stress due to the bending moment M,
(3) Shearing stress due to the forces acting on chip body.
The shear stress due to the forces acting on chip body is usually of only secondary
importance so it is ignored to simplify the analysis.
O n identifying these contributing major component forces the following analysis
steps are necessary. First, the equivalent bending moment in the chip body is derived.
Once equivalent bending moment is evaluated the m a x i m u m combined stress in the
chip body is obtained. After then the chip breaking criterion is established.
According to Timoshenko (1976), the equivalent bending moment is given as

M„^,4(MWM2+r2)

(6 6 3)

--

and the maximum combined stress is as

a

=

Z + ^cJ2+4T2

G

=

J_(

(6-6-4)

or,

max

M

+VM2+72)

(6-6-5)

2Z
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When the beam is rectangulcir cross section,
2
7_b(t2)

Z - —7—

(6-6-6)

hence Eq. (6-6-5) can be expressed as
3

°™* = T--2- (M + V M 2 + T 2 )

(6-6-7)

b(t2)
The bending moment M can be given by
M = ^(Mx)2+(Myz)2 (6-6-8)

where, the bending moment components Mx and Myz are as determined prev
The maximum chip strain £max can be found by

^max = ^ZT- (6-6-9)

E

Many efforts have be made to investigate the ultimate strain £b of th

material at which the chip will break. Representative results for med
are £b = 0.036-0.048 from Jawahir (1986), £b = 0.046-0.052 from

Takayama et al. (1970) and £b = 0.05 from Nakayama (1963). Here, Nakay
work is used as the chip breaking criterion by
e^>eb =0.05 (6-6-10)
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6.7 S u m m a r y and conclusions
In this chapter, general 3-D models of chip curling in metal cutting with chip

breakers and a chip breaking criterion are established based on the structural mecha
theory. This analysis essentially involved evaluating the bending moments along the

length of the curled chip. Based on the presented models the major factors contributi

to the chip breakage are identified. Notably the total bending moment is evaluated b
considering a spatial force system comprising the longitudinal bending moment,
transversal bending moment and torsional component. The model reveals new insights
into the chip breaking mechanism and provides a new approach to assess the curling

chip breakability. The subsequent evaluated variations indicate clearly that the ben

moment and torque acting on chips are significant. The force analysis of chip curling
indicates that the bending moment and torque are the main causes of chip breakage.
Furthermore the magnitude of the bending moment and torque is governed by the

geometry of both the chip breaker and the obstacle the curling chip may subsequently
contact.
Once established the models predict the variation of the bending moment along
the length of the curled chip body and the location of the maximum bending moment.
Therefore, the possible breaking location of curled chips can be predicated.

Furthermore the influence of various factors controlling the bending moment magnitud

in the chip body, such as cutting conditions, geometry of chip breaker and chip mater

can be studied based on the models. Therefore, the derived models are significant for

the prediction of curling chip form/shapes and chip breaking, and "total chip control
In theory, curled chip breakage can be determined by the cutting conditions, the

chip breaker's geometry and chip material properties based on the presented 3-D curl
chip model. However, because the instantaneous self-weight of the curling chip is
ignored in the model, chip breakage can not be determined by the model when the
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curled chip continues developing as a continuous helix chip without breaking after

leaving the chip breaker and without contacting with other obstacles. Chip breakabili

in this situation should be investigated further by considering the chip dynamic weigh

effects associating with the action of the bending moment and torque acting on the chi
body.

Of course, some errors may be introduced because some assumptions are
introduced in the model. However, considering the complexity of the chip curling
process, these assumptions are necessary and reasonable for this preliminary analysis
and modelling of 3-D chip curling.
In the analyses presented in this chapter only some general cases are considered.
However, the results can be applied to practical common cutting operations such as
milling, drilling, turning, broaching, shaping, etc., where cutting process and
geometrical conditions are similar.
Hence, this fundamental research on the 3-D chip curling process identifies the
most significant factors contributing to the process of chip breakage and provides
further understanding of the chip breaking mechanism.
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cmAjpirmm ?
The Computer Animation of 3-D
Chip Curling in Metal Cutting

7-1

ABSTRACT
This chapter presents details of the development of a computer animation system for chip
formation in oblique machining process based on the 3-D chip curling developing
process, geometry model and mechanics models of 3-D chip curling presented in the

previous chapters. The 3-D chip animation model developed in this chapter integrates

chip flow equation, chip curling patterns, chip geometrical features and mathematical
expression for the 3-D helix surface. Based on the input conditions (chip breaker

geometry parameters and cutting conditions), a computer program is developed to conve
the parametric prediction into a series of dynamic graphs to demonstrate the chip

formation process. The methodology presented in this Chapter may provide assistance t
machine operators to choose optimal machining conditions or to process planning
designers to evaluate the chip control effect.

7.1. Introduction
Recent progress in metal cutting tools and machine tools has raised the productivity
of cutting operations remarkably. For an unmanned machining system, the control of

chips is one of the most serious problems at present (Jawahir and van Luttervelt 1993
Therefore, if the chip breaking performance and the corresponding chip forms/shapes

be predicted and animated based on the present theories and knowledge, the chip contr
problem could be reduced to some extent.
In the preceding chapters, the new geometry and force models for 3-D chip

curling in metal cutting are presented. In addition, many other predictive metal cut

models have also been proposed in an attempt to describe the chip forming, chip flow,

chip curling and chip breakage. Although these predictive metal cutting theories have
enhanced the understanding of the metal cutting process, they are not yet developed
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satisfactorily for practical use in actual machine shops. Furthermore they can not provide
the machining operator or process planning engineer intuitive guidance to set up the

optimal operation conditions. On the other hand, these predictive models are fragmente
appearing analogous to isolated islands in a sea, though some are relatively large.
Therefore an urgent demand has arisen to develop a computer-integrated metal cutting

animation system to integrate these predictive theories. Hence the computer-integrated

animation system will build a bridge to connect the predictive theories and practical
machining process by converting the parametric predictions to a series of continuous
forming, chip flow, chip curling and chip breaking.
The aim of developing this animation system is to investigate the complex
machining operation for analysis, prediction, monitoring and control of the 3-D metal

cutting process in automatic manufacturing. On the other hand, it may be used for on t

floor problems such as the design of the cutting tool and chip breaker and selection o

cutting conditions. It is significant to investigate the complex machining process off
in computer without practice machining in workshop. Hence by animating the chip
curling process, further insight on the machining mechanism, the effects of cutting
conditions and tool geometry on the cutting process, and chip breakability/chip forms
be released. Although a previous effort (Yao et al 1990) has been made to animate the
chip flow and chip curl based on the experimental results using high speed filming

techniques (Jawahir 1990), it was limited to 2-D orthogonal cutting process only and t

chip animated does not present the actual chip forms/shapes produced in practical obl
machining.
This chapter describes the development of a computer animation system for chip
curling in oblique machining process. The animation model integrates the 3-D chip
curling geometric and mechanics models presented in previous chapters with Kane's

(1987) chip flow model. In addition, a knowledge based system for predicting the likel
chip forms/sizes based on the given cutting conditions and chip breaker parameters is
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adopted (Fang and Jawahir 1990) . The animation system developed in this work could

be used to assist the machine operator or process planning designer when choosi
machining operations or estimating the chip control effect.

7.2. Models for 3-D Chip Animation

The theoretical background of chip animation is basically based on the 3-D chip

curling geometric model presented in chapter 4 on defining the chip curling form

Based on the presented geometric model, all possible forms of steady chips can b

classified and indicated diagrammatically as the function of four parameters. Th

parameters are the radii of upward and sideward curvature, the twisting angle an

flow angle. Thus, the radius p and the pitch h of a chip helix can be theoretica
expressed by Eqs.(4-15) and (4-16) in the Chapter 4 as follows.
\(cox cos r\ - co sin r\)A + co2
P=V0~ n , „2 , rJl (7-D
® x + My + <*>z
coY s m 77 + fi) sm 77
J
JL
L
h = 2nV0 -CQ;
^2-+L^CQ;
-+2-CO'
(7-2)
Z
and
Vn COS 77 Va VQVCPCOS 77

®x= ° ; G)z=-r> C°y = -SLJ^—- (?-3)
Pu
Ps

W

where pu, ps and 7] are the chip up-curl radius, the chip side-curl radius and th

flow angle respectively. These parameters can be obtained from the following equ

Vy), W and V0 are the chip twisting angle, the width of chip breaker and the chip

velocity respectively. These terms can, in turn, be determined by the tool geome
cutting condition.
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•

Chip F l o w Angle 77

The chip flow angle can be expressed by Kane's (1987) model, as

f
tan -1
77 =

r + — + tan 8 x(d-r)
J

2

r<d
(7-4)

d
rcos(sm

-) + —

-1

tan

r> d

d

where r is the tool nose radius in m m , / is the feed rate in mm/rev, d is the depth of
cut in mm and 8 is the side cutting edge angle.
• Chip Up-curl Radius pu
The chip up-curl radius pu can be determined according to different types of chip

breakers as shown below for three typical equations for obstruction tools (Shin and
1993) and grooved tools (Nakayama 1982), respectively.

Obstruction Tool (case a): pu = (G - lc) cot — ~ Gcot —
(G-L)2 W G2 W n*.
Obstruction Tool (case b): pu=
2
m , G W
Groove Tool:
pu = — + —

^

+

Y~2W

+

Y

where G is the distance of the obstruction from the cutting edge or the groove width, W

is the depth of the chip breaker, lc is the tool-chip contact length (neglected her
much smaller than G) and ft is the obstruction inclination angle.

•

Chip Side-curl Radius

ps

The chip side-curl radius can be geometrically determined from the relationship
defined by Eq.(4-7) in the chapter 4 as,
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tane

=

1 ,

^

(7-6)

Pu G
Therefore

Ps =

1

1

(7-7)

y

2

tan 0cos 77 J(—)
Pu

2

+ (-^-)

Where, 7] is the chip flow angle, Vy) is the twist angle, G is the width of the chip
breaker and 6 is the angle between the resultant angular velocity CO and the angular
velocity component angular velocity CO of the curled chip.

Because pure twisting of chip can not exist, it must coexist with up-curling and/or

side-curling. Therefore, it is hard to compare theoretical predictions with experiment

results with the various cutting conditions and geometry sizes of chip breaker. In ord
simplify experimental work, the chip twisting will not be considered in following

animation and experimental results. In this situation, the foregoing animation model i
simplified as follows.
Letting Vy) = 0, Eq.(7-3) becomes

Vn COS 77
VQ
cox= -9° -; fi)
'; =—;
© zCO
= —=0;
Pu Ps
s

CO=0

-

Substituting Eq.(7-8) into Eq.(7-1) gives
' , /^0\2

cos 7 7 + o r + ( — )
p.

( y o c o s 7 7 ) 2 + ( )+ ( Vo_ )2

Pu Ps

^V(cos477/p2) + (l/p2)
(cos277/p2) + (l/p2)
7-6

(7-8)

|(cos477/pM2) + (l/p 2 )
(cos 2 77/p 2 ) + (l/p 2 ) \)(cos277/p2) + (l/ps2)
I

1 _(cos

(cos 2 77/p 2 ) + (l/p 2 ) V
(1_

(cos 2 77/p 2 ) + (l/p 2 ) V

2

77/p 2 )-(cos 4 77/p 2 )

(cosz77/pMz) + (l/p;)
sin2 77 cos 77 lpu
(cosz77/pHz) + (l/p;)

(7-9)
Substituting Vy) = 0 into Eq.(7-6) gives

tan e =

PM

(7-10)
p 5 cos 77

Therefore

n

_
Vl7^?0

C0S
|
V'Pu
2
^(cos 77/p2)+ (l/p2)

(7n)

Substituting Eq.(7-11) into Eq.(7-9) gives

p=—

=

=

=

=

^

=

• -yl - sin2 77 cos2 0

kcOS27]lp2u) + {Hp2s)
1-sin 77cos 0
(cos 2 77/p 2 ) + (l/p 2 )

(j_l2)

Similarly, when Vy) = 0 the chip pitch can be derived as

h=

2 np sin 77 cos 6

(7-13)

^/l-sin2 77 cos2 6
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It m a y be noted that Eqs.(7-12) and (7-13) are same as the Nakayama and Aral's
(1992) geometrical model. Reiterating, in the above equations pu, ps and 77 are the
chip up-curl radius, the chip side-curl radius and the chip flow angle, respectively.
The chip flow angle 77 and chip up-curl radius pu are also determined by Eqs.(74) and (7-5). The side-curl radius is determined from Eq.(7-10) as follows
P

—

rU

s-~ 7,
tan 6 cos 77

(7-14)

Furthermore, 0 is the so-called tilting angle of chip helix surface as used in the
Nakayama and Arai's geometrical model. This angle is n o w defined as follows.
• Tilting angle 0 of chip helix surface
The tilting angle of chip helix surface is closely related to the chip forms/shapes
produced in machining. For animation purposes, a range of 6 angles has been
considered for different types of chip forms/shapes based on the definition of chip
classification in Nakayama and Arai's (1992) work, as shown in Table 7.1.
Thus, based on such a definition, the angle of 6 can be approximately determined
using the predictive results of the likely chip forms/shapes from a knowledge-based
system previously developed (X.D.Fang and Jawahir 1990).
Table 7.1 Determination of 6 Angles based on the chip forms
Chip
Forms
6 Angle

tubular/
pure up-curl
helical chips
chips

0=0°

corkscrew
chips

full turn/arc
chips

0 < 0 < 20° 30 < 0 < 60° 1O<0<75°

pure sidecurl chips
6=90°

The chip geometry parameters used in the above animation model can be
graphically shown in Fig.7.1. Based on the obtained values of the chip curl radius p , the
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chip pitch h and chip helix tilting angle 0, a chip helix equation to animate 3-D chip
formation in oblique machining can be expressed as follows,

x = -ucos0 cos? = -wcos( 0)cost
2
<y = -ucos0 sint = -ucos( 0)sint (7-15)
P 71 P
z = usin0 + — t = usin(
{
2K
2

0)-\

1
2K

where 0' is the helix angle (& = KI 2 - 0), and t and u are two additional variables.

t is used to control the number of chip helix turns for producing discontinuous or b
chips, the value of which can be obtained from the knowledge/database based expert

system developed by X.D.Fang and Jawahir (1990) and the chip-breaking criterion based

on the models presented in Chapter 6. u is used to control the radius of chip curl, t
value of which is obtained from Eq. (7-12).
The establishment of Eq.(7-15) is based on the general rules on the form of
constant chips proposed by Nakayama and Ogawa (1978), that is,
i) If all conditions are kept unchanged during some period of cutting time, the chip
form must be constant. A variable chip can be considered as the combination of
various forms of short constant chips.

ii) Basically the constant chip has a screw surface which has the rake face of cutti

as a tangential plane and also has the line of tool-chip separation as a generation l
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Fig.7.1 A graphic description of 3-D chip geometry parameters

7.3. Representative Results of 3-D Chip Animation
In order to demonstrate the validity of using the above model to animate chip

formation, three representative results have been worked out as presented in Figs.7.2
7.4. Fig.7.2 shows a comparison between the actual chips and the animated chips for

different chip forms/shapes. For this case the numerical comparison is presented in T

7.2. Fig.7.3 gives the two cases of chip formation with respect to cutting time using

different conditions. Fig.7.4 illustrates the effects of cutting conditions (Fig.7.4(

tool chip breaker parameters (Fig.7.4(b)) on chip formation. As seen from Fig.7.4(b),
the effects of chip-groove parameters on chip curl can be summarised as follows.
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Notably the radius p and pitch h both increase with increasing the groove width G , and
both decrease when increasing the groove depth W for a set of given cutting conditions.

Table 7.2 A numerical comparison between the predicted and
the actual chips*
Chip Geometry Parameters

e
Ribbon

Predicted

Case 2

Case 1

Type of Chip Shapes

ru

Ps

h

e

Actual

5

60

>6

Tubular/

Predicted

10

24.23

4.01

Hehcal

Actual

10

27

6

25

10

18

45

30.26

4.01

4.64

8.03

50

42

35

5

5

10

45

60

24.82

4.01

2.55

3.20

75
75

Corkscrew Predicted
Actual
Predicted
Arc/
Full Turn
Actual

*

*n

Pu

Ps

h

(deg.) (deg.) (mm) (mm) (mm) (deg.) (deg.) (mm) (mm) (mm)
5 57.72 4.01 85.75 21.26 10 56.98 4.01 41.59 20.98

50

30

5

>22

12

24.92 10.19

15

90

4

*#

60

6

24.23 4.01

45

20

16.40 10.01

15

11

4.64

6.72

4

6

33.69 4.01

1.29

1.16

21.80 4.01

1.16

0.70

28

5

30.26 4.01

34

4

75

4

1.5

75

4

1.5

**

All the measurement results are approximate with the aid of a stereo microscope.

** The measurement results are difficult or unable to obtain.
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Fig 7.2 Comparison between the actual chips and the animated chips
for different chip forms/shapes
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t=1.2ms

t=5.8 ms

t=2.5ms

t=7 ms

t=5.2 ms

t=8.3 ms

(a) Condition 1: Obstruction Tool V = 150 m/min d = 2.0 m m f = 0.2 mm/rev

(b) Condition 2: Groove Tool V = 150 m/min d = 2.0 m m f = 0.2 mm/rev

Figure 7.3

Chip formation with respect to cutting time
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(a) Effect of Cutting Conditions (V=150m/min; Groove tool: G=2.5mm, W = 0 . 2 m m )

Fig. 7.4 Effects of cutting conditions and chip breaker parameters
on chip formation
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(b) Effect of Chip Bre-aker Parameters (V=150m/min, f=0.2mm/rev, d= 1.0mm)

Fig. 7.4 Effects of cutting conditions and chip breaker parameters
on chip formation

7.4.

Conclusions

The continuous research and development in machining theories have pr
enhanced understanding of the chip formation mechanism in oblique machining
processes. However, it would be more useful for the workshop operator or engineer if
the predictive machining theories and knowledge could be presented in the form of a
series of dynamic graphs on computer screen which animates the chip forming and
curling in an actual machining operation. In this sense, the computer animation system
developed in this work may be used as a feasible approach as it can simulate the 3-D chip
formation in a real world for different cutting conditions and tool chip breaker features.
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8.1 Summary
Through theoretical modelling and analysis, computer animation and

experimental comparison, this thesis presents a new feasible systematically theoreti
approach for achieving effective prediction of chip curling patterns and chip

breakability for chip control. In this thesis the major concerns are concentrated int
fundamental theoretical analysis and modelling, Based on these theoretical models a
Computer Aided Animation System is developed to predict chip flow, chip curl, chip

forms, chip breakability, stresses, strain, bending moments and torques, etc. Hence t

outcomes of this thesis provide a better understanding of a chip curling process for
automated machining systems, including the following aspects:
(1) chip curling patterns prediction in 3-D machining;
(a) chip breakability prediction when machining steels;

(c) tool chip breaker design with the evaluation of the three-dimensional chip flow;

The major findings of this work are summarised below.
• A new method describing the process of 3-D chip formation is proposed in this

thesis. This description is effected by conducting a fundamental analysis according t
the mechanics and kinematics characters of chip curling in 3-D machining. This

analysis is made systematically by considering the 3-D chip formation process as thr

main sequenced stages based on major deformation feature. In particular the identifi

stages are the chip forming stage, the chip curling stage, and finally the chip break

stage. Then, the chip curling stage is subsequently analysed by further divided the c

curling process into three sub-stages and 3 cases according to whether the curled chi
after leaving the rake face, hits the backwall of breaker/groove, or/and workpiece,
or/and backface of tool, or/and continues to move along the chip breaker.
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The investigation conducted not only builds a fundamental basis for theoretical
modelling of the 3-D chip curling and breaking process, but also extends our
understanding of the chip breaking process. The process of chip curling proposed
reveals n e w insights into the nature of 3-D chip curling and breaking and provides a
n e w approach to predict h o w chip curling and breaking take place.

New basic chip curling forms, up-curling, side-curling and twisting, are
proposed based on the continuum mechanics theory. It reveals that a 3-D curling chip
body m a y undergo the longitudinal bending, transversal bending and torsional
deformations. That means a curling chip is acted upon by up-bending moment, sidebending m o m e n t and torque in 3-D metal cutting. It provides a n e w ideal to analytical
modelling for the chip curling process.

• A general geometric model of 3-D chip curling with chip breaker is developed
by considering the general three-dimensional deformation state of a curling chip. The
model obtained indicates clearly that the chip forms/shapes are determined essentially
by the up-curling, side-curling, twisting of chip and the chip flow angle. The model can
be used to predict the 3-D chip curling forms. It provides a theoretical basis to further
analyse the effects of the three chip angular velocity components C0X, C0y, COz and
chip flow angle 7]0 on the chip forms/shapes. The subsequent extensive sensitivity
analysis identifies these variables are very significant for the analytical prediction of the
chip curling and chip breaking with cutting conditions and chip breaker geometry for
automatic machining process. The information is also significant for the computer aid
design of the chip breakers and the 3-D computer animation.
A group of criteria for the effects of C0X, COy, C0Z and 7]0 on the chip
forms/shapes is obtained based on the sensitivity analysis contacted. This sensitivity
analysis provides opportunity to identify the variation of the chip radius and chip pitch
with varying C0X, COy, C0Z and 7]0. The same also provides a quantitative method to
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analyse the contributions of three basic chip curling forms, up-curling, side-curling and
twisting, to the general helical chip form. The information so gained provides an
effective theoretic approach to direct chip breaker design for achieving better chip
control.

• It is shown by the model developed and subsequent sensitivity analysis results
that the up-curling, side-curling and the chip flow angle incorporating the twisting are
the four key factors determining complex chip curling patterns.
• A group of 3-D mechanics models for chip curling in metal cutting with chip
breakers is developed with 4 cases of chip curling based on structural mechanics theory.
These models calculate the bending moments and torques along the length of the curled
chip. In particular these general mechanics models consider the spatial force system
consisting of a longitudinal bending m o m e n t , transversal bending m o m e n t and a
torsional torque. This theoretical analysis reveals n e w insights into the chip breaking
mechanisms and provides a n e w approach to asses and predict curling chip breakability.
Notably the general 3-D force analysis indicates that the bending m o m e n t and torque
are the main causes of chip breakage and the bending m o m e n t and torque are governed
by the geometry of the chip breaker and the obstacle the curling chip hits.
• A program is developed based on the mechanics models. The calculated results
indicate clearly that the bending m o m e n t and torque acting on the chip body contribute
greatly to the chip curling and breaking. The diagrams of the calculated results clearly
indicate the variation of the bending m o m e n t and torque along the length of the curled
chip body and the location of the m a x i m u m bending m o m e n t and torque. This
information can therefore be used to predict the possible breaking location of curled
chip. The analysis m a y also be used to examine the influence of various factors on
bending m o m e n t and torque in the chip body. These influences include the cutting
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conditions, geometry of chip breaker and chip material. This prediction is significant
for chip breakage prediction for general machining situations and processes.

It is shown in theory based on the models (geometry and mechanics) and the

analysis results that the twisting of chip plays a significant role in the chip curl
breaking performance. Notably the chip radius can be decreased as the extent of chip

twisting is increased, which makes the increased chip breakage occurs. Alternatively,

the same suggests, the chip breaker geometry can be selected to generate a high degre

of twist to obtain the desirable chip breakage. Hence this is an effective approach i
theory for chip breaker design to achieve better chip control.

A computer animation system for 3-D chip curling in machining process is
developed based on the presented 3-D chip curling developing process, geometric and
mechanics models. The developed 3-D chip animation model integrates the chip flow

equation, chip curling patterns, chip geometrical features and mathematical expressi
for 3-D helical surfaces. Hence by knowledge of the input conditions (chip breaker
parameters and cutting conditions), the computer program developed can convert the
parametric prediction into a series of dynamic graphs animating the chip formation
process. The predicted animation results compare favourably with the analytical and
experiment results and good agreement is obtained.
• The methodology to animate the chip curling and breaking performance

presented in this thesis may provide assistance for the machine operator to choose th

machining conditions or for the process planning designers to evaluate the chip contr
effect, control chip breaking and plan the cutting process.
The analysis and subsequent animation software effect a significant step towards

the ultimate goal to establish a theory or analytical system which enables us to pred
machining performance without any cutting experiment.
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The significance of the presented method for predicting chip breakability lies in
that chip breakability can be accessed and predicted through the computer animation

system. This predication is in according with the chip shapes/sizes produced under any
given set of input machining conditions, including work materials, chip breaker
configurations, tool geometries and cutting conditions. Therefore, this method is
suitable for application in industrial automated machining system environment.

• The computer animation system would also be used as a scientifically-based
method for the engineer to design chip breakers based on the analysis of threedimensional chip flow in oblique machining for a wide range of machining conditions

covering various work materials, cutting conditions, chip breaker styles/sizes and to

geometries. The merit of this method lies in that the optimum design of a chip breaker
configuration can be achieved based on the presented criteria for efficient chip
breaking. Notably all the major factors which influence the effectiveness of chip
breaker configurations can be conveniently evaluated by using the developed animation
system. Therefore, the methodology presented may provide an effective alternative to
the traditional method of designing chip breakers wherein improved design result by

costly trial and error techniques. The same also can be used as a guideline for cuttin
tool manufacturers when designing any other types of tool chip breakers.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Research
Further research work is need to develop the following aspects to analyse,

predict, visualise, monitor and control the 3-D metal cutting process. The informatio
necessary to develop a fully computer-integrated metal cutting system for unmanned
manufacturing.
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•

Development of computer-aided design ( C A D ) techniques (based on the predictive

and animation models presented in this thesis) for cutting tool and chip breaker
design to achieve optimal chip control in metal cutting.
• Development of computer-aided process planning (CAPP) techniques (partly based
on the predictive and animation models presented in this thesis and by utilising and
synthesising the present knowledge and theories about metal cutting and machining
operations, with the aid of an expert system) to design, plan and control the
machining process by optimising and selecting cutting conditions, tool geometries,

chip breakability/chip forms, coolant, cutting power/forces, tool life, surface finis
and machining accuracy.
• Development of anin-process monitoringsystem for chip breakage, tool wear and
cutting temperature and on-line sensor-based monitoring techniques, incorporating

the predictive and animation models presented in this thesis, with a suitable adaptiv
control system.
• Integration of metal cutting dynamics into the modelling of 3-D metal cutting
process for achieving the total chip control.

• Integrate full thermal and wear analysis into the models of 3-D chip curling for ch
breakage predication.
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